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Amir denounces heinous attack • 26 civilians injured 

Houthis strike Saudi airport, 
coalition vows to retaliate

RIYADH: A Yemeni rebel missile attack on an airport
in southwestern Saudi Arabia wounded 26 civilians yes-
terday, drawing promises of “stern action” from the
Saudi-led coalition fighting the rebels. Yemen’s Houthi
rebels, who have faced persistent coalition bombing
since March 2015 that has exacted a heavy civilian
death toll, have stepped up missile and drone attacks
across the border in recent weeks. Yesterday’s missile
strike hit the civil airport in the mountain resort of
Abha, which is a popular summer getaway for Saudis
seeking escape from the searing heat of Riyadh or
Jeddah.

Eight of the wounded were admitted to hospital,
coalition spokesman Turki Al-Malki said. The other 18
were discharged after receiving first aid, he added in a
statement carried by the official Saudi Press Agency.
The missile caused some damage to the airport’s
arrivals lounge and flights were disrupted for several
hours before returning to normal. At least one Indian
and a Yemeni were among three women wounded along
with two Saudi children, said Malki, adding the “terror-
ist attack” on a civilian target could be considered a
“war crime”. Malki said the coalition would “take stern
action” to deter the rebels and protect civilians. 

HH the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-

Jaber Al-Sabah strongly condemned the attack. This
heinous attack deliberately targets the lives of innocent
people and threatens Saudi Arabia’s security, showing
complete disregard for humanitarian principles, the
Amir wrote in a letter he sent to Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz. HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and HH the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah sent
similar messages to the Saudi king. 

Kuwait’s foreign ministry also strongly condemned
the attack. This despicable attack on Abha Airport not
only threatens Saudi Arabia’s security, but is also a dan-
gerous escalation in hostilities, the ministry said in a
statement, highlighting Kuwait’s steadfast support for
its larger neighbor. National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Al-Ghanem also sent a cable to Saudi Shura
Council President Sheikh Abdullah Al-Sheikh, strongly
condemning the attack. Voicing full solidarity with the
Saudi people in face of such “heinous and terrorist”
acts, the top Kuwaiti lawmaker reaffirmed utmost sup-
port for whatever measures Saudi Arabia takes to
ensure its safety and stability. 

The attack was also condemned by the United Arab
Emirates and Yemen, whose information minister 

Continued on Page 24

KUWAIT: A KD 1 per ton toll to be paid by trucks
using Jaber Al-Ahmad Causeway and Doha Link will
take effect starting July 16, Minister of Public Works
Jenan Boushehri said yesterday. The Public Authority for
Roads and Transportation (PART) has set regulations
for truckers in a bid to ensure safety of the causeway
and commuters, said Boushehri, also Minister of State
for Housing Affairs, in a press release, pointing out that
revenues expected will be allocated, in part, for the
bridge’s maintenance and operation costs, as well as
checks and supervision. 

According to the release, the weigh-in and toll collec-
tion processes will take place at stations before the trucks
enter the causeway, which will guarantee adequate traffic
flow. It added that truck drivers choosing not to pay

could use Road 80, then Road 801 to reach the northern
area. The mega bridge cost approximately $3 billion, as it
spans Kuwait Bay in two directions and comprises the
Main Link, which connects Kuwait City with the future
Silk City; and Doha Link, which connects Kuwait City
with Doha and the Entertainment City. — KUNA 

KD 1 per ton toll for 
trucks using  Jaber 
Causeway from July 16 

KUWAIT: A view of the Jaber Causeway is seen in this
May 1, 2019 photo. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

KUWAIT: Workers take shelter from the sun under a tree yesterday. — Photo by
Yasser Al-Zayyat

KUWAIT: The unprecedented heat in
the country continues to rise, as temper-
atures exceeded 50 degrees Celsius
before the official start of summer. On
Tuesday, Kuwait recorded its highest
electricity consumption as the tempera-
ture hit more than 50 degrees Celsius, an
official at the ministry of electricity and
water announced. Kuwait’s electricity

consumption on Tuesday was 14,360
megawatts, up 3.5 percent compared
with the highest rate registered last year,
Undersecretary of the Ministry of
Electricity and Water Mohammad
Boushehri told KUNA. 

The rise in electricity consumption is
expected in summer due to rising tem-
peratures, which forces people to oper-
ate air conditioners in houses and other
facilities, he said. Boushehri also assured
that the record rise does not pose any
threat to Kuwait’s power grid, as it has an
overall capacity of up to 18,000
megawatts. Although Kuwait’s grid has a
surplus, he advised people to rationalize
their consumption of power.  — KUNA 

Power usage
hits record as
Kuwait sizzles

KUWAIT: The Philippine Department of Foreign
Affairs (DFA), through the Philippine Embassy in
Kuwait, said in a statement it is closely coordinat-
ing with Kuwaiti authorities for the speedy arrest
of the suspect in a rape case involving a Filipina
household service worker in Kuwait. Embassy
Charge d’Affaires Mohd Noordin Lomondot said
Kuwaiti authorities have issued a warrant of arrest
against the suspect (F. N. H. A.), a 22-year-old
Kuwaiti police officer. 

He said the suspect assisted the victim during
her fingerprinting and registration at the airport
upon her arrival in Kuwait on June 4. It was alleged
that he later kidnapped and assaulted the victim.
Lomondot added the employer of the worker is
cooperating with the embassy and local authori-
ties. The Philippine government will exert all efforts
to ensure that justice is served, the statement
added. — Embassy statement 

Cop sought for 
raping newly 
arrived maid

COLOMBO: The Islamist extremists behind Sri
Lanka’s deadly Easter bombings received funding from
state intelligence services, a top Muslim leader told a
parliamentary investigation. The comments by Azath
Salley, who quit last week as governor of Western
Province, added to evidence of massive security failings
before the April 21 attacks that killed 258 people. The
bombings were led by Zahran Hashim, a radical who
broke from the Sri Lanka Thowheeth Jama’ath (SLTJ)
to form an extremist group, the National Thowheeth
Jama’ath (NTJ).

Salley told the Parliamentary Select Committee
(PSC) that he repeatedly told President Maithripala
Sirisena to take action against the group. “The defense
ministry paid the Thowheeth Jama’ath. The police
worked closely with the Thowheeth Jama’ath,” Salley
said, according to a transcript of his remarks. Salley
said the former government of Mahinda Rajapakse in
office until 2015 funded Thowheeth Jama’ath through
military intelligence, a practice continued by the new
administration.

Salley said that the funding was to spy on other
groups. Salley also said that a week before the attacks,
he met with top defense officials to warn them about
the activities of Islamist radicals and impending dan-
gers. “If the police had taken action on the information I
provided at the time, we would have been able to avoid
this disaster,” he said. The PSC has already heard from
several top defense and police officials that the authori-
ties failed to implement an effective security plan even
after receiving precise warnings of an impending
attack.

Continued on Page 24

Lanka bombers 
on govt payroll; 
church reopens

BANGALORE: Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) scientists work on the orbiter vehicle of 'Chandrayaan-
2', India's first moon lander and rover mission planned and developed by the ISRO yesterday. — AFP

TEHRAN: Iranian President Hassan Rouhani meets Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe during a welcoming ceremony at Saadabad Palace yesterday. — AFP 

TEHRAN: Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe held talks with Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani in Tehran yes-
terday during a rare diplomatic mission
aimed at defusing tensions between the
Islamic republic and Tokyo’s ally
Washington. Abe, the first Japanese prime
minister to visit Iran in 41 years, was
received by Rouhani at the Sadabad presi-
dential palace where they began a closed-
door meeting, an AFP reporter said. He is
expected to meet Iran’s supreme leader Ali
Khamenei today morning.

Addressing a cabinet meeting ahead of

the visit, Rouhani said Iran’s leaders and
people were united in their view that “the
main culprit is America. Not a single indi-
vidual doubts it”. “The (US) pressure has
reached its full strength,” he told the cabi-
net. Tehran is locked in a bitter standoff
with Washington after US President
Donald Trump withdrew from a landmark
2015 nuclear deal in May last year.

Washington has since reimposed crip-
pling unilateral sanctions - which have
forced Japan to halt its once-substantial
purchases of Iranian oil - and launched a
military buildup in the Gulf. “Amid con-
cerns over growing tension in the Middle
East and with the attention of the interna-
tional community on the issue, Japan wish-
es to do its best towards peace and stabili-
ty in the region,” Abe told reporters before
leaving for Tehran. “Based on traditional
friendly ties between Japan and Iran, I 

Continued on Page 24

Abe meets 
Rouhani to 
ease tensions 

BANGALORE: India yesterday unveiled a spacecraft
which is expected to take off for the moon next month,
making the country only the fourth to achieve the feat.
The mission is India’s second to the moon, and if success-
ful it will put the nation in the league of the US, the former
Soviet Union and China. Named Chandrayaan-2, the craft
is made up of an orbiter, a lander and a rover developed
by the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO).

It will be launched from Sriharikota space center on
July 15 and is expected to land near the lunar South
Pole on Sept 6. Once it touches down, the rover will
carry out experiments while being controlled remotely
by ISRO scientists. “It is going to be the most complex
mission ever undertaken by ISRO,” Chairman K Sivan
was quoted as saying by local media. “The aim is to use
space technology for the benefit of the common man.”

The Indian mission would be the third attempted
lunar landing this year after China’s successful 

Continued on Page 24
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Amir, Crown Prince receive top
state officials at Bayan Palace

Amir sends condolences to Chinese president over flood victims

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with His Highness the
Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. — Amiri Diwan and KUNA photos

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Al-Ghanem.

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received yester-
day at Bayan Palace His Highness the Crown
Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah. His Highness also received National
Assembly Speaker Marzouq Ali Al-Ghanem. He
later received His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.
Meanwhile, His Highness the Crown Prince
received Ghanem, His Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak, and Deputy Premier and Interior
Minister Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah. In
other news, His Highness the Amir sent a cable
of condolences to President of the People’s
Republic of China Xi Jinping over victims and
casualties of the flood-hit southern province of
Guangxi. In the cable, His Highness the Amir
wished the wounded rapid recovery, to over-
come the aftermath of such natural disaster. His
Highness the Crown Prince and His Highness the
Prime Minister sent similar cables. —KUNA

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with His
Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets
with Deputy Premier and Interior Minister Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah.

KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah meets with Member of the Supervisory Board, President of the Middle East
and Africa Area at Huawei Company Yi Xiang.— KUNA

PM receives Huawei Middle
East-Africa chief
KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime
Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah received on
yesterday Member of  the
Supervisory Board, President of the
Middle East  and Africa Area at
Huawei Company Yi Xiang and his

accompanying delegation on the
occasion of their visit to the country.
The meeting was attended by
Director General of Kuwait Direct
Investment Promotion Authority
Sheikh Dr Meshaal Jaber Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. - KUNA

BRUSSELS: The European Union (EU) yester-
day heaped praise on Kuwait’s role for stabili-
ty and peace in the region. “Kuwait’s stance is
deeply appreciated by the European Union.
His Highness the Amir’s commitment to peace
and stability stands out as a bulwark in the
Gulf region and we regard Kuwait as a natural
ally in promoting regional cooperation and,
allow me the expression, fostering ‘wasatiyya’
(moderation) at a critical time,” Helga Maria
Schmid, Secretary General of EEAS, said in an
interview ahead of her visit to three Gulf
countries and Iran. The “EU knows that it can
count on Kuwait to work towards the promo-
tion of a rules-based order, built on mutual
respect and the defense of human rights and
principles,” she said. “We have valued
Kuwait’s presidency of the UN Security
Council and its leading role in the stabilization
of Iraq. Kuwait’s generous contributions to
UNRWA in Palestine, to Syrian refugees in
Jordan or to children in Yemen are remarkable
examples of its humanitarianism,” said the
senior EU diplomat.

Schmid noted that although she will not be
able to visit Kuwait this time, she hoped that
she will have soon other opportunities to meet
the Kuwaiti authorities. “We are working
together on an important and eloquent mile-
stone: the opening of an EU Delegation in
Kuwait,” she said. She was set to begin her
visit yesterday to the UAE followed by Oman,
Qatar and Iran. Schmid said the EU has been
active for years with its international and
regional partners in trying to address the mul-
tiple challenges that the Gulf is facing. “During
the past few weeks, we have seen a worrying
trend towards escalation. We are concerned
about this period of intensified hostility, which,
in the absence of any form of structured coop-
eration or regular dialogue, maybe very risky
for the stability of the region,” said Schmid
who is a German diplomat.

Although there is no one single set of solu-

tion, the goal is to promote dialogue as an
antidote to confrontation. I am going there to
express the EU’s concern about the rise of
tensions, listen to our partners’ views and
share our assessment, she said. “I will also
stress our support for the opening of channels
of dialogue and reflect how the EU could be
useful in helping to de-escalate. I will use this
opportunity to share the ongoing European
efforts for the preservation of the nuclear deal
with Iran (JCPOA), which is key to the stabili-
ty and security in the Middle East and beyond
as well as a crucial element of the international
non-proliferation architecture,” she stressed.

“Our discussions will focus on the latest
regional developments and on the situation in
the region more broadly, including issues of
common concern, such as the conflicts in
Yemen and Syria, the Middle East Peace
Process, and the situation in Libya and in
Sudan,” she said. The visit will also be an
opportunity to talk about bilateral relations.
“We are keen to continue deepening our rela-
tions on an individual basis as well as through
the Gulf Cooperation Council,” said Schmid.
“We are already exchanging on a wide variety
of issues, from energy cooperation to trade
and investment, to security and counterterror-
ism. It is our firm belief that by strengthening
our ties we will be able to better appreciate
each other’s concerns and develop a relation-
ship that is not only mutually beneficial but
one that serves the stability and prosperity of
the EU and the Gulf region,” said the EU
diplomat.

“In Iran, where I will travel to after my visit
to UAE, Oman and Qatar, I will of course also
discuss the state of play regarding the imple-
mentation of the JCPOA, including the opera-
tionalization of the Instrument in support of
trade exchanges (INSTEX), aiming to provide
a mechanism for legitimate trade with Iran. All
actors should take a constructive approach in
order to preserve regional stability,” she

stressed.
She noted that

the relationship
between the EU
and the GCC
dates back three
decades. It is one
of the oldest mul-
tilateral partner-
ships for the EU.
Our Cooperation
A g r e e m e n t ,
which we signed
in 1988, remains
our legal basis and provides for exchanges on
an array of topics. Despite the crisis that is
affecting the GCC since 2017, we have contin-
ued our cooperation whenever possible, in
areas such as Clean Energy, Economic
Diversification, Technology, Trade and
Investment and others, said Schmid. “We have
expressed our wish, however, of seeing again
a politically united GCC. As the only regional
inter-state organization, the GCC’s contribu-
tion to stability is very much valued by the
EU,” she added. European External Action
Service (EEAS) is the diplomatic service of
the EU.

EEAS said in a statement yesterday that
the visit will take place against the backdrop
of the prevailing tensions in the region. “It will
be an opportunity to underline the call of the
European Union to defuse regional tensions,
find ways towards de-escalation and promote
dialogue,” it said. As part of the EU’s efforts to
promote stability in the region, the visit will
also aim at discussing the preservation of the
nuclear deal with Iran, which continues to be a
key element of the non-proliferation architec-
ture and a key pillar of security, both globally
and in the region, it noted. The visit will be an
occasion to discuss bilateral relations as well
as other regional issues of common concern,
added the statement. —KUNA

European Union official lauds Kuwait’s
mediation role ahead of regional visit

Helga Maria Schmid

KUWAIT: A top Mormon Church official
visited Kuwait recently to thank state offi-
cials on Kuwait’s recognition of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints back in February. During his visit,
Elder Quentin L Cook of the Quorum of
the Twelve Apostles met government
leaders and Latter-day Saints in Kuwait
City to express gratitude on behalf of the
First Presidency for the important mile-
stone. “We are incredibly grateful for your
absolutely key role in granting recognition
to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints,” Elder Cook said Monday dur-
ing a meeting with Fareed Emadi,
Undersecretary of the Ministry of Awqaf
and Islamic Affairs, and secretary general
of the Supreme Commission for the

Promotion of Moderation in the ministry.
The Ministry of Awqaf gave the Church
this recognition, Emadi said, based on the
teachings of Islam and the Prophet
Muhammad (PBUH) that focus on the
desire to live in peace. “Our religion
taught us how to deal with others and
how to respect others,” he said. While in
Kuwait, Cook also met with Sheikha
Intisar Salem Al-Ali Al-Sabah, before he
and other men, including local interfaith
leaders, gathered for a traditional
diwaniya meeting. Cook also spoke to 125
soldiers at a sacrament meeting at Camp
Arifjan, a US military base outside Kuwait
City. Nearly 300 Mormons live and work
in Kuwait; they come from many countries
around the world.

KUWAIT: Kuwaiti Deputy Foreign
Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah met yesterday
with UAE Ambassador to Kuwait Saqer
Nasser Al-Raesi. During their meeting,
they discussed issues of bilateral relations
between the two countries and latest
developments on regional and international
scenes. The meeting was attended by
Assistant Foreign Minister for the Deputy
Foreign Minister’s office Ambassador
Ayham Al-Omar. — KUNA

Deputy FM
discusses bilateral
ties with UAE
ambassador

KUWAIT: Deputy Foreign Minister Khaled Al-Jarallah meets with UAE Ambassador to Kuwait Saqer
Nasser Al-Raesi. — KUNA

Mormon Church official thanks
Kuwait on recognition

KUWAIT: Elder Quentin L Cook of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles meets with
Fareed Emadi, Undersecretary of Kuwait’s Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs.
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Kuwait welcomes UN Security Council’s
adoption of missing persons resolution

Resolution is first to highlight issue of missing persons at war: Kuwaiti diplomat
NEW YORK: Kuwaiti Deputy Prime
Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah
Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah on Tuesday
welcomed the UN Security Council’s adop-
tion of a Kuwait-drafted resolution on miss-
ing persons in armed conflicts. Speaking to
the UNSC in New York following the adop-
tion of the resolution No. 2474 of 2019,
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled welcomed the
move and thanked all member states for
their support and vote for the resolution
that is meant to protect civilians and find a
solution to the humanitarian problem of
missing people in conflict zones. He hailed
the briefings of Director for Operations and
Advocacy, Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs, Rena Ghelani and
President of the International Committee of
the Red Cross Peter Maurer which enriched
the discussions over the issue.

Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled, who presided
UNSC session, said that the resolution aims
to promote institutional and normative
frameworks to prevent cases of missing
persons in armed conflict. It comes in line
with the UN growing interest in the past
two decades on issues related to the pro-
tection of civilians and the UNSC resolu-
tions dealing with the humanitarian aspects
of the conflicts, he said. He suggested that
the resolution seeks to find measures to
safeguard people in armed conflict and
avoid seeing them go missing. The Kuwaiti
top diplomat went on to say that the cur-
rent complex international situation and
challenges require comprehensive solutions,
the absence of which prolong conflicts.

One of the most pressing humanitarian
challenges is the issue of missing persons in
armed conflict which always have grave
consequences on missing persons and their
families, he said. Missing persons are
among the main victims of any war or con-
flict, he said, stressing the need to abide by
the international law and the international
humanitarian to reach a common negotiat-
ing ground at the end of any conflict for the
sake of a lasting peace. To help determine
the fate of missing people, reunite them
with their families or handle with their rem-
nants as per the international standards and
humanitarian norms, all warring parties
have to make accessible all information and
data they have about those people, he said.
He also underlined the importance of hold-
ing accountable those responsible for the
missing of civilians, concealment of evi-
dence and information about their fate, and
committing of crimes against them.

When all parties adhere to international

humanitarian law, the way for peace would
be smooth, he emphasized. He pointed out
that the resolution raises awareness about
the issue and bridges the gap in measures
to address it. It also encourages relevant
humanitarian organizations, whether
national, regional or international, to take
appropriate measures to facilitate search
operation and ensure professional handling
of information related to missing persons,
he suggested. Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled also
underscored the importance of political will
and cooperation between the conflicting
parties to resolve this humanitarian issue.
He recalled Kuwait’s tragic experience in
this regard. “Kuwait continues its efforts to
reveal the fate of Kuwaiti people who went
missing since the liberation of Kuwait from
the Iraqi invasion in 1991,” he clarified. He,
however, pointed out that Kuwait was able
to determine the fate of 236 out of 605
missing persons, thanks to the UNSC fol-
low-up efforts, cooperation from the Iraqi
government and efforts by a tripartite com-
mittee, headed by ICRC.

Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled reiterated
Kuwait’s commitment to do everything in its
power to strengthen the international com-
munity’s efforts to maintain international
peace and security; to support peace-
building and comprehensive development
and to participate in in the process of col-
lective humanitarian action. Kuwait believes
that these are effective tools to avoid con-
flicts and contribute to the establishment of
stability and dialogue to deal with the exist-
ing and emerging turmoil and crises in the
world, guided by international law and the

UN charter and resolutions, he added. 

Closing the gap 
Speaking to both KTV and KUNA after

the Security Council adopted the draft res-
olution, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled said that it
helps close “a gap in international law on
government responsibilities in relation.” The
resolution bears governments and organi-
zations the responsibility before, during and
after conflicts and outlines the appropriate
guidelines for easing the suffering resulting
from the impacts of any conflict, he said.
Expressing gratitude to the nations who
adopted the decision, he described the
issue as an urgent humanitarian matter that
corresponds with Kuwait’s policy on
humanitarian work and conflict resolution
through peaceful means. The deputy prime
minister and foreign minister added the res-
olution is an “accomplishment for Kuwaiti
diplomacy,” particularly as the country
awaits news of 236 people out of 605
Kuwaitis who went missing during its 1990
invasion at the hands of Iraq. 

The resolution is the first to deal with the
matter of missing persons at times of armed
conflict, forming an aspect of the precau-
tions aimed at protecting civilians, Kuwait’s
permanent UN representative said.
Speaking to reporters after the UN adopt-
ed the draft resolution, Mansour Al-Otaibi
said both the international community and
the Security Council had sought to deal
with the matter after the end of the conflict.
“This is the first time, at least, they
acknowledge the importance of this issue
and urge the importance of working to

resolve it from the beginning of the con-
flict,” he said. Otaibi added that, until now,
there had been not a single legal reference
to the matter. “There are measures pro-
posed in the resolution that urge the inter-
national community and (UN) member
states to take action to uncover the fate of
missing persons and cooperate with rele-
vant bodies, such as the International
Committee of the Red Cross,” he added.
These actions include responding to
queries from the families of those missing
and taking certain measures aimed at
determining their fate, he explained. The
draft was earlier adopted unanimously by
the 15-member Security Council after
receiving much praise and adulation,
reflecting the status of Kuwaiti diplomacy
on the humanitarian level.

Huge success
In the meantime, UN Secretary General

Antonio Guterres congratulated the State
of Kuwait on the ‘huge success.’ Guterres
made his remarks in meeting with Sheikh
Sabah Al-Khaled on the sideline of UN
Security Council sessions in New York.
Guterres said such success was a testimony
of trust by the international community to
the State of Kuwait when it comes to criti-
cal humanitarian issues. In turn, Sheikh
Sabah Al-Khaled expressed gratitude to
the UN chief for his support to Kuwait
work as a non-permanent member in the
Security Council. During the meeting, the
two also delved into the latest develop-
ments in the region and international arena,
including challenges facing the region.

The United Nations Security Council has
unanimously approved a draft resolution
put forward by Kuwait to protect civilians
in the midst of armed conflicts. Kuwait sees
the resolution, which is the first UN deci-
sion on the matter of missing persons in
war, as a comprehensive framework on how
to deal with the tragedy of people missing
as armed conflicts break out. The UN reso-
lution explicitly states that all parties
involved in armed conflicts have the pri-
mary responsibility to safeguard civilians,
urging them to allow the safe and unimped-
ed access of humanitarian aid.

It deplores such practices as the deliber-
ate targeting of civilians and other protect-
ed persons in situations of armed conflict,
calling upon all parties to put an end to
these tactics, in accordance with their obli-
gations under international humanitarian
law. It further calls on all member states to
engage in networking and exchange of
expertise, as well as other means of coop-
eration and coordination with state institu-
tions and national commissions dealing
with the matter. The measure encourages
member states to increase their voluntary
financial, technical and logistical assistance
for states in support of the process of
searching for missing persons in armed
conflicts, which includes the recovery and
identification of bodies. The UN resolution
also addresses post-conflict peace build-
ing and reconstruction efforts, which
include negotiations over such issues as
prisoners of war, detainees and missing
persons, all of whom are protected under
international law. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad
Al-Sabah speaks during a UN Security Council session during which a Kuwait-drafted
resolution on missing persons in armed conflicts was adopted. — KUNA photos

Kuwaiti Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah meets with UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres.

NEW YORK: Welcoming Kuwait’s successful lobbying for the
UN Security Council resolution on persons reported missing
during armed conflict, representatives of the Council member
states called for greater political will to address this humani-
tarian problem. Unanimously adopting the first-ever resolu-
tion 2474 (2019), the Council called upon parties to armed
conflict to take all appropriate measures, to actively search
for persons reported missing, to enable the return of their
remains and to account for persons reported missing “without
adverse distinction.” The Council session took place in the
framework of Kuwait presidency of the Council for June.

Addressing the session, the Permanent Representative of
the United Kingdom Jonathan Guy Allen said that thousands
of people go missing every year and their absence is felt by
families for a lifetime. “Trauma undermines reconciliation
efforts,” he said noting cases of missing persons in Nigeria
and Iraq. “[Tuesday’s] adoption of the resolution is aimed at
promoting international cooperation and underlines interna-
tional law. It also builds on existing mechanisms and notes the
primary responsibility of States to protect civilians,” Allen
said. He urged Kosovo and Serbia to address the issue of
17,000 missing persons in the conflict in the former
Yugoslavia in the 1990s. “Arbitrary detentions and forced dis-
appearances in Syria due to its Government’s oppression
must be investigated through an impartial mechanism,” he
stressed, adding that the issue of missing persons is a human-
itarian one, which should be removed from the political arena.

Growing complexity
Representative of Equatorial Guinea Amparo Mele Colifa

said his delegation was pleased to cosponsor the text, noting
that the growing complexity of conflicts make it difficult to
protect civilians, especially those vulnerable, including those
who need social protection, such as children, minorities,
women and persons with disability. Given that many people
have gone missing during armed conflict in Africa, his delega-
tion joins the Secretary-General’s calls for respect for human-
itarian law. Highlighting the role of humanitarian organiza-
tions, which can provide support in full respect of sovereignty
of States, he warned against States using enforced disappear-
ances as a military strategy and commended the work of
ICRC in making this issue visible.

Ambassador Gustavo Meza-Cuadra (Peru) said that sit-
uations on the ground can be extreme during times of con-
flict, making it hard to find missing persons. “Nevertheless,
parties to conflict must avoid actions that contradict their
obligations under the Geneva Conventions,” he said empha-
sizing the need for specific international and State action to
address cases involving missing children. He called for
efforts to establish appropriate mechanisms, and acknowl-
edged the efforts of ICRC and other organizations, includ-

ing the International Commission on Missing Persons, based
in The Hague.

Jerry Matthews Matjila (of South Africa) underscored
that the primary responsibility to address the root causes
of conflict resides with States themselves. “States must
ensure that the people within their respective borders are
accounted for and protected,” he underscored. Expressing
concern about the rise of incidents of missing persons in
armed conflict, Matjila said that the uncertainty surround-
ing missing persons is deeply traumatic and requires due
attention by national authorities, regional mechanisms and
the international community.

Ambassador Marc Pecsteen (of Belgium) said the impact
of disappearances on individuals, families and communities is
one of the most devastating and persistent consequences of
armed conflict. “Uncertainty and the search for answers can
go on for generations and could lead to new conflicts,” he
said. He welcomed the fact that today’s resolution describes
several concrete measures, including the registration of
detainees, the exchange of information between separated
family members, the gathering of information on disappeared
and deceased persons, the mapping of gravesites and the
appropriate handling of human remains to allow their identifi-
cation. Emphasizing that forced disappearances can be quali-
fied as crimes against humanity, Pecsteen warned that peace
and reconciliation efforts could be undermined if whole fami-
lies are kept in the dark about the fate of their loved ones,
with no prospect of reparations while impunity reigns.

Meanwhile, Jonathan Cohen (United States) said that, all
too often, stories are heard of people going missing in times
of armed conflict. “In Syria, those unjustly detained must be
released, and the Assad regime must tell families about the
fate of their loved ones. Such basic and humane steps would
help build a basis for a successful political process in Syria,”
he said. “In Iraq, the United States, since 2005, has been
funding efforts to identify, secure and excavate mass graves.
It is also supporting the International Commission on Missing
Persons, which is training Iraqi officials on how to investigate
mass graves, and the United Nations Investigative Team
against Da’esh as it collects and preserves evidence of atroci-
ties carried out by (the so-called) Islamic State in Iraq and
the Levant (ISIL/Da’esh). “Joint efforts between Kuwait and
Iraq on missing persons exemplify how countries can emerge
from conflict and work in a spirit of cooperation and friend-
ship,” Cohen went on. Stressing that the resolution marks the
Council’s first collective call to address the issue of missing
persons in conflict, he said, “Let us now turn our words into
actions, together.”

Alarming increase
Christoph Heusgen (Germany), expressed concern about

the alarming increase in the number of persons reported
missing worldwide. He noted the efforts under way by the
German Red Cross to locate the relatives of refugees and
migrants who have arrived in Germany from Afghanistan,
Syria, Somalia and Eritrea. “The toughest cases involve
Syria,” he said, encouraging the Special Envoy of the
Secretary General to work with the parties to the conflict to
secure the release of detainees and to foster cooperation
on missing persons. “A pattern of disappearances involving

the Syrian regime is unacceptable and must be fully
addressed,” he added. Noting that some delegations
opposed including in today’s resolution a reference to
international criminal mechanisms, Heusgen said the Rome
Statute includes a clear reference of forced disappearances,
which is a crime against humanity.

Representative of China Ma Zhaozu said that, for a long
time, the issue of missing persons in armed conflict has
received insufficient attention. Resolution 2474 (2019) is the
first thematic text on the issue to be adopted by the Council,
demonstrating the high priority it is giving to the issue and its
firm stance on upholding international humanitarian law, he
pointed out. “To fully address the issue, the root causes of
armed conflict must be eliminated. That means firmly rejecting
anachronistic ideas - such as a clash of civilizations, a cold
war mentality and zero-sum games - and to work towards a
new style of international relations,” he said. “When conflict
in unavoidable, the parties should take effective measures to
prevent disappearances,” he said, adding that cases involving
large numbers of missing persons should be investigated and
those responsible held to account.

Ambassador Francois Delattre (France), stressing that the
issue of missing persons is inherent in armed conflict, wel-
comed the adoption of the resolution. Emphasizing that the
right to truth must be guaranteed, he said that it is crucial to
cooperate with ICRC and its Central Tracing Agency. “French
forces inform ICRC when they detain persons, giving the
organization access to information about detainees,” he said,
noting that no conflict justifies enforced disappearances,
which are crimes against humanity. “France would have liked
the resolution to explicitly refer to the International
Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced
Disappearance,” he said, calling on States to ratify the instru-
ment if they haven’t.

Representative of the Russian Federation Gennady V
Kuzmin said his delegation voted in favor of the resolution
as it helps families, including those of missing military serv-
ice personnel, to learn the fate of their loved ones and
potentially save them. “War is an evil in itself and should not
be merely reduced to a matter of international criminal
responsibility. Legal tools, such as the Geneva Conventions
of 1949 and its Additional Protocols of 1977 have been
already at States’ disposal,” he said, adding, “It is political
will of States that is lacking.”

Dr Dian Triansyah Djani (Indonesia) stressed that while
conflict historically take a toll on civilians, “this must not be
considered a given.” “Efforts must be made to prevent peo-
ple from going missing in conflict situations, including by
establishing information centers for the coordination and
pooling of information and by appropriately training armed
forces. National laws and relevant international humanitarian
instruments must also be upheld, including the 1949 Geneva
Conventions and their Additional Protocols,” he urged.
Emphasizing that parties to conflict bear the primary
responsibility of taking all steps to ensure the protection of
civilians - including reducing the number of cases of missing
persons, Dr Djani added that international cooperation and
support on the issue should also be advanced through bol-
stered forensics, the sharing of expertise and the use of
modern technology. — KUNA

NEW YORK: The UN Security Council on Tuesday
adopted the first-ever resolution on missing persons
in conflict as the International Red Cross reported an
alarming increase in cases of disappearances world-
wide. The resolution was drafted by Kuwait, which
drew from its own bitter experience of seeking to
account for more than 300 people still missing from
the Gulf war nearly 30 years ago. 

One of the biggest caseloads of missing persons is
in Syria where families are searching for 60,000 peo-
ple who have disappeared since the beginning of the
war eight years ago, according to the International
Commission on Missing Persons.

Peter Maurer, the president of the International
Committee of the Red Cross, told the council that
there was “an alarming increase in cases in recent
years” of missing persons. Last year, 45,000 names
were added to the ICRC’s tracing lists, said Maurer,
adding this figure was “the tip of the iceberg and
does not convey the true extent of the problem.”

Among those on the ICRC’s missing list are 10,000
people from Syria and 13,000 from Nigeria, said UN
aid official Rheena Ghelani. There have been cases of
forced disappearances in Myanmar, South Sudan and
Yemen while the fate of many persons who went miss-
ing years or decades ago in the Balkans, Lebanon,
Nepal and Sri Lanka remains unknown, she said.

The council unanimously backed the resolution
urging governments to take practical steps such as
setting up registries to help families searching for
answers. Drafted with help from the ICRC, the meas-
ure also supports Red Cross efforts to gain access to
detention centers during conflict.

Addressing the council, Britain stressed that pro-
viding answers to the families of the missing was key
to helping societies rebuild after devastating conflict.
“Long after conflict ends, families and communities
are deeply affected by those who remain missing,”
said British Deputy UN Ambassador Jonathan Allen.
“They relive conflicts as others are able to move on.”

In Nigeria, 112 of the Chibok girls kidnapped by
Boko Haram five years ago remain missing.  In Iraq,
families are searching for 3,000 Yazidis who disap-
peared after Islamic State fighters overran their vil-
lage in 2014.— AFP

Conflicts spur
alarming increase
in missing
persons: Red Cross

UNSC members
welcome Kuwait text
on missing persons
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By Attorney Fajer Ahmed

Legalese

Afew days ago, a popular shoe was launched by a
global footwear brand. If anyone is into sneakers,
they will know that many brands have “exclu-

sive” or “limited” shoes that usually launch around the
world on the exact same date, and buyers wait in line to
be able to get the shoe, as the demand is much higher
than the supply. 

Many people were discussing how one of the
branches of an international store in Kuwait decided to
only sell the shoes to Kuwaitis, by making people in line
write their name on a paper beforehand, and then non-
Kuwaitis were not called out. I am not sure if this truly
happened or not; I am also aware that some of the com-
ments on social media were racist, while some were
very gentle and loving to all nationalities. Also, I am
aware that some events may be dramatized for various
reasons. Regardless of what actually happened, I think
it is important to highlight that Kuwaiti laws are non-
discriminative and understand that if this actually did
happen, legal consequences will follow. 

There are many people on social media who think
that it is okay legally not to sell products to a certain
race, especially if they were to “resell” the shoes.
Regardless of what they wanted to do with the shoes,
there is no legal stance for treating any person from a
different race differently when it comes to employ-
ment or commercial activities, I understand if land or
houses are only sold to Kuwaitis, but it makes no
sense otherwise. 

Defending rights
The great thing though was the amount of Kuwaitis

who were defending rights and highlighting these laws.
I am really glad that people are speaking out, that peo-
ple understand that this is an issue that needs to be dis-
cussed for Kuwait to be a better place, and that racism
can be an issue in Kuwait. 

Kuwait’s constitution of 1962
1. Article 29: The people are peers in human dignity

and have, in the eyes of the law, equal public rights
and obligations. There shall be made no differentia-
tion among them because of race, origin, language or
religion.

2. Article 7: Justice, freedom and equality are the pil-
lars of society; and cooperation and compassion are
the firm link binding all citizens.

3. Article 31: No person may be arrested, imprisoned,
searched, have his residence restricted or be
restrained in liberty of residence or of movement
save in conformity with the provisions of the law. No
person shall be subjected to torture or to ignomin-
ious treatment.

4. Article 35: Freedom of belief is unrestricted. The
state shall protect freedom in the observance of reli-
gious rites established by custom, provided such
observance does not conflict with morals or disturb
public order.

5. Article 36: Freedom of opinion and scientific
research is guaranteed. Subject to the conditions and
stipulations specified by law, every person shall have
the right to express his opinion by speaking or writ-
ing or otherwise.

Articles from the Kuwait private sector labor law 
1.  Article 46
The service of the worker shall not be terminated

without any justification or as a result of his activity in
the syndicate or a claim or his legal rights in accor-
dance with the provisions of the law. The service of the
worker may not be terminated for reason of gender,
race or religion.

For questions or queries, please 
email us at info@ftl-legal.com

Kuwait’s laws 
non-discriminatory

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: Lawmakers yesterday strongly criticized the
government over its performance in a large number of
public departments and independent authorities but
still passed their budgets with a comfortable majority.

The assembly passed following a long-day debate
the 2019/2020 budgets for a number of authorities
including the controversial agriculture authority, the
sports authority, Kuwait
Municipality, Zakat House,
the Public Authority for Civil
Information and others.

Speaker Marzouq Al-
Ghanem said the current
term will come to a close on
July 3 and the assembly must
hold special sessions starting
June 25 to approve other
budgets including the state
budget which is normally
passed in the last session.

Head of the budgets committee MP Adnan
Abdulsamad said that the government wanted to
abolish the sports and Holy Quran authorities but lat-
er withdrew its request, adding that the government
has not made its decision on the fate of the roads
authority.

MP Adel Al-Damkhi said that in the face of flabby

ministries, authorities are established but are then
prevented from functioning by an incapable bureau-
cracy. He said the government renews the terms of
undersecretaries and assistant undersecretaries who
repeat the same mistakes, adding there is an adminis-
trative weakness and an absence in coordination
among ministries.

MP Mohammad Al-Dallal called for rejecting the
budget of the agricultural authority saying it does not

present or serve food securi-
ty but only grants rest places
for some influential people.
The lawmaker said the cabi-
net normally supports any
ministry locked in any dis-
pute with the State Audit
Bureau despite the many
comments made by the
Bureau against that particu-
lar ministry.

MP Salah Khorshid said
that 70 percent of the

employees at the Kuwait Authority for Partnership
Projects are non-Kuwaitis, while MP Safa Al-Hashem
said the authority is suspected to be involved in a
theft totaling KD 1 billion. MP Osama Al-Shaheen
said that supervisory bodies make plenty remarks on
government ministries and agencies “but we don’t see
anyone going to jail.” 

Lawmakers criticize but then
comfortably approve 16 budgets

Incapable bureaucracy prevents authorities from functioning: MP Damkhi

KUWAIT: MPs surround National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem during a parliament session
yesterday. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Current 
term to 

close on 
July 3

19,848 travel
bans issued in
Q1 of 2019
By A Saleh 

KUWAIT: Statistics issued by the justice ministry’s
execution department showed 19,848 travel bans and
28,314 arrest warrants had been issued against indebt-
ed people during the first quarter of this year. Statistics
also showed 11,802 arrest warrants had been reissued
and 10,340 travel bans and 20,959 arrest warrants had
been lifted during the same period.   

Body found
A decomposed corpse of a male dressed in shirt and

trousers was found in an open yard in Messila. Security
sources said a Kuwaiti man reported spotting the
corpse behind a gas station and food court in the area.
Criminal evidence investigators were notified and fur-
ther investigations are in progress to identify the body.  

Expat staff terminated
The Civil Service Commission (CSC) contacted

the Public Authority for Agricultural Affairs and Fish
Resources (PAAAET) pertaining with terminating
the contracts of a number of non-Kuwaiti employees

due to be included in the replacement policy. CSC’s
letter said 18 expat employees will be terminated
effective July 1. 

Bedoon students
Registration of bedoon students will start as usual in

Mubarak Al-Kabeer and Ahmadi schools first,
Education Ministry sources said. The ministry and its
various sectors have already started preparations for
the coming school year (2019-2020), with preparations
made by the warehouse department to furnish 12 new
schools due to join service by the beginning of the year.
In this regard, informed sources said all the needed fur-
niture and equipment are available in stores and that
there are no problems concerning maintenance con-
tracts for Hawally, Ahmadi and Mubarak Al-Kabeer
educational areas. “However, there are fears that vari-
ous schools will be understaffed regarding female
workers because of including some of them in the CSC
replacement policy,” the sources explained. 

Ramadan donations
The total donations collected during Ramadan was

KD 11 million, collected by nine charities licensed by
the Ministry of Social Affairs, said informed sources,
noting that donations were distributed over 65 proj-
ects including iftar meals, aiding the distressed in
Syria, Gaza Strip and Asian and African countries,
supporting orphans, digging wells, sponsoring learn-
ers, and building schools and mosques, in addition to
aiding needy famil ies in Kuwait . The sources

explained that Rahma International collected KD 2.2
million to aid the distressed in Yemen, while the Islam
Heritage Revival Society collected KD 3 million,
Direct Aid collected KD 3.5 to distribute iftar meals
in 29 countries and Abdullah Al-Nouri Charity col-
lected KD 485,000. 

KD 900,000 collected 
Official sources at the Ministry of Public Works

(MPW) said the ministry collected KD 900,000 from
contractors and companies falling behind schedule in
the ministry’s projects. The sources added that the
debts had been collected through courts and deduct-
ing from the concerned companies’ payments. The
sources stressed companies failing to pay their debts
to MPW will be blocked through coordination with the
Interior Ministry.

Health insurance
The Finance Ministry approved a request by the

Health Ministry to hire a company to provide health
insurance for Kuwaiti students studying in the US for a
year with a total value of KD 21,892,653. 

Municipality’s revenues 
Kuwait Municipality’s deputy director for financial

and administrative affairs Fuad Al-Reghaib said thanks
to the recent automation of development and services,
the municipality’s revenues had remarkably increased,
adding that new fees are being studied to help further
boost revenues.   

News in brief

GCC committee for
testing labor meets

KUWAIT: Health Ministry’s assistant undersecre-
tary for public health Dr Majeda Al-Qattan took
part in the 24th GCC central committee for testing
expatriates’ meeting held in Oman. On her return,
Qattan said the committee discussed its organiza-
tional charter, suggested amendments and the
penal charter, based on which the forms of the
reports made by committee members visiting
medical centers and accrediting them in countries
from which expat laborers are recruited were
adjusted. —By Meshaal Al-Enezi 

Fishing ban

KUWAIT: Chairman of Kuwait Fishermen Union
Thaher Al-Suwayyan called for strict measures
against violators of the fishing ban periods,
noting that most of the violators do not have
fishing licenses, are not union members and fish
illegally. Suwayyan also stressed the union’s
keenness on respecting the Cabinet’s resolu-
tions, Amiri decree 46/1980 and fishing-con-
cerned resolutions. —By Meshaal Al-Enezi 

Detained harassment

A Kuwaiti man who drove a luxury car and donned
luxury brands to impress girls was detained for
harassment, which led to his arrest on financial
charges he couldn’t pay back. A woman sought
police help against a man who was harassing her
in a parking lot. Police responded and arrested
him, then discovered he was wanted. —Al-Rai

Credit card theft

Criminal detectives arrested an Indian man who
stole a Kuwaiti woman’s credit card and withdrew
large sums of money using modern technology.
The woman told police she lost her card and mon-
ey was withdrawn, so detectives worked on the
case and checked cameras in stores where the
suspect used the card, and identified and arrested
him. The suspect worked as a driver, and was sent
to the prosecution after confessing to committing
the crime.  —Al-Rai

Chopper rescues
four stuck in mud
By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A police helicopter rescued four persons
who were marooned in a muddy sea area off Gharnata,
the interior ministry’s relations and security information
said yesterday. Police responded to a call about three
persons stuck at sea, so coastguard and sea rescue

teams rushed there but were not able to help. One res-
cue worker also got stuck with the three, so helicopters
were called in. They were rescued without any injuries.

Separately, fire broke out in the balcony of a house in
Abdullah Al-Mubarak. Farwaniya fire station men rushed
to the scene and put out the blaze. No injuries were
reported. Meanwhile, Jleeb and Kabd fire station men
rushed to a Sulaibiya warehouse where a fire was
reported. The blaze was put out and investigations were
initiated to find out the cause of the fire. In the meantime,
a fire broke out in a Farwaniya apartment, prompting
Farwaniya and Jleeb fire stations to respond. The house
was evacuated and fire was put out without injuries. 

KUWAIT: Interior Ministry and Kuwait Fire Service Department
personnel participate in a rescue operation of four persons
trapped in a muddy sea area off Gharnata.

A fireman tackles a blaze reported in a Farwaniya apartment.

Kuwaiti specialist
elected vice president
for IPAIN in Middle East
KUWAIT: Specialist, Diagnostic and Interventional
Radiology at the Ministry of Health Dr Abdul Mohsen
Al-Sahaf announced Tuesday that he was elected as
Vice President of the International Pain Foundation
IPAIN for Middle East. In a press statement, Dr Sahaf
expressed pride of this choice, which shows the level of
advanced medicine in Kuwait, pointing out that this
opens way for exchange of more experience through
joint medical conferences and workshops. IPAIN is one
of the most important bodies for the training of doctors
— founded in 1993 in the United States. In 2001, it
began to prepare for the establishment of the most
important fellowships for the treatment of pain by sim-
ple surgical intervention. The competition for the posi-
tion was heated among hundreds of candidates. Dr
Sahaf won this position due to his medical achieve-
ments, and the winning of the first prizes in the exhibi-

tion of inventions in the Middle East, including his
invention in the field of pain therapy, in addition to per-
forming many rare operations in the region. —KUNA

Dr Abdul Mohsen Al-Sahaf



Photo of the Day

KUWAIT: Sunset at Ashiraj Beach. — Photo by Nawaf Al-Humoud (KUNA)
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THE HAGUE, Netherlands: Distinguished political
leaders, decision makers, scholars and cultural personali-
ties from around the world will gather in the beautiful
Dutch city of the Hague today to give boost to interna-
tional efforts to promote peace. “It is amazing that my
beautiful country of Holland is able to play such a pivotal
role in realizing the Kuwaiti dreams of respect for each
other’s culture and relentless devotion and love for
peace,” commented the Dutch Ambassador to Kuwait
Frans Potuyt. “Artists, writers, musicians, and scholars:
they constitute a global community surpassing national
boundaries and mentalities, often taking the lead in guid-
ing us on the way to peace,” he wrote in an article. The
Dutch ambassador noted that the study of the Islamic
and Arab culture has flourished in Holland for centuries,
as Dutch merchants were sailing the seas and always
curious to learn from other cultures. “So Leiden became
the natural partner for the
Al-Babtain foundation to
enhance the study of the
Arab world,” said Potuyt.
“Dr Babtain chose this his-
toric palace as the venue for
an international conference
to promote education of
peace, focused on the pro-
tection of cultural heritage in
times of war,” he added. The
‘World Forum for the
Culture of Peace’ will kick
off at the Peace Palace which houses the International
Court of Justice and the Permanent Court of Arbitration
at the Hague. The one-day international event has been
organized by Kuwait’s Abdulaziz Saud Al-Babtain
Cultural Foundation in partnership with the World Peace
Foundation, New York, Leiden University in the
Netherlands, the International Committee of the Red
Cross and the Carnegie Foundation Peace Palace.

The forum will “send a humanitarian message to the
whole world to establish peace and security,” said the
chairman of the Foundation of Abdulaziz Saud Al-
Babtain. “We will not only provide suggestions and rec-
ommendations, but we will work to put the theories into
reality. We have issued seventeen approaches to culti-

vating a culture of peace from schools to the university,”
he said. The Forum will open with a keynote address by
Maltese President George Vella and statements by
Secretary General of the Dutch foreign ministry Joke
Brandt, Director General of the Peace Palace, Erik de
Baedts, Abdulaziz Saud Al-Babtain and Prince Turki Al-
Faisal Al-Saud of Saudi Arabia.

The first session titled “Education and the Protection
of Cultural heritage,” will be chaired by former Bosnian
President, Haris Siljadzic and will be addressed by
Secretary General of the Organization of Islamic
Cooperation Yousef Al-Othaimeen, among other eminent
personalities. Kuwaiti former Deputy Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister Sheikh Mohammad Sabah Al-Salem Al-
Sabah will preside over the second session titled
“Protecting cultural heritage (Iraq and Yemen).” This
session will be addressed among others by the represen-

tative of the Iraqi president, Ali
Al-Shukri, Yemeni Minister of
Higher Education and Scientific
Research Abdullah Lemles,
Shaikha Mai Bint Mohammed Al
Khalifa, President of Bahrain
Authority for Culture and
Antiquities and Minister of
Higher Education in Iraq’s
Kurdistan, Dr Yusuf Goran. The
third session titled “Promoting
the culture of peace through
education (Central Republic of

Africa)” will be chaired by Terje Rod-Larsen, the
President of the International Peace Institute, New York.

Speakers include the Kuwaiti Minister of Education
Dr Hamed Al-Azmi, Sylvie Baipo Temon, Foreign
Minister of Central African Republic among other dig-
nitaries. The last and closing session titled “Moving
Forward: Culture of Peace Manuals” will be chaired by
Abdulqawi Ahmed Yusuf, President of the International
Court of Justice, and speakers include Marzouq Al-
Ghanem, Speaker of the Kuwaiti National Assembly,
Abdullah Gul, former President of Turkey as well as
other eminent personalities. Closing remarks will be
delivered by the President of the University of Leiden,
Carel Stolker. — KUNA

Hague Forum to promote
peace culture in the world

Organized by Kuwait’s Abdulaziz Saud Al-Babtain Cultural Foundation 

Sending a
humanitarian

message to 
the world

The Peace Palace at the Hague.



India’s heatwave 
deaths rise to 36
MUMBAI: A heatwave gripping India has killed
36 people with the poorest workers bearing the
brunt, national disaster management officials said
yesterday, warning that the record temperatures
were impacting more states than in previous
years. India’s capital Delhi recorded its highest-
ever temperature of 48 degrees Celsius (118
Fahrenheit) on Tuesday, while Churu in the north-
western state of Rajasthan, temperatures reached
as high as 51C.

“This is the worst heatwave ever. In 2015, the
heatwave was recorded in nine states, this year
the forecast is 23,” said Anup Kumar Srivastava,
drought and heatwave expert at the National
Disaster Management Authority (NDMA). “We
have verified 36 deaths due to the heatwave
against 25 last year. They are mostly poor
labourers who come from rural areas to cities to
look for work and live on the road side,”
Srivastava told the Thomson Reuters Foundation.

India typically witnesses water scarcity during
summer months, but the situation this year is par-
ticularly bad in western and southern states
which received less than normal rainfall in the
2018 monsoon season. The NDMA had predict-
ed that a heatwave would hit India from mid-
March but the weather turned extreme in mid-
May and is expected to last until mid-June.

More cities are also struggling with the heat
than in previous years with many recording tem-
perature above 45C, Srivastava said. Although
India recorded over 2,000 deaths during a 2015
heatwave, deaths fell over the next three years as
public awareness campaigns spread to more
states, NDMA officials said.

“We wanted to bring down the number of
deaths to single digits this year,” Srivastava said.
“But many officials were assigned for election
duty (and) that impacted monitoring and aware-
ness activities.” India’s marathon general elec-
tions were held from April 11 to May 19 and
relied on government officials from several
departments to carry out the mammoth poll.

Go home
Workers on farms, construction sites or on

salt pans were worst hit by the heatwave, labor
rights campaigners said. “Many struggled with
the weather and chose to go back home,” said

Ramaswamy Natarajan, manager at the Odisha
Migration support centre in Tamil Nadu. Some
Indian states such as the southern state of
Kerala issued sunstroke warnings in March and
announced noon breaks for workers for three
months. Officials at NDMA said its advisory on
reducing eight-hour work schedules by 20%
during summer months was being implemented
for government workers who are paid daily
rates under its national rural employment guar-
antee scheme. But those working for private
employers on farms, building sites and brick
kilns had no such protection, labor rights cam-
paigners said. — Reuters

International
India PM to avoid 
Pakistan airspace 
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KHAN YUNIS: Angham Zorab removes clothes from a clothes line at their home in the southern Gaza Strip refugee camp of Khan Yunis. Angham Zorab’s two brothers along with her husband fled the blockaded Palestinian enclave in June 2014
- like many others who see no hope in remaining. — AFP 

KHAN YUNIS: At a modest dwelling open to the
winds next to a landfill in the Gaza Strip, only the
women, children and an old man remain. Angham
Zorab’s two brothers along with her husband fled the
blockaded Palestinian enclave in June 2014 - like many
others who see no hope in remaining. “He sold the house
and left with the $5,000,” the frail 23-year-old woman
said of her husband.

“They passed through tunnels” to reach Egypt, she
added from the house where she now lives in Khan Yunis
in the southern Gaza Strip. Gaza’s two million residents
have lived under Israeli blockade for more than a decade,
and humanitarian conditions have worsened by the year.
Gaza’s Islamist rulers Hamas and Israel have fought three
wars since 2008 and the strip has an unemployment rate
of more than 50 percent - while around two-thirds of
young people are jobless. Eighty percent of the popula-
tion are dependent on international aid.

There are no official figures on the number of
Palestinians leaving the Gaza Strip permanently, said
Samir Zaqout of the Palestinian human rights group Al-

Mezan. According to data compiled by the United
Nations, around 61,000 Palestinians left Gaza for Egypt
last year, while only around 37,000 entered - a deficit of
24,000, though more could eventually return. Israel
grants limited numbers of exit
permits, mainly for merchants
and medical patients, accord-
ing to Gisha, an NGO which
monitors the Gaza blockade.

Zaqout says the reasons
young people seek to leave
include unemployment and
poverty, low pay, lack of free-
dom of expression under
Hamas and the impossibility
of free travel under Israel’s
blockade. “In the past, the
idea of emigrating was considered a betrayal (of the
Palestinian cause),” he said at his office in central Gaza
City. “Today it is a source of pride. Even those who are
engaged in politics, in the resistance (to Israel), are

preparing to emigrate.” The will to leave crosses all
social classes, from the rich to the poor, he said.

‘For my family’ 
For years, tunnels under the

Gaza border with Egypt pro-
vided Palestinians with a way
out of the enclave. Some would
then take a dangerous route
into Europe, often involving a
journey by sea. Egypt has
since destroyed the tunnels,
but it reopened its crossing
with Gaza in 2018 after having
kept it largely closed for years.

Zorab’s brother-in-law, the
last of the family to emigrate,

left Gaza last summer through the Rafah crossing with
Egypt.  As for her husband, she said he left “for the same
reasons as all the others: for work. He said ‘I’m going to
build a future for my daughter, for my family.” Her two

brothers eventually reached Sweden and have estab-
lished themselves there. She has however lost contact
with her husband and has asked for a divorce.

She and her six-year-old daughter now live with her
parents. She thinks the acne-like bumps across her
daughter’s body are due to the landfill next door. “I
would like to leave too,” Zorab said. In front of her on a
small wooden shelf sits the most precious object in their
spartan home: a modem connected to a battery for
when the Gaza Strip’s frequent electricity cuts plunge
the neighborhood into darkness.

“I speak with my sons everyday now,” said the moth-
er of the family, Chamaa. “The first two years, my eyes
were always filled with tears.” The money that her sons
send keeps the house running. Nine people live in a
handful of rooms that are nearly empty, furnished with
mattresses on the floor and kitchen utensils. In the
extended family, at least 20 men have left the Gaza Strip
and some died in the process. Zaqout of Al-Mezan said
the reopening of the Rafah crossing has made emigrat-
ing easier. — AFP 

Despite risks, Gazans dream of life away
Around 61,000 Palestinians left Gaza for Egypt last year

Gaza’s 2 million 
residents live 

under blockade

NEW DELHI: Indian residents use hoses to collect drinking water from a tanker truck during a
hot summer day in the low-income neighborhood of Sanjay camp yesterday. — AFP 

Syria says air defense
downs Israeli missiles
DAMASCUS: Syrian air defense shot down Israeli missiles targeting
the south of the country yesterday, state media said, as a monitor
reported positions of the regime’s Lebanese ally Hezbollah had been
hit. The attack was launched in the early hours of the morning against
the Tall al-Hara sector near the Golan Heights, according to official
news agency SANA, which said there had been no casualties.

It did not specify what had been targeted. SANA also accused
Israel of conducting an “electronic war” and “jamming” Syrian radar.
The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, a Britain-based war moni-
tor, said the strikes had targeted positions of the Hezbollah Shiite
movement in two locations, but without causing any casualties.

“All the positions hit had the Lebanese Hezbollah there,”
Observatory head Rami Abdel Rahman said. The missiles targeted Tall
al-Hara, a hill in the southern province of Daraa where Hezbollah has
radars and the regime has air defense batteries, said the Observatory,
which relies on sources inside Syria for its information. It also targeted
barracks for the Lebanese fighters in the abandoned town of Quneitra
on the Syrian-controlled side of a demilitarized zone between both
countries in the Golan.

The town has been largely in ruins for over four decades since it was
razed by Israeli forces before they withdrew under a 1974 United
Nations agreement. Israel has carried out hundreds of air strikes in
Syria since the beginning of the conflict in 2011, targeting forces loyal to
President Bashar al-Assad and the regime’s allies Iran and Hezbollah.
Earlier this month, Israel struck multiple positions held by regime forces
over a period of 24 hours, killing 15 combatants according to the
Observatory. In January, it targeted Iranian positions in Syria in what it
said was a response to an Iranian missile strike from inside the country.
That attack killed 21, mostly Iranians. Israel says it is determined to pre-
vent its arch foe Iran from entrenching itself militarily in Syria, where
Tehran backs Assad in the country’s eight-year war, which has left more
than 370,000 people dead and displaced millions. Israel and Hezbollah
have fought several wars, the latest in 2006. — AFP 
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Johnson launches 
UK leadership
bid as MPs 
warn on Brexit
LONDON: Boris Johnson launched his
campaign yesterday to replace Theresa
May as Britain’s next leader, as lawmak-
ers moved to stop him and other hardlin-
ers from delivering a “no deal” Brexit.
The former foreign secretary is the
favorite among 10 candidates to succeed
May, who quit after failing to take Britain
out of the European Union on schedule. 

May has delayed Brexit twice-most
recently to October 31 - as she tried and
failed to get her divorce deal through
parliament. Johnson, a leading figure in
the 2016 referendum vote to leave, has
said he will deliver on the result with or
without a deal with Brussels. “After three
years and two missed deadlines, we must
leave the EU on October 31,” he said
ahead of his official campaign launch.

He warned that failure would see the
ruling Conservatives lose at the next
election to leftist leader Jeremy
Corbyn’s Labor party. “Delay means
defeat. Delay means Corbyn. Kick the
can and we kick the bucket,” he said.
However, opposition parties backed by
some Conservatives are putting forward
a motion in parliament’s lower House of
Commons to seek to block any attempt
to leave the EU with no deal. They fear
that severing ties overnight with
Britain’s biggest trading partner would
bring huge economic disruption.

In a repeat of moves earlier this year,
the MPs will try to take control of the
Commons timetable on June 25, which
would allow them to introduce a law
that might stop “no deal”. “The Tory
debate on Brexit has descended into
the disturbing, ludicrous and reckless,”
said Labor Brexit spokesman Keir
Starmer. “We can’t be bystanders while
the next prime minister forces through a
no-deal without the consent of the
British people.”

Johnson has a chequered history,
arguably known more for his gaffes and
jokes than his achievements both as

mayor of London and foreign minister.
But he has a national presence, known
across Britain just as Boris, and is seen
as more charismatic than his rivals. He
warned that Corbyn must not be allowed

to win an election. “The last time I faced
an emanation of that Marxist cabal I
defeated him when the Conservatives
were 17 points behind in London,” he
said. “And we can do it again.” —AFP

Shops reopen as
Sudan’s generals 
agree to talk 
KHARTOUM: Shops began to reopen in
Sudan’s capital yesterday after demonstrators
called off a nationwide civil disobedience
campaign and agreed to new talks, though
many residents remained indoors following
last week’s deadly crackdown. The break-
through in the standoff between the military
rulers who toppled veteran leader Omar Al-
Bashir and protesters demanding civilian rule
followed mediation led by Ethiopian Prime
Minister Abiy Ahmed.

The United Nations Security Council
called on the generals and protest leaders to
resolve the crisis triggered by the June 3
crackdown on a sit-in outside the military
headquarters in Khartoum that killed dozens.
Global diplomatic efforts to resolve the
standoff were expected to get a boost from a

visit by a top US official who was due to meet
with the two sides.

The slow return to normality came after
an Ethiopian envoy of Abiy announced that
the protest leaders and the ruling military
council had agreed to resume talks and that a
three-day civil disobedience campaign was
ending. The negotiations collapsed last
month because the two sides disagreed
about whether a civilian or soldier should
head a new governing body. Yesterday morn-
ing an AFP correspondent who toured parts
of the capital saw buses waiting for passen-
gers at their stations, while shops in some
districts opened.

Heavy security 
The main gold market in central Khartoum

remained shut, and many residents still pre-
ferred to remain indoors given the heavy
deployment of security forces across the
capital. “I’m still staying at my home because
I’m worried about the presence of security
forces carrying guns on the streets,” said
Samar Bashir, an employee in a private com-
pany. The paramilitary Rapid Support Forces
accused of having played the lead role in last

week’s crackdown continued to patrol dis-
tricts in their trademark pickup trucks fitted
with heavy machine guns.

Several other residents also told AFP that
they were remaining indoors as internet
services were still not fully restored across
the capital, which made working from offices
difficult. Several private companies had also
extended the Eid al-Fitr holidays up to the
end of this week. Sudan has been led by a
military council since the generals ousted
Bashir on April 11 after months of nationwide
protests against his iron-fisted rule of three
decades.

Following Bashir’s removal, protesters
camped outside the military headquarters in
Khartoum for weeks to demand civilian rule
until security and paramilitary forces dis-
persed them. Around 120 people have been
killed since the crackdown began, according
to doctors close to the protesters. The health
ministry said 61 people died nationwide. The
protest movement had threatened to pile
more pressure on the generals by releasing a
list of proposed members of a new ruling
body-the key point of dispute between the
two sides-before backing down. —AFP

Reconsider US-led 
conference, Egypt 
and Jordan urged 
RAMALLAH: Palestinians urged Egypt and Jordan
yesterday to reconsider their attendance at a US-
led conference on June 25-26 in Bahrain, voicing
concern it would weaken any Arab opposition to
Washington’s coming peace plan. The United States
has billed the gathering as a workshop to boost the
Palestinian economy as part of a broader diplomat-
ic effort widely referred to as President Donald
Trump’s “deal of the century” to address the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

The participation of Egypt and Jordan is consid-
ered especially important because they have histor-
ically been key players in Middle East peace efforts
and are also the only Arab states to have reached
peace agreements with Israel. But Palestinians are
boycotting the meeting, saying Trump’s peace plan
is likely to be heavily weighted in favor of Israel and
to quash their aspirations for statehood in the
occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Israeli and US officials say Israel has yet to be
formally invited, given discussions between
Washington and Bahrain over what might be an
appropriate makeup of an Israeli delegation. “The
Palestinian Authority urges Egypt and Jordan not to
attend the Bahrain conference,” Ibrahim Melhem, a
spokesman for the Palestinian government said on
Facebook after US officials announced the two
nations, along with Morocco, would attend.

Melhem urged “all brotherly and friendly coun-
tries to withdraw”, adding that participation “would
carry wrong messages about the unity of the Arab
position” on rejecting Trump’s plan. While the pre-
cise outlines of the draft plan have yet to be
revealed, Palestinian and Arab sources who have
been briefed about it say it has jettisoned the two-
state solution. The plan faces possible delays due to
political upheaval in Israel, where Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu must fight another election
after failing to form a government. —Reuters

HONG KONG: Hong Kong police fired rubber bullets and
tear gas at demonstrators who threw plastic bottles yes-
terday as protests against an extradition bill that would
allow people to be sent to mainland China for trial
descended into violent chaos. Tens of thousands of pro-
testers had gathered peacefully outside the Chinese-ruled
city’s legislature before tempers flared, some charging
police with umbrellas.

Police warned them back, saying: “We will use force.”
Ambulances sped towards the protest area as panic
spread through the crowd, with many people trying to
flee the stinging tear gas, according to a Reuters witness.
More than 10 people were wounded in the clashes, Cable
TV reported. Police used pep-
per spray, tear gas and batons
to force the crowds back. Some
shops put up their shutters at
the nearby IFC, one of Hong
Kong’s tallest buildings.

Civil Human Rights Front,
which organized a protest on
Sunday that it estimated saw
more than a million people take
to the streets in protest against
the extradition bill, accused
police of using unnecessary
violence. The protesters, most of them young people
dressed in black, had erected barricades as they prepared
to hunker down for an extended occupation of the area, in
scenes reminiscent of pro-democracy “Occupy” protests
that gridlocked the former British colony in 2014.

The violence had died down by early evening under
light rain, but tens of thousands still jammed the streets in
and around Lung Wo Road, a main east-west artery near
the offices of embattled Hong Kong Chief Executive
Carrie Lam. “Didn’t we say at the end of the Umbrella
movement we would be back?” pro-democracy lawmaker
Claudia Mo said, referring to the name often used for the
2014 demonstrations, whose trademark was the yellow

umbrella. “Now we are back!” she said as supporters
echoed her words. Others once again called for Lam to
step down.

Chinese meddling
Opposition to the bill on Sunday triggered Hong

Kong’s biggest political demonstration since its handover
from British to Chinese rule in 1997 under a “once coun-
try, two systems” deal guaranteeing it special autonomy,
including freedom of assembly, free press and independ-
ent judiciary. But many accuse China of extensive med-
dling since, including obstruction of democratic reforms,
interference with local elections and of being behind the

disappearance of five Hong
Kong-based booksellers, start-
ing in 2015, who specialized in
works critical of Chinese lead-
ers.

Lam has vowed to press
ahead with the legislation
despite deep concerns in the
Asian financial hub, including
among business leaders, that it
could undermine those free-
doms and investor confidence
and erode the city’s competi-

tive advantages. In a brief evening televised address, Lam
“strongly condemned” the violence and urged the city to
return to normal as soon as possible.

In a separate interview recorded earlier yesterday
before the worst of the violence, she repeatedly stood
by the introduction of the bill, and said the time was
right for it to be debated. “I have never had any guilty
conscience because of this matter, I just said the initial
intention of our work is still firmly right.” She added that
“perhaps it is impossible to completely eliminate worry,
anxiety or controversy”.

The government said debate on the bill that was due to
take place in the city’s 70-seat Legislative Council yes-

terday would be delayed until further notice. The legisla-
ture is controlled by a pro-Beijing majority. “We won’t
leave till they scrap the law,” said one young man wearing
a black mask and gloves. “Carrie Lam has underestimated
us. We won’t let her get away with this.” Financial markets
were hit. The benchmark Hang Seng Index closed 1.7%
lower, having lost as much as 2% in the afternoon, while
Chinese companies in Hong Kong ended down 1.2%.

British Prime Minister Theresa May said extradition

rules in Hong Kong had to respect the rights and free-
doms set out in the 1984 Sino-British agreement on Hong
Kong’s future. “We are concerned about potential effects
of these proposals particularly obviously given the large
number of British citizens there are in Hong Kong,” May
told parliament. “But it is vital that those extradition
arrangements in Hong Kong are in line with the rights
and freedoms that were set down in the Sino-British joint
declaration.” —Reuters

Bill’s second debate delayed as protest numbers surge

Hong Kong police fire rubber bullets as 
extradition bill protests turn to chaos

HONG KONG: Protesters face off with police after they fired tear gas during a rally against a controversial
extradition law proposal outside the government headquarters in Hong Kong yesterday.  —AFP

Protesters
throng 

roads near
offices

Mali survivors 
recount ordeal
BAMAKO: The prime minister of Mali visited the site
of one of the country’s worst massacres on Tuesday,
seeking to reassure terrified residents after an attack
that left scores of dead and stoked fears for the fragile
Sahel country. The hours-long assault targeted a vil-
lage in a largely ethnic Dogon enclave in central Mali.
It bore the hallmarks of violence, much of it driven by
ethnic tensions, which has claimed hundreds of lives in
the last 18 months.

Ninety-five people were killed, according to an early
toll that remained unconfirmed on Tuesday. Premier
Boubou Cisse’s visit sought to “convey the support of
the nation and check that security measures have been
strengthened,” his office said. The attack on the village

of Sobane Da-also called Sobane-Kou-began on
Sunday evening and continued well into the night,
according to witnesses. 

Survivors described attackers arriving on motor-
bikes and in trucks and surrounding the village of
roughly 300 people. They murdered anyone who tried
to escape and put their homes to the torch, the sur-
vivors said. A provisional death toll of 95 was given by
the government on Monday, although this could be
revised, with different officials giving varying figures.

On Monday a security source said the Dogon village
had been “virtually wiped out”. The killing came less
than three months after nearly 160 members of the
Fulani ethnic group were slaughtered by a group iden-
tified as Dogon. President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita cut
short a visit to Switzerland and was expected to return
to Bamako Tuesday. “This country cannot be run by a
cycle of revenge and vendetta,” he told ORTM public
television in Geneva on Monday. He called on Malians

to unite to “allow our nation to survive, because this is a
question of survival.”

Shocked survivors 
The assailants “opened fire on anything that moved,”

the village chief, Gouno Dara, who succeeded in fleeing,
told AFP. “They shouted ‘Allah akbar, Allah akbar,’” or
“God is greatest,” he said. “They then set fire to the
storehouses, the homes and took the sheep and the cat-
tle. We have nothing left. Pregnant woman are among
the victims, and children too. We have lost everything.” 

Another survivor, Amadou Togo, said some people
had had their throats cut or been disembowelled.
“No-one was spared-women, children, old people.”
After seven hours of bloodletting, the assailants left,
leaving behind bodies blackened by the flames, the
villagers said. “I have lost my wife, two sons and a
daughter, my father and mother,” said Jean Dara, a
farmer in his thirties. —AFP

LONDON: Conservative MP Boris Johnson speaks during his Conservative Party
leadership campaign launch in London yesterday. —AFP
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News in brief

Kidnapped Canadians freed

ACCRA: Ghanaian security forces yesterday freed
two young Canadian women who had been kid-
napped at a golf club in the city of Kumasi last week,
a government official said. “National Security
Operatives in the early hours of yesterday, 2019 com-
pleted an operation which successfully rescued the
two Canadian women recently abducted” in Kumasi,
Ghana’s second city, Information Minister Kojo
Oppong Nkrumah said in a statement. “Citizens and
travelers are once again assured that Ghana remains
safe,” he added. The Canadian charity volunteers
aged 19 and 20 were abducted June 4, in Kumasi,
Ghana’s second-largest city, some 200 kilometers
northwest of the capital Accra. They had been travel-
ling in an Uber with a third Canadian woman. —AFP 

Flood kills 19 in China

BEIJING: Flooding caused by torrential rains has
killed at least 19 people in southern China, the offi-
cial Xinhua news agency said yesterday. In the
Guangxi region, which borders Vietnam, week-long
downpours triggered floods in six cities, killing 12
and affecting more than 570,000 people, Xinhua
said, citing the regional emergency management
department. It added that houses collapsed and
crops were damaged. Rainfall was expected to
intensify through Thursday, the regional weather
bureau said, according to Xinhua. In neighboring
Guangdong province, seven people were killed and
one was missing as heavy rain destroyed roads and
toppled houses, the report added. —AFP 

Giraffes killed by lightning 

MIAMI: Two giraffes were killed instantly when they
were struck by lightning in the southeastern US state
of Florida, the park where they resided said on
Tuesday. “We are deeply saddened to share the
passing of two of our giraffe due to a lightning strike,”
the Lion Country Safari park, which is located north
of Miami, said in a Facebook post. “Lily and Jioni
were in the pasture in their habitat when a severe
thunderstorm quickly developed six weeks ago.
Recent pathology results confirm that the giraffe did
pass as a result of the lightning and that the manner
of their passing was instantaneous,” it said. The park
said that the giraffes have access to “numerous shel-
ters in the multi-acre habitat.”  —AFP 

Journalist gunned down 

VILLAHERMOSA: A journalist was murdered
Tuesday in southeast Mexico, her former employer
and other news outlets reported. Norma Sarabia
was a correspondent for the newspaper Tabasco
Today for 15 years and most recently worked for
other local media outlets, the newspaper said in its
report of her death. She was attacked by two armed
men riding a motorbike who shot her several times
outside her home in Tabasco state, the paper
reported. “We deeply regret her death and we sym-
pathize with her family,” wrote editorial director
Hector Tapia on Twitter. Sarabia is the sixth journal-
ist slain this year in Mexico. Mexico is one of the
most dangerous countries in the world for reporters:
more than 100 have been murdered since 2000
amid a wave of violence linked to drug trafficking
and political corruption. —AFP

LONDON: News organizations are being challenged
by technology giants and unsettled by a broader lack of
trust but they have a much deeper problem: most peo-
ple don’t want to pay for online news, the Reuters
Institute found. Swiftly accelerating mobile internet and
smartphones have revolutionized the delivery of news
and destroyed the business models of many news
organizations over the past 20 years, leading to falling
revenues, layoffs and takeovers. The mass migration of
advertising to US technology giants such as Facebook,
Google and Amazon has hammered revenues while
more than half the world’s population now has access
to news via an internet connection. 

But will people actually pay for news? The Reuters
Institute for the Study of
Journalism said in its annual
Digital News Report that most
people would not pay for
online news and that there had
been only a small increase in
the proportion of people will-
ing to do so in the last six
years. Even among those who
do pay, there is “subscription
fatigue” - many are tired of
being asked to pay for so
many different subscriptions. 

Many will opt for films or music rather than pay for
news. So some media companies will fail. “Much of the
population is perfectly happy with the news that they
can access for free and even amongst those who are
willing to pay, the majority are only willing to sign up
for one subscription,” Rasmus Kleis Nielsen, director of
the Reuters Institute, said by telephone.

“A lot of the public is really alienated from a lot of
the journalism that they see - they don’t find it particu-
larly trustworthy, they don’t find it particularly relevant
and they don’t find it leaves them in a better place.”
While many news organizations add paywalls and some

see increases in digital subscriptions, there has been lit-
tle change in the proportion of people paying for online
news, apart from the “Trump bump” rise in the United
States in 2016/2017.

In the United States, those paying for news online
were likely to have a university degree and be wealthy:
The New York Times, Wall Street Journal and
Washington Post did well on digital. Still, almost 40
percent of new digital subscriptions at the New York
Times are for crosswords and cooking, the Reuters
Institute said, citing an article by Vox.

In Britain, around a third of those surveyed said they
avoided the news due to Brexit. Leave voters said they
avoided the news as it made them sad and said they

could not rely on the news
being true. There has been no
Brexit bounce. “If news
organizations want to cut
through with a direct route to
users in an environment domi-
nated by platforms, if they
want to convince people to
pay for their journalism then
they must convince people
that the journalism they pub-
lish has value for them, for the
public,” Nielsen said.

Netflix, Apple and Amazon
As they fight for revenue, news organizations are

facing a growing threat from entertainment providers
such as Netflix , Spotify, Apple Music and Amazon
Prime. “In some countries, subscription fatigue may
also be setting in, with the majority preferring to spend
their limited budget on entertainment (Netflix/Spotify)
rather than news,” said Nic Newman, a senior research
associate at the Reuters Institute. “Not surprisingly,
news comes low down the list when compared with
other services such as Netflix and Spotify - especially

for the younger half of the population,” he said.
When asked what media subscription they would

pick if they had only one for the next year, just 7% of
under 45-year-olds picked news. The report showed
37% would opt for online video and 15% for online
music. Aggregators are also waiting in the wings: Apple
News+ offers a single priced subscription for some
access to premium titles including TIME, The Atlantic,
The New Yorker, Vogue, The Wall Street Journal and

Los Angeles Times.
That could deny publishers a direct link with con-

sumers, limiting the information they have to make tar-
geted advertising more effective, and valuable. “Despite
the greater opportunities for paid content, it is likely
that most commercial news provision will remain free at
the point of use, dependent on low-margin advertising,
a market where big tech platforms hold most of the
cards,” Newman said.  —Reuters

Most people don’t want to pay for digital news

The media has a big problem: 
Who will pay for the news?

CALIFORNIA: A billboard with an image of Democratic presidential hopeful Elizabeth Warren in San
Francisco, California. Big Tech firms are clobbering traditional news organizations, media representa-
tives told lawmakers on June 11, 2019, asking for new authority to allow the struggling sector to team
up against online platforms.  —AFP

Kosovo celebrates 
‘20 years free’ with 
Clinton visit
PRISTINA: With celebratory speeches,
a new statue and a visit from former US
president Bill Clinton, Kosovo yesterday
marked 20 years since the NATO inter-
vention that ended its war with Serbia
and cleared a path for independence.
June 12, 1999, the day when NATO
entered Kosovo after a three-month
assault on Serb forces, marks the
moment Belgrade effectively lost control
of its former province. 

Clinton is beloved in Kosovo for
championing that intervention, which
forced Serbian troops to withdraw from
their battle with ethnic Albanian sepa-
ratists, a conflict which claimed 13,000
lives, mostly Kosovo Albanians.  On the
20-year anniversary, Kosovo leaders
toasted to the liberation, with tributes on
social media this week signed with the
hashtag #Kosovo20YearsFree.

Yet Kosovo’s path to statehood has
been anything but smooth. Belgrade still
refuses to officially accept the independ-
ence its former province declared in
2008, undercutting Kosovo’s efforts to
gain global recognition.  While Kosovo
has the backing of the US and most of
the West, Russia and China also reject its

statehood, effectively shutting it out of
the UN.

Clinton, who is almost considered a
founding father in Kosovo, will address
crowds yesterday in the centre of
Pristina, where there is a statue and a
boulevard in his name. After the
American touched down in Pristina on
Tuesday, Kosovo President Hashim Thaci
honored him with a medal, saying it was
a “token of appreciation” for the “liberty
he brought to us”. A smiling Clinton said
he would “always be proud” of his con-
tribution.

Statue for Albright 
Yesterday’s ceremonies also see the

unveiling of a new bust of Madeleine
Albright, who was US Secretary of State
at the time is set to attend the event. But
the mood will be gloomier in Belgrade,
which still fumes over NATO’s attacks.
On Monday, Serbian President
Aleksandar Vucic slammed the 1999
intervention as “the 19 most powerful
countries attacking a small country com-
mitted to freedom.” “They have caused
us enormous damage from which we are
still recovering,” he added.

The NATO strikes battered Serbian
military targets and infrastructure for 78
days, also killing an estimated 500 civil-
ians, including Serbians, Albanians and
Roma, according to Human Rights
Watch. That violence remains etched
into the memory of many Serbians and

damage to buildings can still be seen in
parts of Belgrade. The anniversary
comes at a time when already dismal
relations between Kosovo and Serbia
have tumbled to a low point in recent
months. A series of diplomatic clashes
have soured long-running talks aimed at
reaching an accord.

On Monday, the current occupants of
the White House seized on the occasion
to urge Kosovo and Serbia to make
progress on frozen EU-led talks aimed

at normalizing their ties. “NATO’s inter-
vention brought an end to the (former
Serbian president Slobodan) Milosevic
regime’s campaign of ethnic cleansing,
which left thousands dead and over one
million civilians displaced,” the White
House said. “To pay respects to those
victims, Kosovo and Serbia must recom-
mit to a peaceful and prosperous future
for all of their citizens. This requires put-
ting aside extremist rhetoric and histori-
cal revisionism.” —AFP

PRISTINA: Former US President Bill Clinton gestures as he speaks during a cere-
mony in Pristina, yesterday, marking the 20th anniversary since the NATO interven-
tion ended Kosovo war with Serbia and cleared a path for independence.  —AFP

Russia makes rare 
U-turn, drops case 
against journalist
MOSCOW: Russian police abruptly
dropped drugs charges on Tuesday
against journalist Ivan Golunov, a rare U-
turn by the authorities in the face of anger
from his supporters who had alleged he
was framed for his reporting and had
threatened to stage a mass protest in
Moscow. Golunov, a 36-year-old journalist
known for exposing corruption among
Moscow city officials, was detained by
police last Thursday and accused of deal-
ing drugs, an allegation he flatly denied.

Russian journalists critical of authorities
have led a dangerous existence since the
1990s - sometimes threatened, physically
attacked, and even murdered for their
work. But the crude way supporters said
Golunov was set up and detained triggered
an unusual show of media unity and an
uncharacteristically swift response from
authorities nervous about social unrest at a
time when President Vladimir Putin already
faces disquiet over living standards.

Interior Minister Vladimir Kolokoltsev
said the criminal case against Golunov
was being dropped due to a lack of evi-
dence of any wrongdoing on his part.
Golunov was freed from house arrest
hours later. After having the electronic
bracelet on his ankle removed, he walked
out of a police station in central Moscow
to be met by hundreds of journalists who
applauded him.

While welcoming Golunov’s release, a

spokeswoman for the European Union on
foreign affairs said the trend in Russia
with regard to media freedom “remains
worrying”. “Independent as well as critical
voices are an essential part of any vibrant
society,” Maja Kocijancic said on Twitter.
Russia ranks 149th out of 180 countries
worldwide on a media freedom index
compiled by Reporters Without Borders,
an advocacy group.

Investigations to continue
Visibly emotional, Golunov thanked

everyone for their support and said he
would continue his work. “I will continue
the work that I was doing and carry out
investigations because I need to justify the
trust in me that those who have supported
me have shown,” he said. Choking back
tears, he said he hoped other journalists
would not have to undergo similar ordeals
and that the investigation into the police
officers and others who framed him would
continue.

Kolokoltsev, the interior minister, said
some police officers involved in the case
were being temporarily removed from
duty pending an investigation and that he
planned to ask Putin to dismiss other more
senior police personnel. “I believe that the
rights of every citizen, regardless of his
profession, must be protected,” said
Kolokoltsev. Galina Timchenko, general
director of online news portal Meduza
where Golunov works, and other senior
Russian journalists said in a statement:

“This was the result of an unprecedent-
ed international journalistic campaign and
of citizens’ solidarity. We are glad that the
authorities listened to society. That’s how
it should be when an injustice occurs.” A

team of investigative journalists would
continue to try to establish who was
behind his persecution, they added. Before
the police backed down, nearly 25,000
people had signed up to a Facebook page
expressing their intention to take part in a
protest march on Wednesday in solidarity
with Golunov.

The authorities had said the protesters
did not have approval, and that their
protest could threaten public safety. The
march presented the Kremlin with a
quandary: either use force to break up the
protest, and risk provoking more anger, or
stand aside and let the demonstration take
place, which risked revealing weakness to
the Kremlin’s opponents. The charges

against Golunov inflamed opinion among
urban professionals, a group that is in a
minority nationwide, but which has outsize
influence in Moscow.

The three leading daily newspapers -
Vedomosti, Kommersant and RBK-all car-
ried the same headline on Monday in a
rare show of solidarity: “I am/We are Ivan
Golunov.” Journalists had protested out-
side Moscow’s police headquarters day
after day demanding the case be dropped
and celebrities and even some high-profile
state TV anchors had spoken out in favor
of Golunov. Golunov and Timchenko
advised supporters against taking to the
streets, saying it was better to hold a
protest event at a later date.  —Reuters

MOSCOW: Russian police officers detain a protester during a march to protest
against the alleged impunity of law enforcement agencies in central Moscow
yesterday.  —AFP
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India evacuates 
thousands; Vayu 
builds fury
MUMBAI: India evacuated hundreds of
thousands of people to shelters along
the coast in its western state of Gujarat
as a cyclone gathering intensity over the
Arabian Sea is expected to hit land
today. Weather officials said Cyclone
Vayu, with wind speeds equivalent to
those of a Category 1 hurricane, is set to
cross the coast with sustained wind
speeds of 145 kph to 155 kph (90 mph to
96 mph), and could gust as high as 170
kph (106 mph).

The state government said it had
begun moving about 300,000 people
from the most vulnerable areas into shel-
ters. “We have started evacuation in
coastal districts today morning,” a
Gujarat disaster management official
said yesterday. The state’s chief minister,
Vijay Rupani, has asked India’s military
and its National Disaster Response
Force for help with rescue and relief
efforts if the cyclone causes widespread
damage and disruption.

The federal home minister, Amit Shah,
also urged officials to ensure swift
restoration of utilities such as power,

telecoms and drinking water if they are
disrupted by the cyclone. The India
Meteorological Department (IMD)
warned the cyclone could hold up the
progress of annual monsoon rains, as the
storm drew rain clouds from over the
sea. The monsoon was already about a
week late in arriving at Kerala on the
southern coast this year, and much of the
country has broiled in a summer heat-
wave in recent weeks.

Port operations hit
Gujarat is also home to large refiner-

ies and sea ports near the storm’s path.
India’s biggest oil refinery, owned by
Reliance Industries , is in Gujarat, though
a company official said the cyclone was
expected to weaken by the time it
reached the Jamnagar-based refinery.

“But in case the course changes or
intensifies, the refinery is ready for any
contingency,” he added, declining to be
identified as he was not authorized to
speak to the media. Sikka Ports and
Terminals Ltd, which handles crude oil
and refined products for Reliance
Industries Ltd, halted vessel berthing at
a western port yesterday over a cyclone
warning, according to a port notice.

The company’s ports also handle oil
and refined products cargo for Bharat
Oman Refineries Ltd, a subsidiary of
state-run Bharat Petroleum Corp Ltd.
Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone

Ltd is preparing to move employees at
two ports it runs to safer areas, a
spokesman said. “Our Mundra and Tuna
ports will be closest to the path,” he
added. “All the necessary precautions
are being put in place.”

Nayara Energy, owned by a consor-
tium led by Russia’s Rosneft, said it was
monitoring the situation and also taking
precautionary measures at its Gujarat

refinery. In May, Cyclone Fani, the equiv-
alent of a Category 4 hurricane, killed at
least 34 people on India’s eastern coast,
destroying houses and ripping off roofs.
Authorities had evacuated more than 1.2
million people in advance of the storm,
after an even more powerful cyclone in
1999 killed about 10,000 people and
caused damage running into billions of
dollars.  —Reuters

MUMBAI: A lifeguard walks along at Girgaum Chowpatty beach following its clo-
sure in Mumbai. A cyclonic storm barreling towards western India has strength-
ened with gusts of up to 170 kilometers per hour.  —AFP

Modi to avoid 
Pakistan airspace 
despite getting 
permission
NEW DELHI: Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi will avoid flying over
Pakistan during an official trip to central
Asia today, the foreign ministry said, even
though Pakistan has granted overflight
access. Pakistan closed its airspace in
February after a suicide attack by a
Pakistan-based militant group in Indian-
controlled Kashmir led to aerial bombing
missions on each other’s soil and a fighter
dogfight over Kashmir.

Commercial and cargo airlines using
Indian airspace have been forced to take
costly and time-consuming detours because
they cannot fly over Pakistan. But Pakistan
had cleared Modi’s flight to Bishkek in
Kyrgyzstan to attend the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization summit beginning
today, Indian and Pakistan sources said. The

Indian foreign ministry said the government
had considered the routes for Modi’s travel
and decided he would take the longer pas-
sage to Central Asia instead of the direct
route over Pakistan.

The move follows calls in local media
that Modi shouldn’t be securing an
exception for himself while thousands of
ordinary travelers were enduring the
longer travel because of the tensions
between the nuclear-armed rivals. “The
Government of India had explored two
options for the route to be taken by the
VVIP Aircraft to Bishkek. A decision has
now been taken that the VVIP Aircraft
will fly via Oman, Iran and Central Asian
countries on the way to Bishkek,” the for-
eign ministry said.

Modi’s move also suggests there is lit-
tle chance of a thaw in ties even though
Pakistan said it hoped to revive talks after
elections in India ended in May. Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan will also be
attending the SCO meeting, but Indian
officials said there were no plans for a
bilateral meeting between him and Modi.
Vivek Katju, a former top Indian diplomat
who dealt with Pakistan ties, said in a
newspaper column on Tuesday that he

was disappointed the Modi government
had initially sought overflight permission
from Islamabad.

“Would it not have been better for
government to show solidarity with com-
mon travelers, including the great number
of workers who live in the Gulf countries

and make significant contributions to
India’s economy?” he said. Pakistan
announced last month that the airspace
closure on its eastern border with India
would be extended to June 14. The coun-
try lies in the middle of a vital aviation
corridor.  —Reuters

KATUNAYAKE: Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi looks on from a plane on
his departure at Bandaranaike International Airport in Katunayake. —AFP

India govt abusing 
‘lawless’ detention 
act in Kashmir 
SRINAGAR: The Indian government is widely misus-
ing a law allowing for detention without trial in the
Indian part of the contested Kashmir region, and
fuelling animosity with it, the human rights group
Amnesty International said yesterday. The Public
Safety Act (PSA) was a “lawless law” under which the
authorities hold children, old people and the disabled,
and it should be scrapped, the group said.

“This act is contributing to inflaming tensions
between the state authorities and local populace and
must be immediately repealed,” said Aakar Patel, head
of Amnesty International India. India has long defend-
ed the 41-year-old PSA as essential to maintain law
and order in the Muslim-majority region where sepa-
ratist militants have been battling the security forces
since the late 1980s. “There is a judicial system in
place where there are checks and balances,” chief
secretary of Jammu and Kashmir state, BVR
Subrahmanyam, told Reuters in defense of the law.

Kashmir is claimed in full but ruled in part by both
India and Pakistan. India blames its arch rival for
fomenting separatist trouble, including attacks on
security forces, in its part of the region. Muslim
Pakistan denies arming the insurgents but says it sup-
ports the people of Kashmir in their opposition to
what it calls oppression by the Indian security forces.
The law allows for detention for up to two years if a
person is deemed acting “in any manner prejudicial to
the security of the state”.

Amnesty said that was a breach of international
human rights law. Police did not let the group launch
its report in Kashmir’s main city of Srinagar yesterday,
citing the “law and order” situation, a spokesman for
the right group said. In June 2018, India said a report
by the United Nations, that argued the PSA obstruct-
ed the normal course of law in Kashmir, was “a selec-
tive compilation of largely unverified information”.

Amnesty based its report on the analysis of 210
cases of detention under the PSA between 2012 and
2018. The law prohibits the detention of children but
Amnesty documented several cases where minors
were knowingly detained. In more than 90 percent of
cases the group analyzed, detainees faced both PSA
detentions and criminal proceedings in parallel, on the
basis of the same or similar allegations.

“The police appear to use the PSA as a safety net,
using it to secure the detention of suspects who are
released, or likely to be released, on bail,” the group
said. It said it found 71 cases of revolving-door deten-
tions, in which authorities kept on issuing orders to
keep people behind bars. One separatist leader,
Masarat Alam Bhat, has been detained for a cumula-
tive period of 20 years since 1990, despite never
being charged with a crime, Amnesty said.  —Reuters

BEIJING: China launched a new campaign to clean up its
internet, state media said, amid a fresh wave of apparent
censorship by Beijing blocking more foreign media web-
sites and shutting down domestic accounts on social
media. The joint effort was launched in May by the
cyberspace administration, the information technology
ministry, the public security bureau and the markets reg-
ulator and will run until the end of the year, the official
Xinhua news agency said.

The “rectification” campaign will punish and expose
websites for “illegal and criminal actions”, failing to “fulfil
their obligation” to take safety measures or the theft of
personal information, it added.
The campaign follows a series
of shutdowns and blockages of
certain websites and social
media accounts. Several foreign
media beyond Beijing’s control,
such as the Washington Post
and The Guardian, have not
been accessible online since
last weekend, adding to a list of
blocked sites that includes
Reuters.

Online Chinese financial
news publication Wallstreetcn.com said on Monday it
took its website and mobile app offline at the authorities’
request, but gave no details of the rules it may have bro-
ken. Social media accounts ranging from those publish-
ing politically sensitive material to financial news have
also been shut. Authorities said in November they shut
9,800 accounts of news providers deemed to be posting
sensational, vulgar or politically harmful content.

The Chinese internet regulator’s Shanghai office said

in a statement yesterday it and the markets regulator’s
Shanghai office summoned representatives from Baidu
Inc and criticized the firm for unethical advertising using
vulgar content or overly sensational titles. The authori-
ties ordered Baidu to rectify its advertising business to
eliminate such practices, according to the statement.
Baidu did not immediately respond to a request for com-
ment. In recent years, China has regularly campaigned to
police its internet, shutting down websites, social media
accounts and mobile apps.

“The cleaning drives are not purely political. Many,
possibly even most, of those accounts were probably

spam, porn or other types of
content that the platforms
have made clear are undesir-
able and unwelcome,” said
Fergus Ryan, an analyst with
the Australian Strategic Policy
Institute. “The problem is that
in among those legitimate
removals are accounts that are
removed for political reasons.”
Shimin Fang, a popular sci-
ence writer who drew public
scrutiny in China for critical

comments about Huawei Technologies Co, said he found
out on Tuesday all of his Chinese social media accounts
had been taken down.

Fang, who lives in the United States, said he did not
know what had happened until some readers told him
they could no longer find his postings and that the plat-
form operators would not tell him why his accounts were
shut down. “My guess is that from now on any influential
self-media accounts will not be allowed to exist, no mat-

ter (if) they are political or not,” Fang told Reuters in an
email. The term “self-media” is mostly used on Chinese
social media to describe independent news accounts that

produce original content but are not officially registered
with the authorities. “The Chinese internet winter is
coming,” Fang said.  —Reuters

More foreign media websites blocked in recent days

China launches new web cleanup 
campaign amid fresh takedowns

BEIJING: An elderly man pushes a trolley with food outside a supermarket in Beijing yesterday.  —AFP

China authorities 
began campaign
in May, Xinhua

says

Trump-Kim 1 year on: 
‘Beautiful letter’ and 
a stalled diplomacy
SEOUL: A year after President Donald Trump and North
Korea’s Kim Jong Un met for the first time, they appear
committed to a personal bond upon which hopes for peace
seem to rest despite a stalemate in efforts to get Kim to
abandon his nuclear weapons. Trump and Kim agreed at the
first US-North Korea summit in Singapore to work towards
the complete denuclearization of the Korean peninsula, eas-
ing fears of war between their countries.

But there has been little progress since then and tension
has again been rising with North Korea resuming some lim-

ited testing of weapons and warning of “truly undesired
consequences” if the United States was not more flexible.
But Trump said on Tuesday he had received a “beautiful let-
ter” from Kim. “I can’t show you the letter obviously, but it
was a very personal, very warm, very nice letter,” Trump
told reporters outside the White House.

Trump, who has tried to convert what he feels is a
warm personal relationship with Kim into a diplomatic
breakthrough, gave no details, but repeated that he
believed North Korea had “tremendous potential”. “I
think that something will happen that’s going to be very
positive,” he said. North Korea’s state media has not
mentioned any letter. The optimism that the two leaders
generated in Singapore all but evaporated in February
when a second summit, in Vietnam, dramatically fell apart
without even a recommitment to the general goals out-
lined in a statement signed in Singapore.

Since then, North Korea has complained of US sanc-

tions and Kim said he would wait until the end of the year
before deciding on whether to take a “new path”. Both
sides have said they are open to talks but that the other
side needs to change their policy. The United States says
North Korea needs to make verifiable progress toward
giving up its nuclear weapons before any sanctions are
eased, while North Korea says the United States has
done nothing to reward steps already taken.

In the weeks ahead of the anniversary of the
Singapore summit, North Korean state media has repeat-
edly warned that the statement signed there was in dan-
ger of being rendered meaningless if the United States
did not drop demands for North Korea to unilaterally
dismantle its nuclear arsenal. According to the Singapore
foreign ministry, North Korea’s embassy there had been
planning an event to commemorate the summit anniver-
sary and invited Singapore officials. But it later cancelled
the event. —Reuters

SINGAPORE: In this file photo, North Korea’s leader Kim
Jong Un (center) gestures as he meets with US President
Donald Trump (right) at the Capella Hotel on Sentosa
island. —AFP



The lone gamer appeared to be a dying breed
Tuesday at a premier industry event as play took
to the cloud where contenders join forces or face

off as foes. Industry insiders and game lovers thronged
to the premier Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3)
show floor that opened here on Tuesday for peeks at
hot titles set for release in the year ahead. Once known
for secretive demos given behind closed doors to part-
ners and press, E3 has opened its doors to fans, reflect-
ing trends toward cooperative online play and broad-
casting action as spectator sport.

The advent of streaming games Netflix style from the
internet cloud promised to fuel those trends, tapping
into the power of datacenters to let countless people
play simultaneously in shared worlds or tune in to
watch. “The video game market is continuously and rad-
ically changing,” said Christelle Melchor of the Ubisoft
business intelligence team. “With cloud gaming, we are
not only developing games for players, but we are
developing games for viewers.”

She added that Google’s soon-to-launch Stadia service
will also open doors to weaving the internet giant’s other
offerings, such as YouTube, into game life. Video games
were the number one source of home entertainment glob-
ally last year, handily eclipsing films, television, and music,
according to statistics cited by Melchoir. Of the billions of
dollars spent on video games last year, more than half of
that revenue came from play on mobile devices.

Never-ending games 
Studios making games for consoles or personal

computers see wisdom in building communities of loyal
players who continually engage with titles the way they
might with a hit television series instead of finishing
them and putting them down, as they might a good
book. “If you want to maintain a base of subscribers,
engagement is key,” said Hugues Ouvrard, head of
Xbox in France. “You have to offer them new games or
new features.”

The power of datacenters will allow artificial intelli-
gence to be put to work making game worlds richer in
streamed services. Players could be able to climb any
tree in a forest, or chop a branch to make a bow. Wide
worlds could be populated with software characters
with unique virtual lives and daily routines. But, never-
ending games mean relentless work for real people
working in studios. A growing concern in the industry is
that “crunch” time that once involving long, stressful
hours just ahead of a title launch is becoming a perpet-
ual condition.

“The production cycles for our games are evolving,
especially with more of them developed as a game-as-
a-service, in which there is less ramp up and ramp
down than traditional game production,” Ubisoft chief
and co-founder Yves Guillemot told AFP.  “In parallel,
our working methods are evolving and leading to effi-
ciency and productivity gains. This all helps to foster a
healthier work-life balance.”

A consolation in cloud-based games is that studios
can make one title for streaming to all kinds of internet-
linked devices instead of needing to tailor software for
different hardware and screen sizes. Microsoft’s strate-

gy for supplying fresh content for its subscription game
service included ramping up its stable of in-house
game studios to 14. “Rather than crunch people, we
bought more studios,” Ouvrard of Xbox said.

Microsoft at E3 revealed it will release a next-gener-
ation Xbox next year to assure players consoles are not
going away, but said that cloud gaming is a core of its
strategy. “Most of the music consumption in the word is
subscription based and most video consumption is sub-
scription based,” Ouvrard said. “There is no reason why
most video game consumption wouldn’t be subscription
based. It’s a no-brainer.”

Contenders in the game-streaming arena will need
content, cloud capacity and a community of players.
Along with Google’s Stadia game streaming service,
Microsoft is also building on its Xbox success with an
xCloud service. Eyes are on Amazon to see whether it
will leverage its leading AWS cloud business and its
popular Twitch gaming community to host titles online
themselves. “We are getting to a point where any
phone, any screen is going to be a way to play these
games,” Josh Schmidt, who runs game-focused website
N64Josh, told AFP on the E3 show floor. 

“It’s super-convenient, but I do have a ton of con-
cerns. If I have to subscribe to 15 different services,
what is that going to do to my bank account.”
Schmidt said he probably has more friends online
than offline, and that E3 was rife with first-time real-
world encounters of friends who met in game worlds.
“Gaming is doing some magical things bringing peo-
ple together.” — AFP 
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Three years ago, Indian yoga guru and entrepre-
neur Baba Ramdev was riding high. The con-
sumer goods empire he co-founded had tapped

into a wave of Hindu nationalism after the election of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Customers were
snapping up Patanjali Ayurved’s affordable, Indian-
made products such as coconut oil and Ayurvedic
remedies, in a mounting threat to foreign companies
that had bet big on India.

“Turnover figures will force multinational compa-
nies to go for kapalbhati,” saffron-robed Ramdev
declared in 2017, in reference to a yoga breathing
exercise, vowing sales would more than double to 200
billion rupees ($2.84 billion) in the year to March 2018.
But instead Patanjali’s sales plunged 10 percent to 81
billion rupees, according to its annual financial report.
And in the last fiscal year, it likely deteriorated further,
say company sources and analysts. Provisional data
indicated sales of just 47 billion rupees in the nine
months to Dec 31, CARE Ratings said in April, based
on information from Patanjali.

According to interviews with current and former
employees, suppliers, distributors, store managers, and
consumers, Patanjali’s ambitions have been hobbled by
missteps. In particular, they highlight inconsistent
quality as Patanjali expanded very quickly. The com-
pany says its rapid expansion did bring some teething
problems, but that they had been overcome. Patanjali
also suffered, like many others, from Modi’s 2016 ban
on high-denomination banknotes and 2017 introduc-
tion of a new goods and services tax. The moves dis-
rupted economic activity.

‘Problems were expected’
Patanjali says it has 3,500 distributors that supply

some 47,000 retail counters across India. Patanjali
shops, mostly popular with rural Indians rising into the
middle class, sell snacks like mango candy or Ayurvedic
remedies promising to cure joint pain. Ramdev, a
household name whose TV yoga shows are watched by
millions, has been the public face of Patanjali since it
was set up in 2006 and remains its brand ambassador -
his bearded face smiles down from ubiquitous bill-
boards and hoardings in Indian villages.

But the company is owned by his business partner
Acharya Balkrishna, who met Ramdev at a Sanskrit
school three decades ago and holds 98.55 percent of
Patanjali’s shares, according to a 2018 company filing.
The 46-year-old Balkrishna, whose net worth Forbes
puts at $4.9 billion, brushed aside concerns about the
company’s health during an April interview at one of
Patanjali’s yoga centres near Haridwar, an ancient pil-
grimage site in northern India.

“We suddenly expanded, we started three-four
new units, and so problems were expected. We have
solved that network problem,” said Balkrishna, refer-
ring to supply chain issues that affected deliveries. The
problems were concentrated in “set-up and network-
ing”, he said, without elaborating. One ex-employee
said issues included not having long-term deals with
transporters, which complicated planning and
increased costs. Patanjali executives also lacked the
software needed to effectively track sales, another for-
mer worker said. Balkrishna declined to give sales
estimates for the current fiscal year or last but said
future results would be “better”. Reuters sent follow-
up questions to Patanjali’s public relations officer KK
Mishra, who said the queries had been forwarded to a
special committee. Calls and messages to Balkrishna’s
assistant about the queries went unanswered.

Third party suppliers
As Patanjali has ramped up its offering to more

than 2,500 goods, it has prioritized scale over quality
and farmed out production to third parties, which has
dented quality, two former office executives and a
supplier said. In 2017, Nepal’s drug watchdog found
that six Patanjali medical products had microorgan-
ism content above a maximum ceiling set by the reg-
ulator. Santosh KC, an official at Nepal’s Department
of Drug Administration, said there were no problems
with other Patanjali products. Balkrishna denies there
have been quality issues, noting that India’s national
laboratories accreditation board has approved
Patanjali’s central lab. “Quality is not a problem,”
Balkrishna said.

Patanjali products marketed as ayurvedic come
under the regulatory purview of the Ministry of
Ayush, created in 2014 to promote alternative thera-
pies including Ayurveda, an ancient Hindu healing
method. The ministry did not respond to a request for
comment on Patanjali’s product quality. — Reuters 
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Gaming fans play “Borderlands 3” at the 2019 Electronic Entertainment Expo, also known as E3, in Los Angeles on Tuesday. —AFP 

Indian factories
found endangering
seamstresses’ health
with illegal pills

Sudha seldom thought about the pills she took to
ease her period pains during 10-hour shifts as a
seamstress in southern India. She could not afford

to let anything interrupt her work and cut her wages so
she sought medicine from a factory supervisor. “They
are depressing days and the pills helped,” said the fac-
tory worker in Tamil Nadu, India’s southern textile hub.
But by the end of her first year of work, and after
months of taking painkillers without medical advice,
Sudha’s menstrual cycle had gone haywire aged 17 -
and she was not the only one.

A Thomson Reuters Foundation expose based on
interviews with about 100 women in Tamil Nadu’s mul-
ti-billion dollar garment industry found all of them were
given unlabelled drugs at work for period pains, and
more than half said their health suffered. The drugs
were rarely provided by medical professionals, in viola-
tion of labour laws, and the state government said it
would monitor the health of garment workers in light of
the findings.

Many of the women said it took them years to real-
ize the damage the medication had done as they were
never warned about side effects, with health problems
ranging from depression and anxiety, to urinary tract
infections, fibroids and miscarriages. Pills given to the
Thomson Reuters Foundation by workers had no mark-
ings to show the brand, their composition or expiry
date. But two doctors who analyzed the pills said they
were non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs - similar to
ibuprofen and Advil - that could help relieve menstrual
cramps but were known to have possible harmful side-
effects if taken frequently.

Activists, academics and doctors have voiced con-
cerns that female workers’ lives were being tightly con-
trolled, from toilet breaks to periods, to keep produc-
tion lines running as India’s garment sector faces ever
greater demands from Western brands. Medical tests
found that Sudha - who did not give her surname for
fear of reprisals - had fibroids, which are non-cancer-
ous growths that develop in or around the uterus.

A doctor said she needed to stop working and rest.
But missing work and wages was not an option as she
was helping her mother - a ragpicker - pay back a loan
of 150,000 Indian rupees ($2,168) to local moneylend-
ers. “Half my salary (6,000 rupees) would go in paying
off the loan and a big amount on my trips to the doc-
tor,” Sudha said. “It became a cycle I was not able to

break. And even though my health became worse, I
needed to keep working to pay the bills.”

Action afoot
In response to the Thomson Reuters Foundation’s

findings, an official from Tamil Nadu said the state
would this year launch a project to monitor the health
of its garment workers and collect data on how many
suffered from work-related health problems. While
India’s Factories Act requires medical dispensaries to
be run by qualified nurses or doctors, some small facto-
ries flout the law, said Manivelan Rajamanickkam, the
top official for occupational and environmental health
in Tamil Nadu state.

The Ethical Trade Initiative (ETI), a group of trade
unions, charities and companies including top brands
such as H&M, Mothercare, and Gap Inc, said it had
heard of pills being given to workers and was investi-
gating. Two top manufacturers’ associations said their
member factories did not give our medication for men-
strual pains, and that drugs were not normally provided
without a prescription. Sudha, now 20, said frequent
gynaecologist visits have wiped out her savings while it
is a struggle daily to stitch up to 400 parts of clothing
from collars and buttons to pockets.

“I have learnt to ignore my aches and pains when I
go to work. I also stay away from any pills,” she said,
holding a faded folder full of doctors’ notes and med-
ical prescriptions. “My body feels weak after the last
couple of years working in the factory,” Sudha added.
“It is difficult but I manage.”

About 40,000 garment factories and spinning mills
across Tamil Nadu employ more than 300,000 female
workers, according to data from the government, but
the true number could be far higher with thousands of
informal workers uncounted. Mainly young village
women from poor, illiterate and marginalized communi-
ties toil in these factories, working long days to pro-
duce garments destined for leading global retailers.

Growing pressure from big brands on suppliers to
deliver clothes ever-quicker and cheaper is fuelling
exploitation from a lack of bathroom breaks to verbal
abuse, labor activists said. But the fear of missing work
and losing wages due to periods was a major worry for
many female workers who said taking painkillers was
the best way to ensure their output didn’t slip.

Money or health?
In each factory a supervisor known as the “time

keeper” monitors workers’ hours and bathroom breaks
and often manages a small medical dispensary for
workers suffering aches and pains. The women who
spoke to the Thomson Reuters Foundation - most of
whom were aged 15 to 25 - said they were always told
to swallow the pills in front of the overseer, never
knowing the name of the drugs or being warned about
possible side-effects. They identified the pills only by
color, size and shape.

Kanaga Marimuthu took medication every month for
almost a year until she noticed a white discharge fol-
lowed by aches, pains and a fever - then her periods
stopped. The 21-year-old was now in better health hav-
ing visited a doctor, taken time to recover, and steered
clear of the pills. “The choice was between losing wages
and popping more pills to get through the day’s produc-
tion targets,” said Marimuthu, who now takes time off
work if needed during her periods. “I chose my health
and pray every day that I will recover completely soon.”

Two manufacturers’ associations representing hun-
dreds of factories said protecting workers’ health was a
priority. “We have given clear instructions to our mem-
bers to be sensitive during such times (menstruation),”
said Selvaraju Kandaswamy, general secretary of the
Southern India Mills’ Association (SIMA), a trade body
representing 500-odd factories. “Factories keep a tab
on the workers’ health, conducting regular blood tests
to check hemoglobin levels and ensure nutritious food
if workers have anaemia,” he added. “Often the workers
who join ... are already anemic and malnourished.”

Raja Shanmugam, head of the Tiruppur Exporter’s
Association, said medicine was not normally provided
to workers without a doctor’s prescription, and that
factories only stocked basic medication for fevers or
headaches and a balm for muscle pains. “I am not aware
of any medication being given to workers for their peri-
ods and we definitely would not support such a prac-
tice,” said Shanmugam, whose association counts more
than 1,000 cotton knitwear manufacturers among its
members. “We ... cannot vouch for all factories, some of
which are not our members.”

‘Clearly unacceptable’
Officials from the Tamil Nadu state and central gov-

ernment said they were not aware of pills being provided
to workers. Factories should refer workers with health
concerns to the nearest hospital, said Rajamanickkam,
the Tamil Nadu official. “Unqualified supervisors doling
out medicines should not be practiced,” he said, adding
that medical dispensaries are legally required to be han-
dled by a qualified nurse. “But compliance, especially in
smaller factories, is a problem. We will soon be doing
surveillance across factories to get a real picture that
will reflect the problems workers face.”

Peter McAllister, head of the ETI that represents
about 66 companies in the garment sector - most of
whom source from India - said his organization had
only recently heard of the practice. “It is clearly unac-
ceptable,” McAllister said. Jeeva Balamurugan, general
secretary of the all-women Tamilnadu Textile and
Common Labour Union, said factory bosses knew the
pills they provided could disrupt women’s periods yet
still handed them out freely - aiming to keep the staff at
work. “(Some) workers take up to three days off during
their periods and that impacts production,” said
Balamurugan, who took pills during her periods at her
old spinning mill job. — Reuters 

All articles appearing on this page are the
personal opinion of the writers. Kuwait
Times takes no responsibility for views
expressed therein. 
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PARIS: French President Emmanuel Macron has
turned down a request to meet Renault chairman Jean-
Dominique Senard, who is furious over the govern-
ment’s interference at the carmaker, sources told
Reuters, raising questions over Senard’s future.

News of the rebuff came as Renault shareholders
met yesterday to endorse Senard’s January appoint-
ment to replace Carlos Ghosn, the ousted leader of the
Renault-Nissan alliance. Senard, whose bid to merge
with Fiat Chrysler (FCA) over Nissan’s reservations
was scuppered by French Finance Minister Bruno Le
Maire, unsuccessfully sought a meeting with Macron
to secure his backing, four government and company
sources said.

Seven months after Ghosn’s arrest on financial mis-
conduct charges - which he denies - the alliance he
forged is on life support. Nissan refused to study a full
Renault tie-up proposed by Senard, and wants to
weaken its 43.4 percent shareholder’s grip. Instead,
Senard then tabled an FCA-Renault deal proposal
developed without Nissan’s knowledge. But FCA

Chairman John Elkann withdrew the offer after France,
Renault’s biggest shareholder, blocked the June 5 board
vote and demanded more time to secure Nissan’s
endorsement.

Days later, in a third risky move that caused outrage
in Japan, Senard vowed to block governance reforms
introduced by Nissan after the Ghosn scandal unless
Renault gets more seats on the Japanese firm’s powerful
new board committees. Renault sources say Senard’s
exasperation deepened when Le Maire, seeking to
smooth tensions from the sidelines of a weekend G20
meeting in Japan, publicly discussed a possible cut to
France’s 15 percent Renault stake or even Renault’s
Nissan holding.

Senard felt further undermined by Le Maire’s sur-
prise pronouncements and told colleagues he expected
to be “backed up from the highest level of government”,
according to one. But Macron’s office declined a pro-
posed sit-down, the sources said. “There is no meeting
with Senard on the president’s agenda,” an Elysee offi-
cial said yesterday.

Renault declined to comment. But sources close to
the chairman played down the rebuffed meeting
request and said he was determined to stay put. Senard
and Macron “communicate regularly by text message”,
one said, and the French head of state is extremely busy
with other matters. “Senard is on top form for his
shareholders’ meeting and is resolved to continue.”

France is not seeking to replace Senard, another
government source said. “He may have taken some bad
advice, and he should clearly have made more person-
nel changes for Renault to move on” from the Ghosn
era, he added. Nissan CEO Hiroto Saikawa and Renault
CEO Thierry Bollore, Ghosn’s former second-in-com-
mand who was promoted in January, barely speak and
are now seen as clear irritants to the relationship,
French official and company sources say.

Merger talks
Plans to merge carmakers Renault and Fiat Chrysler

could re-emerge despite the breakdown of negotia-
tions last week, France’s transport minister said on

Tuesday, joining a chorus of French officials hoping the
deal could be revived. Asked if talks between the two
companies were over, Elisabeth Borne told BFM TV: “I
think it is not closed.”

Borne’s comments follow similar remarks by French
Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire, who also said he felt
a merger between France’s Renault and Italian-
American Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) remained a
“good opportunity.” French budget minister Gerald
Darmanin said last week as well that he hoped the door
had not closed on a deal.

Last week, FCA pulled out of $35 billion merger talks
with Renault, with both companies blaming the French
government. France has a 15 percent stake in Renault
and the collapse of the talks deprived the companies of
an opportunity to create the world’s third-biggest car-
maker with 5 billion euros ($5.6 billion) in promised
annual synergies. FCA and Renault are still looking for
ways to resuscitate their merger plan and win the
approval of Renault’s alliance partner Nissan, sources
close to the companies have told Reuters. — Reuters

French minister says Fiat-Renault merger still possible

This file photo taken in Saint-Herblain, western France, shows the logo of carmaker Renault on one of its cars. Bosses at French carmaker Renault yesterday faced robust questioning by shareholders during a general assembly follow-
ing the collapse of merger plans with Fiat Chrysler and with its troubled Nissan alliance mired in fresh crisis. — AFP

Macron snubs Renault boss amid new crisis

Uber to use drones
for food delivery,
unveils new
autonomous car
WASHINGTON: Uber said yesterday it
would begin testing food delivery by drone as
it ramps up its Uber Eats service that partners
with restaurants. The ride-hailing giant
announced at its Uber Elevate Summit that it
had been given regulatory approval to begin
tests of delivering food by drone in the region
of San Diego, California. “Our goal is to
expand Uber Eats drone delivery so we can
provide more options to more people at the
tap of a button,” said Luke Fischer, head of
flight operations at Uber Elevate.

“We believe that Uber is uniquely posi-
tioned to take on this challenge as we’re able
to leverage the Uber Eats network of restau-
rant partners and delivery partners as well as
the aviation experience and technology of
Uber Elevate.” For logistical reasons, the
drones will not deliver directly to customers,
but to a safe drop-off location where an Uber
Eats driver will complete the order.

In the future, Uber hopes to land the drones
on parked vehicles located near each delivery
location to allow the final delivery by hand.
Uber said it had developed a proprietary air-
space management system called Elevate
Cloud Systems that will guide the drones to
their location.

While not the first food drone delivery serv-
ice, Uber is aiming for a potentially large-scale
service through its food service partners
across the United States. Initial testing in San
Diego was done with McDonald’s, and will be
expanded to include additional Uber Eats

restaurants later this year. Separately, Uber
unveiled its newest self-driving vehicle pro-
duced by Volvo Cars.

The Volvo XC90 prototype will be “capable
of fully driving itself,” according to an Uber
statement, with sensors atop and built into the
vehicle to allow it to operate and maneuver in
an urban environment.

“Working in close partnership with compa-
nies like Volvo is a key ingredient to effectively
building a safe, scalable, self-driving fleet,” said
Eric Meyhofer, CEO of Uber Advanced
Technologies Group.

Uber signed a deal in 2017 with Volvo, which
is owned by China’s Geely, to produce “tens of
thousands” of self-driving cars for a fleet of
autonomous taxis. This week, Uber CEO Dara
Khosrowshahi said he does not expect fully
self-driving vehicles to be deployed for at least
15 years, but that autonomous features will be
gradually introduced and that some “easy” trips
may be made autonomously. — AFP

WASHINGTON: The Bell Nexus concept “flying car” is shown at the Uber
Elevate summit on Tuesday, one of several that will make up a fleet of electric
aircraft Uber expects to deploy by 2023. — AFP 
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EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 304.200
Euro 346.480
Sterling Pound 388.920
Canadian dollar 229.850
Turkish lira 52.860
Swiss Franc 308.520
US Dollar Buying 297.200

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.809
Indian Rupees 4.388
Pakistani Rupees 2.093
Srilankan Rupees 1.719
Nepali Rupees 2.736
Singapore Dollar 223.840
Hongkong Dollar 38.885
Bangladesh Taka 3.594
Philippine Peso 5.871
Thai Baht 9.761
Malaysian ringgit 77.916

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.174
Qatari Riyal 83.606
Omani Riyal 790.643
Bahraini Dinar 808.290
UAE Dirham 82.877

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 21.500
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 18.166

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.222
Tunisian Dinar 105.630
Jordanian Dinar 429.810
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 0.203
Syrian Lira 0.000
Morocco Dirham 32.190

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 303.840
Canadian Dollar 229.310
Sterling Pound 387.995
Euro 345.885
Swiss Frank 304.285
Bahrain Dinar 808.025
UAE Dirhams 83.125
Qatari Riyals 84.365
Saudi Riyals 81.921
Jordanian Dinar 429.830
Egyptian Pound 18.157
Sri Lankan Rupees 1.721
Indian Rupees 4.379
Pakistani Rupees 2.012
Bangladesh Taka 3.599
Philippines Pesso 5.840
Cyprus pound 18.080
Japanese Yen 3.800
Syrian Pound 1.590
Nepalese Rupees 2.742
Malaysian Ringgit 73.945
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 44.350
Thai Bhat 10.715

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.379613 0.393513
Czech Korune 0.005432 0.014732
Danish Krone 0.042057 0.047057
Euro 0. 336987 0.350687
Georgian Lari 0.110686 0.110686
Hungarian 0.000981 0.001171
Norwegian Krone 0.031148 0.036348
Romanian Leu 0.056025 0.072875
Russian ruble 0.004701 0.004701
Slovakia 0.009090 0.019090
Swedish Krona 0.028110 0.033110
Swiss Franc 0.300071 0.311071

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.202811 0.214811
New Zealand Dollar 0.193324 0.202824
America
Canadian Dollar 0.223324 0.232324
US Dollars 0.300100 0.305400
US Dollars Mint 0.300600 0.305400

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003005 0.003806
Chinese Yuan 0.042486 0.045986

Hong Kong Dollar 0.036794 0.039544
Indian Rupee 0.003763 0.004535
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000017 0.000023
Japanese Yen 0.002718 0.002898
Korean Won 0.000247 0.000262
Malaysian Ringgit 0.069665 0.075665
Nepalese Rupee 0.002676 0.003016
Pakistan Rupee 0.001452 0.002222
Philippine Peso 0.005749 0.006049
Singapore Dollar 0.217304 0.227304
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001351 0.001931
Taiwan 0.009550 0.009730
Thai Baht 0.009388 0.009938
Vietnamese Dong 0.00013 0.00013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.792326 0.808826
Egyptian Pound 0.018076 0.020676
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000209 0.000269
Jordanian Dinar 0.424149 0.433149
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000151 0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020460 0.044460
Omani Riyal 0.783812 0.789492
Qatar Riyal 0.079287 0.084229
Saudi Riyal 0.080033 0.081333
Syrian Pound 0.001290 0.001510
Tunisian Dinar 0.098761 0.106761
Turkish Lira 0.046059 0.055904
UAE Dirhams 0.081398 0.083098
Yemeni Riyal 0.000989 0.001069

Turkish Lira 52.730
Singapore dollars 221.489

LAGOS: Motorcycle taxi companies are expanding in
West Africa with backing from investors betting that
the meteoric rise of two-wheeled taxi firms in Asia can
be replicated in some of the fastest growing countries
in the world. Four bike taxi firms are now battling it out
on the streets of Nigeria’s commercial capital Lagos
and the oldest, Nigerian motorcycle taxi firm max.ng, is
planning to launch in Ghana and Ivory Coast this year,
as well as a fourth Nigerian city.

While informal motorcycle taxis have been around in
Africa for years, the new companies are hoping to win
market share by offering trained, accountable drivers
and the convenience of booking rides through a mobile
app. As in Asia, the companies are also looking to turn
their ride-hailing apps into one-stop mobile shops
offering a host of services from e-payments to deliver-
ies to insurance - the kind of strategy that transformed
Indonesia’s Go-Jek into a $10 billion company in less
than a decade.

Max.ng co-founder Adetayo Bamiduro said its
expansion would be funded by a recent investment
round that raised $5 million-$7 million and that it was
targeting an accumulated total of 2 million rides by the
middle of 2020, up from 200,000 by May.

The company started out as a motorbike delivery
service in 2015 in Lagos and added an app for ride-
hailing in 2017, as well as credit facilities for would-be
drivers to lease new bikes and pay for them over time.
“What we’ve done is to look at the market in Nigeria
and across the region and say ‘what pieces are miss-
ing?’: financial infrastructure for mobility doesn’t exist,
ride-hailing technology for two-wheeled and three-
wheeled mobility doesn’t exist,” Bamiduro told Reuters.

Africa offers huge potential for motorcycle ride-
hailing firms due to low personal car ownership, rapidly
expanding populations and a lack of efficient mass
transport systems in fast-growing cities that are
clogged with cars.

Big opportunity 
Known as okadas in Nigeria and Ghana and boda

bodas in East Africa, informal motorbike taxis are part
of the African transportation fabric. In Nigeria alone,
there are an estimated 8 million okada drivers, accord-
ing to max.ng and rival Gokada.

Nigeria has Africa’s biggest economy and largest
population while Ghana and Ivory Coast are two of the
world’s fastest growing economies, according to the
International Monetary Fund.

While the motorbike taxi firms in West Africa are
small now, investors hope some can replicate the suc-
cess of the Asian ride-hailing unicorns. “Go-Jek showed
what could be achieved in a market like Indonesia, then
the Uber and Lyft IPOs led to a global interest in
mobility,” said Aubrey Hruby, co-founder of Tofino
Capital, which invests in emerging market tech firms.

“People are looking at mobility and they’re looking
at the next big opportunity,” Hruby said.

Bamiduro declined to name the investors in max.ng’s
latest funding round, but said two had also invested in
Singapore’s Grab which, like Go-Jek, expanded quickly
thanks to consumers using smartphones to shop, com-
mute and make payments. Besides max.ng, the other
three companies offering motorbike taxis in Lagos are
Gokada, SafeBoda, which started out in the East
African, and ORide. Gokada is funded by US and Gulf
investment and venture capital funds while SafeBoda
counts Go-Jek and Allianz among its backers.

When the German insurance giant’s Alliance X digi-
tal division announced its investment in SafeBoda in
May, it said the firm had substantial growth potential
with scope for developing financial services and insur-
ance products. Founded in Uganda in 2015, SafeBoda
launched in Kenya last year. Babajide Duroshola, who
heads its Nigeria operations, told Reuters the West
African country’s population of about 190 million made
it appealing.

By comparison, about 120 million people live in the
East African Community, which is made up of Burundi,
Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda. ORide, the latest
motorbike ride-hailing app to enter the Lagos market,
is part of OPay in which Norwegian software firm
Opera has an equity interest.

The company told Reuters it hopes ORide will help
both its Opera web browser and OPay expand their
reach into new services.

E-wallets
The idea of booking a motorbike taxi through a

company that has trained drivers and provides pas-

sengers with a helmet appeals to some commuters in
Lagos. Engineer Dayo Omolosho said he booked a
Gokada rider with his mobile phone after his car
broke down in the Victoria Island business district,
partly because he wanted to feel more secure.

“Everybody wants faster movement in Lagos but
we’re still afraid of the normal okada. You see some
people already drunk, they’re already high, so you
can’t control them,” he said, adding that riders work-
ing for companies have been trained and are
accountable through a ratings and complaints sys-
tem. Okadas were so heavily criticized for unpre-
dictable driving and accidents that in 2012, Lagos
banned motorcycles with a cylinder capacity below
200cc from using major roads or the bridges that
criss-cross the city built around a lagoon. That was a
blow to the informal sector where most bikes are
about 100cc. But max.ng and Gokada bought fleets

of 200cc motorbikes that met legal requirements.
Gokada launched in Lagos in January 2018 and its

bright green motorbikes and helmets have become a
fixture on the city’s streets. Founder Fahim Saleh,
who set  up motorcycle taxi  f irm Pathao in
Bangladesh in 2013, said the company was planning
to launch services in the northern Nigerian city of
Kano and southern oil hub Port Harcourt by the end
of this year.

He told Reuters the expansion into new cities,
along with repair centers and rider training schools,
will be funded with some of the $5 million it raised
this year. Gokada then plans to start rolling out other
services. “Within the next couple of months we will
start developing a wallet that would allow you to pay
for rides,” he said. “We want to be in all forms of
transport. And also food, and services - a hairdresser
delivered to your door, or a masseuse.” —Reuters

Motorbike taxi firms rev up 
for race into West Africa

Companies expanding in Nigeria, Ghana and Ivory Coast

LAGOS: A paramedic staff stands next to a bike inside the premise of Gokada bike company in
Lagos. —Reuters

American
investor KKR
to claim major
stake in Axel
Springer
BERLIN: German media group
Axel Springer said yesterday it
has signed a deal for investment
firm KKR to become its largest
shareholder, with the American
group making a public offer to
buy up Springer’s shares. Shares
in the Berlin-based publisher of
major newspapers Bild and Die
Welt had surged last week after
the two companies revealed the
talks were underway.

Under the terms, Kohlberg
Kravis Roberts (KKR) will offer
all existing Springer investors 63
euros ($71) per share, 31.5 per-
cent higher than the average price
over the past three months.

The American firm has also
struck a deal with Axel Springer’s
two existing biggest shareholders.

Friede Springer, widow of the
group’s founder, and chief execu-
tive Mathias Doepfner will not
give up their stakes of 42.6 and
2.8 percent.

That means “no decisions on

the shareholder level can be taken
without the consent of Friede
Springer,” the group said, adding
that this would provide “continu-
ity in the governance and man-
agement of the company”.
Elsewhere in its statement, Axel
Springer cut its business forecast
for 2019, pointing to revenue
growth slower than hoped in an
environment of sluggish economic
expansion and in the teeth of a
new French tax on digital firms.

The publisher now expects
revenues to decline slightly com-
pared to 2018, rather than holding
steady as previously forecast,
with a similar picture for adjusted

operating, or underlying profit.
Last year had seen Springer

boost revenues 4.1 percent, to 3.2
billion euros ($3.6 billion), for an
operating profit up 4.7 percent at
528 million euros. Some 70 per-
cent of the group’s turnover now
comes from its digital activities,
especially classified advertising
with brands like StepStone for
jobs and Logic-Immo for proper-
ty. Springer also stands behind
high-profile online news brands
like Politico and Business Insider,
while tabloid-style Bild and
broadsheet Die Welt remain land-
marks in German print media
despite falling sales.  —AFP

BERLIN: US financial investor KKR wants to take over German media
company Axel Springer, offering all shareholders euro 63 per share.

Renault boss 
battles to keep
carmaker on
track
PARIS: When he was tapped to suc-
ceed fallen auto titan Carlos Ghosn as
head of Renault in January, Jean-
Dominique Senard was touted as a
steady hand at the wheel who would
shore up the French carmaker’s frayed
alliance with Nissan. But five months
later he has been forced to deny
rumors that he is considering resign-
ing, after a proposed merger with the
Italian-US automaker Fiat Chrysler
fell apart and fresh tensions emerged
with Nissan.

And yet Senard, the former Michelin
boss who replaced Ghosn following the
latter’s sensational arrest in Japan on
charges of financial conduct at Nissan,
has form when it came to negotiating
tricky situations. At Michelin, he man-
aged to get France’s famously combat-
ive unions to enter agreements with
management on ways to preserve jobs
at French tyre factories in the face of
cheaper imports from Asia.

“He’s not going to resign,” said a
close ally of the 66-year-old business
leader, who has held jobs at a host of
leading French companies, including
energy giant Total, glass maker Saint-
Gobain and the aluminum group
Pechiney. “He’s suffering but he will

fight to the end,” the ally, who did not
wish to be named, told AFP.

Tensions with Nissan 
Ties between Renault and Nissan,

partners for 20 years in the world’s
biggest-selling auto alliance, were
frayed by Ghosn’s dramatic arrest and
by Renault’s subsequent proposals for
even closer integration, which received
a cool response in Japan. The soft-spo-
ken Senard, born into a family with
aristocratic origins, had been expected
to smooth over the cracks, but five
months after his appointment the rela-
tionship is still fraught with tension.

Last week, Nissan reacted indig-
nantly after Senard warned that
Renault would block the Japanese
firm’s plan to overhaul its governance
structure. Nissan CEO Hiroto Saikawa
called Renault’s stance-set out in a let-
ter from Senard which was made pub-
lic by The Financial Times-”regret-
table” and complained that it “runs
counter to the company’s efforts to
improve its corporate governance” in
the wake of the Ghosn affair.

Renault fears the overhaul will
reduce its influence in Nissan.The
French automaker has a 43 percent
stake in Nissan, which in turns owns
just a 15 percent stake in Renault. In his
letter to Nissan, which AFP has seen,
Senard demanded that Renault be giv-
en a say in the appointments to the
three new governance committees
being proposed. Renault executives
have played down the tensions in the
alliance, saying they are confident the
two carmakers will reach an agreement
before Nissan’s AGM on June 25.

Hands tied 
The latest spat with Nissan is a fur-

ther blow for Senard, coming days
after a proposed merger with Fiat-
Chrysler (FCA) suddenly collapsed.
The deal, also potentially bringing
together Nissan and Renault’s other
Japanese partner, Mitsubishi Motors,
would have created a car giant with
operations spanning the globe.

FCA pulled the plug on the pro-
posed “merger of equals” last week,
saying the negotiations had become
“unreasonable” due to resistance from
the French state, the biggest share-
holder in Renault, which itself was wor-
ried about objections from Nissan.
Rumors of Senard’s resignation swirled
after the merger collapsed, with some
Renault sources claiming that his cred-
ibility had been irreparably dented.

“He doesn’t have free rein, neither
with Nissan nor the state,” a source
close to Renault said. While expressing
support for Senard, French Finance
Minister Bruno Le Maire slammed the
brakes on the FCA merger, saying that
Renault should focus on shoring up its
relationship with Nissan-which was
reportedly informed of the merger
plans only at the last minute-before
pursuing tie-ups with other firms.

In so doing, the French government
“strengthened Nissan’s hand in a sur-
prising way,” a French source close to
the merger talks told AFP. Le Maire
also took Senard by surprise, according
to several sources, by announcing at
the weekend in Japan that the state was
prepared to pare back its 15 percent
stake in Renault if that would help
improve its alliance with Nissan. —AFP



Kenyans protest 
bid to build 
East Africa’s 
first coal plant
NAIROBI: Scores of Kenyans yesterday
protested a project to build a coal power
station near the Lamu archipelago, a pop-
ular tourist spot that includes a UNESCO
World Heritage site and vibrant marine
life. The power station, which has been in
the planning stages for about six years,
has faced fierce resistance from activists
and local communities, and the National
Environmental Tribunal is to rule on June
24 on the fate of the project.

A group of about 200 protesters car-
rying black coffins emblazoned with
white skulls, as well as a miniature chim-
ney spewing smoke, marched through
downtown Nairobi yesterday chanting
“coal is poisonous!”

“There is no need to build centralized
dirty sources of energy such as coal to
answer Kenya’s energy demands, espe-
cially when the country is taking the lead
in Africa with an 85-percent renewable
energy base,” said deCOALonize

Campaign Coordinator, Omar Elmawi.
“With access to wind, solar, geo-ther-

mal and tidal energy sources, Kenya’s
renewable energy potential is cost-effi-
cient and causes no harm to the people
and environment.”

Campaigners argue the project is a
costly and damaging venture that makes
little sense at a time when most of the
world is turning away from coal plants
and investing in increasingly cheaper
renewable energies. “Countries are
divesting away from coal and even
China is moving away from coal invest-
ment towards renewable energy,”
Greenpeace representative Fredrick
Njehu said. However the government
sees it as a way to spur economic
growth, create jobs, and ensure Kenya’s
energy supply in the future.

‘Costly error’ 
Experts have raised serious concerns

about the project. The US-based
Institute for Energy Economics and
Financial Analysis (IEEFA) this week
released a report warning that due to a
series of miscalculations, electricity from
the plant will cost consumers 10 times
more than estimated.

The report entitled “The Wrong
Choice For Kenya” said the 981-
megawatt facility would be a “costly

error” for the country, with the 25-year
contract requiring payment of $360 mil-
lion annually even if no power is generat-
ed at the plant.  It says that Kenya’s ener-
gy demand growth has been much lower
than estimated, due to lower than
expected economic growth, and that if
built the plant would be “grossly under-
utilized”.

“The government’s own analysis
demonstrates that... Kenya’s abundant
renewable resources render no new coal

generation necessary in the country until
2029, at the earliest”.

The bulk of the $2 billion project is
being financed by China and it will be
built by Amu Power, a joint venture
between a Kenyan firm and Gulf Energy.
Construction will be carried out by China
Power Global. It will be the first coal-
fired power station in East Africa, and
will import coal from South Africa until
Kenya begins mining operations its own
mining operations. —AFP 

LONDON/DUBAI/SAO PAULO: Iran has
been racing to step up exports of petro-
chemicals and tap new markets to compen-
sate for sliding oil sales, Iranian and interna-
tional industry sources said, but now risks
losing that crucial revenue as Washington
tightens the screw on sanctions.

Tehran has been selling increased volumes
of petrochemical products at below market
rates, in countries including Brazil, China and
India, since the United States reimposed
sanctions on Iranian oil exports in November,
according to the six sources who include two
senior Iranian government officials.

Available ship-tracking data also points
to a rise in monthly shipments since then.
The scramble to bolster petrochemical sales
could be an indication of how successful the
US administration of Donald Trump has
been in choking off Iran’s oil revenues,
which have fallen further than under previ-
ous sanctions in 2012.

While the November sanctions applied to
petrochemicals as well, the four industry
sources said there was a degree of ambiguity
given the multiple types of products - includ-
ing urea, ammonia and methanol - which
allowed Iran to keep selling. However on
Friday the US Treasury moved to tighten the
restrictions by prohibiting companies from
doing any business with Iran’s largest petro-
chemical group, Persian Gulf Petrochemical
Industries Company, citing its ties to Iran’s
elite Revolutionary Guards. The measures
also apply to 39 subsidiary companies and
foreign-based sales agents.

The Treasury said it intended to “vigor-
ously enforce” the new petrochemical sanc-
tions, which could deal another hammer blow
to the Iranian economy. It is difficult to put a
comprehensive figure on Iran’s income from
petrochemicals, Iran’s second-largest export
industry after oil and gas, but officials said in
February that non-oil revenues had sur-
passed the amount earned by oil exports.

This week Iranian media quoted Ahmad
Sarami, a member of the Iranian Oil, Gas and
Petrochemical Products Exporters’ Union, as
saying Tehran received $11 billion from
petrochemical exports in the year ending in
March. The petrochemicals push comes as
Iran’s oil exports fell to around 400,000 bar-

rels per day (bpd) in May, less than half of
April’s level and down from at least 2.5 mil-
lion bpd in April last year, according to
tanker data and industry sources.

Iran’s annual oil revenue has averaged
around $50 billion in recent years. However a
senior U.S. official said in March that Tehran
had lost $10 billion in revenue since sanctions
were reimposed in November.

In a sign of the shifting industry land-
scape, Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei said in Tehran in April that Iran
should move towards the sale of oil prod-
ucts such as petrochemicals instead of
crude. Iranian authorities, who do not
recognise U.S. sanctions, dismissed the lat-
est restrictions announced on Friday and
vowed to press on with petrochemical
exports. Sarami of the exporters’ union
described the American measures as “psy-
chological warfare”.

A spokesman for Iran’s National
Petroleum Company confirmed the ramp-up
of petrochemical exports since November,
but declined to comment on the destinations.

Bound for Brazil 
In recent weeks Iran has been sending test

cargoes to Brazil, a new market for Iranian
petrochemicals exports, said two separate
international trading sources, who like the
other sources declined to be identified due to
the sensitivity of the matter. Carlos Millnetz, a
director at chemical company Eleva QuÌmica
Ltda, based in Brazil’s southern Santa
Catarina state, told Reuters they had been
importing urea from Iran.

“Iran wanted to diversify the destinations,
they were looking for a Brazilian partner, and
we thought it was a good opportunity,” he
said. Millnetz said the company had checked
with the Brazilian government before starting
the business and established there were no
restrictions.

“What they told me was that US sanctions
applied to oil-based produces, crudes and
fuels, etc. Ammonia by-products such as urea
are not included, they can be traded,” he
added. “I had all the paperwork, all the per-
mits from the government, I would never do
something that had any restrictions.” He said
the latest sanctions announcement did not

affect the purchases.
Two Iranian vessels, Bavand and Termeh,

made deliveries to Imbituba port in southern
Brazil between March and April bound for
Eleva QuÌmica, publicly available ship-track-
ing data shows.

At least 230,000 tons of urea had already
been booked for Brazil in recent weeks,
which included the two shipments for Eleva
QuÌmica, the trading sources said. Ship-
tracking data showed at least 10 vessels car-
rying petrochemicals each made at least two
voyages from Iran in November, whereas in
October four vessels each made one trip.
However, the data may not give the full pic-
ture because ships can turn off their tracking
transponders and there can be limited port
reception, including in Iran.

Two industry sources, who are based in
the Middle East and Asia and are familiar
with Iran’s petrochemicals activity, said the
country had been selling cargoes into China
and India, which are established markets, and
had made some overland deliveries to neigh-
boring Pakistan.

Iran has been offering discounts in the
region of $40 per ton cheaper than market
rates of about $260 to $280 a tonne, saving
buyers millions of dollars in equivalent cur-
rency, the sources added. Ship-tracking
data showed at least 10 cargoes of methanol
had been shipped to China from Iran since
the start of the year. It was not clear who
bought the cargoes. There were separately
multiple shipments to India this year to
unknown buyers. One vessel made at least
six voyages to India from Iran and trans-
ported cargoes of ammonia, according to
ship-tracking data and sources with knowl-
edge of the matter. The country of origin of
petrochemicals is much easier to conceal
than that of grades of oil.

Undercutting market 
The US sanctions imposed in November

banned purchases of Iranian petrochemical
products which include “any aromatic,
olefin, and synthesis gas, and any of their
derivatives, including ethylene, propylene,
butadiene, benzene, toluene, xylene, ammo-
nia, methanol, and urea”. However a sepa-
rate document by the Treasury’s enforce-

ment division OFAC says “in keeping with
the EIA’s (US Energy Information
Administration) standard definition, petrole-
um products do not include natural gas, liq-
uefied natural gas, biofuels, methanol, and
other non-petroleum fuels”.

This could suggest a discrepancy in the
types of petrochemical products that were
banned, such as methanol and fertilizers, the
industry sources said. Behzad Mohammadi,
Iran’s deputy petroleum minister for petro-
chemical affairs, said in May that the wide
diversity of petrochemical products and
high international demand for them made
the industry unsanctionable.

However, Aaron Hutman, Washington-
based counsel with law firm Pillsbury, which
advises companies globally on sanctions
compliance, said firms could still be leaving
themselves open to potential penalties by
dealing in Iranian petrochemicals.
“Companies should not perceive discrepan-
cies or loopholes in US energy-related sec-
ondary sanctions,” he added. “The goal of
US officials appears to have been a com-
prehensive warning, and non-US compa-
nies or banks would be taking a risk in any
attempt to parse words within the petro-
chemical universe.”

Given the uncertainties over sanctions
enforcement, Iranian traders said they had
been cautious in conducting business. Two
Iranian traders said they had struck petro-
chemicals deals using front companies in
Turkey, in Dubai in the United Arab
Emirates and also other neighboring coun-
tries, declining to disclose further details.

One of the traders said cargoes were
concluded either in cash using non-US dol-
lar currencies or by barter, to avoid falling
foul of separate US financial sanctions that
bar Iranian companies from the global dol-
lar system. The traders said they used euros
and UAE dirhams in transactions and that
buyers in Turkey and the UAE were more
likely to be middle men who then redistrib-
uted cargoes.

A senior Iranian government official, who
declined to be named due to the sensitivity
of the matter, said shipments through
Turkey had been stepped up since
November, with the port of Izmir a favored
gateway. A second senior official, who has
been involved in meetings with buyers, said
there was huge interest in Iranian petro-
chemical products because of their quality
and price. “Pressure by any country cannot
stop Iran’s exports,” he added. — Reuters

As Washington tightens the screw, Tehran risks losing crucial revenue 

Iran scrambles to lift petchem 
sales as sanctions hammer oil 
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Far from 
‘devalued’, euro
surges as trade
war hits yuan
LONDON: If evidence is needed of how far rip-
ples from the Sino-US trade war are reaching,
have a look at Europe where the yuan’s slump is
driving up the euro’s value against trade partners’
currencies, handicapping the export-reliant bloc’s
economy.

Contrary to US President Donald Trump’s
grumbles about a “devalued” euro handing the
region’s exporters an unfair advantage over US
rivals, the euro has risen to five-month highs ver-
sus trading partners’ currencies, an index compiled
by the European Central Bank shows.

Since Trump took office in early 2017 the index,
which measures the euro’s weighted average
against a basket of the bloc’s 19 main trading part-
ners, has risen 4 percent.

Worsening trade tensions have fuelled the
appreciation. It is up 1.6 percent since early May
and stands 2 percent below 3-1/2-year highs hit in
2018. The strength presents another headache for
the ECB as it struggles to revive the region’s slug-
gish economy, highlighting the need to stimulate
domestic demand and reduce the bloc’s reliance
on exports.

Reweighted basket
Shifting trade patterns mean the share of

emerging currencies in the trade-weighted euro
basket has risen sharply. China’s yuan has around
23 percent, up from less than 10 percent in 2003,
while the dollar’s share has shrunk to 17 percent
from 22 percent over the same period.

Policymakers in Frankfurt are concerned.
Sources familiar with ECB discussions told
Reuters after its meeting last week that ratesetters
were open to cutting benchmark borrowing costs
further from 0.40 percent if euro strength contin-
ued to hurt an economy bearing the brunt of the
trade war.

“I’ll give you five reasons for a rate cut,” one of
the sources said, before repeating “exchange rate”
five times. While the ECB does not formally target
an exchange rate, its President Mario Draghi last
week noted the euro’s appreciation in his post-
meeting news conference.

“For a central bank that is looking at the risk of
a slowing economy and with weak inflation, the
last thing they need is a stronger exchange rate,”
said Jane Foley, an analyst at Rabobank. European
policymakers would not welcome Trump “talking
down the dollar,” she added.— Reuters

NAIROBI: Protesters march in downtown Nairobi to demonstrate against a coal-
fired power station planned for Kenya’s heritage-listed Lamu archipelago. —AFP 

A gas flare on an oil production platform in the Soroush oil fields is seen alongside an
Iranian flag in the Gulf. —Reuters

US consumer 
prices barely
rise; underlying 
inflation muted
WASHINGTON: US consumer prices
barely rose in May, pointing to moderate
inflation that together with a slowing econ-
omy could increase pressure on the Federal
Reserve to cut interest rates this year. The
report from the Labor Department yester-
day, however, showed some pockets of
inflation, with rents and healthcare costs
rising solidly, which could buy the US cen-
tral bank some time before easing mone-
tary policy.

Fed policymakers are scheduled to meet
on June 18-19 against the backdrop of ris-
ing trade tensions, slowing growth and a
sharp step-down in hiring in May that has
led financial markets to price in at least two
interest rate cuts by the end of 2019. Fed
Chairman Jerome Powell said last week that
the central bank was closely monitoring the
implications of the trade war on the econo-

my and would “act as appropriate to sus-
tain the expansion.” A rate cut is not
expected next Wednesday.

The consumer price index edged up 0.1
percent last month as a rebound in the cost
of food was offset by cheaper gasoline, the
government said. The CPI gained 0.3 per-
cent in April. In the 12 months through May,
the CPI increased 1.8 percent, slowing from
April’s 1.9 percent gain. Economists polled
by Reuters had forecast the CPI would rise
0.1 percent in May and 1.9 percent year-
on-year. Excluding the volatile food and
energy components, the CPI nudged up 0.1
percent for the fourth straight month. The
so-called core CPI was held down by a
sharp decline in the prices of used cars and
trucks as well as motor vehicle insurance.
In the 12 months through May, the so-
called core CPI rose 2.0 percent after
advancing 2.1 percent in April.

The US dollar dropped sharply against
a basket of currencies after the release of
the data while US Treasury yields fell. US
stock index futures pared losses slightly.

Rent, healthcare costs rise
A report on Tuesday showing core

producer prices advancing solidly for a
second consecutive month in May had
offered hope for a firmer core CPI reading

in May, as well as in the inflation measure
tracked by the Fed for monetary policy.
The Fed’s preferred inflation measure, the
core personal consumption expenditures
(PCE) price index, increased 1.6 percent in
the year to April after gaining 1.5 percent
in March. Data for May will be released
later this month. The core PCE price index
has been running below the Fed’s 2 per-
cent target this year. Gasoline prices fell

0.5 percent in May after rising 5.7 percent
in April. Food prices rebounded 0.3 per-
cent in May after dipping 0.1 percent in
the prior month. Food consumed at home
increased 0.3 percent last month. Owners’
equivalent rent of primary residence,
which is what a homeowner would pay to
rent or receive from renting a home,
increased 0.3 percent in May after rising
0.3 percent in April. — Reuters

HAVANA: A man sells fruits and vegetables in a street of Havana on Tuesday. An
official financial liquidity crisis since the end of 2018, has caused shortages of
chicken, oil, flour and eggs, raising the spectre of a return to the “Special
Period” -Cuba’s hardest crisis in the 90s. — AFP
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KUWAIT: The Infiniti QX80 brought by
Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al-Babtain Co
(AABC), the sole authorized dealer of
Infiniti vehicles in the State of Kuwait,
exemplifies Infiniti’s presence in the luxury
SUV segment. The Infiniti  QX80 takes
Infiniti’s ‘Powerful Elegance’ design lan-
guage in a bold new direction, creating a
powerful, contemporary and commanding
aesthetic. 

The flagship SUV model has been creat-
ed to meet the needs of today’s luxury car
buyers, and introduces a more modern
interpretation of upscale luxury to the full-
size SUV segment. It will appeal to a buyer
that demands space and utility, hand-craft-
ed quality and modern design, and effort-
less on-road performance. 

The QX80 has a refined and spacious
cabin that features high-quality materials,
a hand-crafted finish and advanced drive-
assist technologies.  With a taut yet com-
fort-oriented suspension, and ample per-
formance from its 5.6-liter V8 engine, the
new QX80 gives drivers an assured feeling
of control and confidence at the wheel. 

The QX80’s rear entertainment system
has also been upgraded. Higher-resolution
screens provide the interface for connec-
tivity and entertainment devices. The sys-
tem also now supports 31 languages, up
from three in the outgoing QX80. The
QX80 is newly-available with a range of
technologies to inform the driver of their
surroundings, help them avoid potential
hazards and ease the monotony of driving

in certain conditions. These technologies
include:  Lane Departure Warning and
Prevention, Intel l igent Cruise Control ,
Distance Control  Assist , Predict ive
Forward Col l is ion Warning, Forward
Emergency Braking, Blind Spot Warning
and Intervention and Backup Coll ision
Intervention.

It is worth noting that the Infiniti QX80
received the ‘Best Premium SUV’ accolade
at the prestigious ‘Wheels 2018 Car of the
Year’ awards or popularly known as COTY
which was held in Dubai earlier this year.

Infiniti Al-Babtain encourages its cus-
tomers to explore the unique features of
the QX80, by visiting the  Infiniti show-
room located in Al Rai. The showroom is
open daily except Fridays. 

With powerful elegance, Infiniti QX80 
is built to transform driving experiences

‘Best Premium SUV’ at ‘Wheels Car of the Year’

Gulf Bank
launches 
competitive 
auto loan offers
KUWAIT: Gulf Bank is introducing exciting
new offers across several of the largest car
dealerships in the country, with discounts
reaching up to KD 700 of the total auto loan
amount. This summer, Gulf Bank has collabo-
rated with dealerships including Hyundai,
KIA, Dodge, Honda, Ford, Chevrolet, Lexus,
Toyota, BMW, Nissan, and Infinity to intro-
duce offers for both Gulf Bank customers and
non-Gulf Bank customers who choose to
finance their new or used cars with Gulf Bank.

Assistant General Manager for External
Communications at Gulf Bank, Ahmed Al-
Ameer said: “At Gulf Bank, we are constantly
strengthening our relationships with multiple
auto dealerships to make the process of buy-
ing your dream car a reality. We’re proud to
introduce this year’s auto loans which aim to
simplify the car shopping experience for
everyone, whether they are a current Gulf
Bank customer or simply wish to finance their
new car through Gulf Bank. This summer, we

are excited to offer of up to KD 700 of the
total loan amount in cooperation with 10 of
the largest auto dealerships in the country.
Throughout the year, Gulf Bank is constantly
working to launch even more rewarding auto
loans and unique offers at Kuwait’s top deal-
erships to make more of our clients’ dreams
come true.”

Customers have until 31 July 2019 to avail
an auto loan as part of Gulf Bank’s newest
offer, with total loan amounts reaching up to
KD 25,000 and the maximum period of the
loan being 60 months (5 years).  Gulf Bank

representatives
are also available
at more than 12
auto dealerships
across Kuwait to
further assist with
the auto loan
process and tailor
a financial plan to
any customer’s
needs. Auto loan
terms and condi-
tions apply. Ahmed Al-Ameer

KFH: 10 
customers win
KD 250 each 
in ‘Hesabi’ for 
Youth Draw
KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH)
announced the winners of the 11th draw
of “Hesabi” for Youth. The draw took
place under the supervision of the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry. The
draw is part of Win with Hesabi cam-
paign that offers 2 BMW 420i and 120
cash prizes worth KD 250. 

The winners of the KD 250 prize are:
Salwa Al-Jalawi, Faisal Awad, Noura Al-
Dosary, Amira Hazzal, LoJain Al-Omani,
Aesha Al-Mutairi, Tahany Al-Mutairi,
Saad Al-Sawag, Mohammed Al-Hashan,
and Abdul Aziz Abdul Rahman. 

KFH offers “Hesabi for Youth” with a
variety of privileges as part of its contin-

ued endeavor to provide adequate cus-
tomer care, innovate new products and
services and fulfill the needs of all cus-
tomers of various age categories and
interests. Services and products are tai-
lored to suit customers’ needs and pro-
vide distinguished service as per global
standards regarding quality, accuracy
and speed.  

Hesabi program has been designed to
meet the needs of youth and aspire for
their active life style. This program pres-
ents for youth many exclusive offers and
a wide range of privileges including
Hesabi ATM card with a unique design,
eligibility to issue Hesabi prepaid card
(as per credit regulations of KFH), dis-
tinguished offers and discounts etc.

KFH continues to launch marketing
campaigns to reward youth customers.
Hesabi for Youth represents the ambi-
tions and expectations of youth category
and copes with KFH aspirations to
attract the largest portion of youth who
represents the major part of Kuwaiti
society. Also, the account represents
KFH initiative to diversify banking serv-
ices and products. 

KFH representatives after the draw

Drive off in your 
very own 400 HP 
Nissan Patrol V8 
this summer!
KUWAIT: Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al-Babtain
Company (AABC), the sole authorized dealer
of Nissan vehicles in the State of Kuwait, is
delighted to offer its loyal customers a valu-
able offer on the Hero of all Terrain this sum-
mer. Inviting all to embark on a new adventure
with the most powerful in its class, for the first
time in Kuwait, the Nissan Patrol V8 can be
purchased for only KD 15,999. 

The Nissan Patrol V8 is backed by a power
of 400 HP, and torque of 560 NM comes with
the direct fuel injection system and the vari-
able valve shift control technology, Patrol will
give you maximum power with the lowest per-
centage of emissions. Poised to create a strong
presence anywhere it goes, a fresh and mod-
ern design approach inspired the creation of
the impressive exterior. The bold window
graphic of the blackened A-pillar, 20” alloy-
wheels, as well as the dynamic chrome grille all
contribute to Patrol’s undeniable on road pres-
ence. Conquering the off-roads means rough-
ing through a diverse range of challenging
landscapes. Fortunately, Nissan Patrol is well
equipped to tackle any terrain thanks to its
advanced technologies, thoughtful design, and
incredible forethought. The heavy-duty frame
at Patrol’s core is designed for improved struc-
tural rigidity without any compromise in ride
quality.

Discover the technologies packed inside
Nissan Patrol are practical, useful and, often
times, indulgent. They are designed to make

travel easier, safer and a lot more entertaining.
The Nissan Intelligent Key allows one to press
a button on the door handle or hatch to unlock
the doors, while keeping the keys within the
pocket or purse. And with Remote Start, one
can start your Nissan Patrol from nearly 60
meters away, allowing the cabin to heat or
cool. 

When it comes to blind spot warning, if
another vehicle is detected in the blind spot
area, Blind Spot Warning flashes the indicator
to put the signal on, and the indicator flashes
with a warning chime to alert the driver.
Intelligent Forward Collision Warning is on the
lookout when one can’t see what’s going on
ahead. It watches two cars ahead, monitoring
your speed and distance, and when it detects

sudden deceleration, it gives the driver a
heads-up to slow down. The Rear Cross Traffic
Alert helps one to back out of a space with
more confidence as it watches around the rear
of the Patrol.

The intelligent braking system can help
save the passengers from a potential frontal
collision. It monitors the speed and distance
between the driver and the car ahead and can
alert the driver to slow down. It can even auto-
matically engage the brakes to help avoid a
collision or lessen the severity of an impact.
Nissan Al-Babtain invites customers to visit its
showrooms located in Al-Rai and Ahmadi to
seize this exclusive opportunity and discover
the dynamic features the popular Nissan mod-
el has to offer. 

Warba Bank 
to hold 
Al-Sunbula 
draws today
KUWAIT: Warba Bank, “the Best investment
Bank” and “Best Corporate Bank” in Kuwait, will
be organizing its weekly Sunbula draw number
22 and 23 in addition to Sunbula Kids draw
today (Thursday) at 11 am in the presence of a
representative from the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry and the bank officials. 

Al-Sunbula both account and fixed deposits
are the perfect choices for customers who wish
to save money and achieve steady returns while
at the same time gain the opportunity to win
prizes throughout the year.  In line with the
bank’s mission to develop and differentiate its
offerings, Warba Bank has enhanced its Sunbula
campaign for 2019 with more cash and prizes
reaching more than 1 Million Kuwaiti Dinars.

In the running campaign, Warba Bank con-
tinued its weekly draws for 5 winners of KD
1,000 each throughout the year, yet introduce

the “Mega Draws” that take place on a quarter-
ly basis to reveal five winners, the 1st winner
gets KD 100,000 in cash!  The four winners
thereafter will each get the latest 2019 Land
Cruiser 5.7 VXR.  And more, as the last mega
draw will give away 2 more Land Cruisers!

As per the winning chances, each customer
will be participating in the draw for each KD 10
in the Sunbula Account.  It is also worth noting
that the Sunbula Fixed Deposit rewards its
investor with both high expected returns, reach-
ing up to 3.5 percent, as well as winning
chances.  And such investors have full flexibility
in choosing the desired tenure and the profit
distribution method.

Furthermore, Warba Bank is leveraging on
its Customer Onboarding solution, in line with
its ambitious five-year strategy that enables
non-Warba Bank customers to request the
opening of Al-Sunbula account in a simple elec-
tronic manner without having to visit the branch,
through 5 simple steps in 5 minutes. New cus-
tomers will be able to request opening the
account at anytime, anywhere, through the new
and unique electronic system used to implement
this service. Representatives will then contact
the customer to determine the appropriate time
to visit the branch to get required signatures,
verify the customer’s identity, deliver his/her
debit card, and activate the account. 
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It’s the tradition of India International
School to integrate arts into the core cur-
riculum bringing creativity in daily routine,

giving holistic and impressive experiences to
children. Keeping in tune with the same, the
pleasant evenings of 11th and 12th April
enfolded the exuberant array of spectacular
events on the colossal day of ARTS DAY, in
the sprawling auditorium of India
International School, Mangaf under the aus-
pices of Vice-Principal Mrs Sophy John and
her team of diligent teachers.

Reverie of Explicit Values (ROEV)  was
celebrated with pomp and splendor by the
alluring daffodils of classes 3 to 5 with the
contextual theme “UNITY IN DIVERSITY.”
The program was graced by the presence of
honorable Chief Guest - Aroub Al Rifai,
Secretary General of Refai Charitable Trust;
daughter of our beloved Sheikh Yusuf Al Rifai,
Dr PA Ibrahim Haji - Chairman India
International School, Director Malayil Moosa
Koya, Principal F M Basheer Ahmed Vice
Principals - Mr Saleem, Mrs Indulekha and
Mrs Sophy John.

As a token of love and appreciation bou-
quets were presented to the distinguished
guests. Following this, the laudable introduc-
tion of the director threw light on the unob-
trusive tremendous social service rendered by

these stalwarts towards enhancing the com-
munity. He presented the beacons with the
mementos and blessed them wholeheartedly
to continue this noble service. 

A highlight of the remarkable day was the
official release of the school magazine
REFLECTIONS - an insight and a mirror to
the creme of activities and culture of our

school presenting picturesque view of the
creative instincts of our budding amateurs.
The honor to release the magazine was given
to the Chief Guest.

The momentous occasion was further rein-
forced with the proud announcement and
honoring of academic toppers (classes 3 to 5)
for the year 2019-2020. It was indeed a mem-

orable moment for the parents and teachers to
rejoice at the successful accomplishment of
academic excellence of their children. At this
Juncture splendiferous cultural segment of the
Arts Day with a series of mesmerizing dances
displayed immaculately - The Religious Unity
and National Integration, left the audience
spell bond and to cherish the beautiful
moments. The joyous occasion concluded with
Vote of Thanks proposed by the Vice-
Principal Sophy John. The Lovely Lilies of
classes 1 and 2 charged with the spirit of
enthusiasm had enthralled the audience on the
august gathering of 12th April 2019 with the
noble theme RESPECT.

The program commenced with a welcome
address proposed by the Principal. As a token
of love and appreciation bouquets were pre-
sented to the eminent guests. Following this
Chief Guest and Guest of Honor addressed
the gathering and enlightened everyone with
their inspiring words of appreciation for the
school.

The grandeur of the day galore with the
honoring ceremony of the stalwarts of the
institution who have been journeying for 15
glorious years from the grass root level with
dedication and commitment. It was our
Director’s privilege to honor the staff mem-
bers with mementos.

The honoring of Academic Toppers of
c lasses  1  and 2  by our  former  Vice
Principal Sapna Raoof added feather in a
cap to the glory of the celebration. The
great feelings of the parents and teachers
could be perceived when the chi ldren
proudly honored for reaching the summit
of Academic Excellence. Following this Mrs
Sapna Raoof, inspired everyone with her
words of motivation in proclaiming India
International School as UNIQUE in ren-
dering quality education and congratulated
the beacons of light for leading the school
substantial ly to the laudable height of
excellence.

The jubilant performance of lovely lilies
was at its peak during the cultural section
which enthralled the audience with an amal-
gamation of artistic creativity and abundant
vibrancy. As the maxim goes, ability is what
you are capable of motivation determines
what you do attitude determines how well you
do it. Kudos to all the participants of Alluring
Daffodils and Lively Lilies for exhibiting their
innate talents under the guidance of dedicat-
ed teachers and the spirit of excellence shown
in executing the challenging day with synergy
and spirit. The fantastic day culminated with
vote of thanks proposed by Vice Principal
Indulekha.

Euphoric jubilance dawns at 
IISM on a creative Arts Day

Warba Bank’s Ramadan programs 

Sama Voluntary Group recently organized a special ceremony to celebrate Eid Al-Fitr with children at the Women Cultural Society. The ceremony included games, plays,
competitions and distributing gifts which were presented by the Fantasy World. 

Warba Bank had a busy social program during the
holy month of Ramadan as a part of its social
responsibility programs designed for various

social sects and ages. Warba bank activities included visits
to residents of the geriatric houses and patients hospital-

ized at the Amiri hospital, distributing over 1000 Iftar
meals, organizing Fayez walking activities at the Avenues,
organizing Quran memorization competitions, circulating
historical information on the bank’s Instagram account and
videos about the Prophet’s (PBUH) traditions. Commenting

on the bank’s Ramadan activities, Warba’s marketing and
corporal communication executive manager, Ayman Salem
Al-Mutairi stressed that the bank is keen on annually
organizing such activities for the entire Kuwaiti society.  

WHITE CHICKEN CHILI
Ingredients 

Servings: 8
Start to finish: 1 hour
2 onions, chopped
3 Anaheim chiles, stemmed, seeded, and chopped
3 poblano chiles, stemmed, seeded, and chopped
3 jalapeno chiles, stemmed, seeded, and minced
3 pounds bone-in split chicken breasts, trimmed
2 tablespoons canola oil
6 garlic cloves, minced
1 tablespoon ground cumin
1 1/2 teaspoons ground coriander
Salt and pepper
2 (15 ounce) cans no-salt-added cannellini beans,
rinsed
4 cups unsalted chicken broth
1/4 cup minced fresh cilantro
4 scallions, sliced thin
2 tablespoons lime juice, plus lime wedges for serv-
ing
1 tablespoon minced fresh oregano

Preparation 
Toss onions, Anaheims, poblanos, and two-thirds of
jalapenos together in bowl. Working in two batches,
pulse vegetables in food processor to consistency
of chunky salsa, about 12 pulses; set aside. Pat
chicken dry with paper towels. Heat oil in Dutch
oven over medium-high heat until just smoking.
Brown chicken, 3 to 5 minutes per side; transfer to
plate and discard skin.

Add processed vegetable mixture, garlic, cumin,
coriander, 3/4 teaspoon salt, and 1/4 teaspoon pep-
per to fat left in pot and cook over medium heat,
stirring often, until vegetables are softened, about
10 minutes. Remove pot from heat. Process 1 cup
cooked vegetable mixture, 1 cup beans, and 1 cup
broth in food processor until smooth, about 20 sec-
onds, scraping down sides of bowl as needed.
Return pureed mixture to pot and stir in remaining 3
cups broth, scraping up any browned bits. Nestle
chicken into pot along with any accumulated juices
and bring to simmer. Reduce heat to medium-low,
cover, and cook until chicken registers 160 F, 10 to
15 minutes.

Transfer chicken to carving board, let cool slight-
ly, then shred into bite-size pieces using 2 forks; dis-
card bones. Stir remaining beans into chili, bring to
simmer over medium heat, and cook, uncovered,
until chili has thickened slightly, about 10 minutes.
Off heat, stir in chicken and let sit until heated
through, about 5 minutes. Stir in cilantro, scallions,
lime juice, oregano, and remaining jalapeno and sea-
son with pepper to taste. Serve with lime wedges.



PARIS: People worldwide could be ingesting
five grams of microscopic plastic particles
every week, equivalent in weight to a credit
card, researchers said yesterday. Coming
mostly from tap and especially bottled water,
nearly invisible bits of polymer were also
found in shellfish, beer and salt, scientists and
the University of Newcastle in Australia
reported.

The findings, drawn from 52 peer-reviewed
studies, are the first to estimate the sheer
weight of plastics consumed by individual
humans: about 250 grams, or half-a-pound,
over the course of a year. Another study calcu-
lated that the average American eats and
drinks in about 45,000 plastics particles
smaller than 130 microns annually, while
breathing in roughly the same number. “Not
only are plastics polluting our oceans and
waterways and killing marine life, it’s in all of
us,” said Marco Lambertini, director general of
WWF International, which commissioned the
new report. “If we don’t want it in our bodies,
we need to stop the millions of tons of plastic
that continue leaking into Nature every year.”

Plastics industry set to grow 
In the last two decades, the world has pro-

duced as much plastic as during the rest of
history, and the industry is set to grow by four
percent a year until 2025, according to a new
report by Grand View Research. More than 75
percent of all plastics winds up as waste. A
third of that — some 100 million tons — is
dumped or leaches into Nature, polluting land,
rivers and the sea.

On current trends, the ocean will contain
one metric tonne of plastic for every three met-
ric tons of fish by 2025, according to The New
Plastics Economy report, published by the
Ellen MacArthur Foundation. Plastic particles
have recently been found inside fish in the
deepest recesses of the ocean, and blanketing
the most pristine snows in the Pyrenees moun-
tains between France and Spain. The authors of
yesterday’s report were up front about the limi-
tations of their research, starting with the fact
that little is known about health consequences. 

‘Zero plastics’ 
Gaps in data were filled with assumptions

and extrapolations that could be challenged,
though the estimates, they insisted, were on
the conservative side. They invited other
researchers to build on their conclusions.
“Developing a method of transforming counts
of microplastic particles into masses will help
determine the potential toxicological risks for
humans,” said co-author Thava Palanisami, a
microplastics expert at the University of
Newcastle.

Some experts remain skeptical about long-
term impacts. “Based on the evidence that is
currently available, I do not think that health
effects of microplastics are a major concern,”
Alastair Grant, a professor of ecology at the
University of East Anglia told AFP. But that
doesn’t mean plastics isn’t a major problem, he
added.  “What we do need is political and eco-
nomic actions to reduce the amounts of plastic
being disposed of into the environment and
encourage recycling.” Media and watchdog
reports have recently uncovered numerous
cases of plastic waste from rich countries des-
tined for recycling in poorer ones being
dumped or burned instead. — AFP 
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Do you consume a credit card’s 
worth of plastic every week?

PARIS: The tiny Central American
convict cichlid may only be a few cen-
timeters long but it’s a fish with a big
heart. Researchers in France found that
the tropical fish — known to be a loyal
and monogamous partner — suffers
from heartache when separated from its
lover. Even more heart-rending perhaps
is that female cichlids, when paired with
a male who is not their preferred part-
ner, were shown in experiments to
exhibit “pessimistic” behavior.

Scientists believe that over the
course of evolution fish species such as
the convict cichlid have developed loyal
partnerships as a way to better protect
their young, which are extremely vul-
nerable to predators. To effectively

measure each fish’s mental response to
separation, researchers from the
University of Burgundy in Dijon trained
females to use their mouths to open
two small boxes, placed either side of
their tanks. 

The “positive” box contained fish
food, and the “negative” box was empty.
The boxes had either black or white lids
to help the fish distinguish between them.
The team then placed a grey “ambigu-
ous” box in the centre of the tank to see
how the females would react. They rea-
soned that a fish with an optimistic out-
look would flip open the grey lid in the
hope of snaffling a treat, whereas a pes-
simistic one might hesitate or leave the
box alone altogether.  —AFP 

Lovelorn fish turn gloomy 
when separated: Study
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CROSSWORD 2230

ACROSS
1. Interface consisting of a standard port

between a computer and its peripherals
that is used in some computers.

5. A historical region in central and northern
Yugoslavia.

11. Large burrowing rodent of South and
Central America.

15. Telephone line (Wide Area Telephone
Service).

16. (British) A maker of counterfeit coins.
17. An endorsement.
18. The sixth month of the civil year.
19. Carnivorous or bloodsucking aquatic or

terrestrial worms typically having a
sucker at each end.

21. Go ashore.
23. Dry red table wine from the Rioja region

of northern Spain.
25. The cry made by sheep.
26. A bivalent and trivalent metallic element

of the rare earth group.
28. A Norwegian archipelago in the Arctic

Ocean.
30. (archaic) Of persons.
33. Situated in front of the anus.
35. A zodiacal constellation in northern hemi-

sphere between Cancer and Virgo.
36. An official prosecutor for a judicial dis-

trict.
38. Cover with drops, as with dew.
42. Tropical starchy tuberous root.
44. Any of a number of fishes of the family

Carangidae.
46. A promontory in northern Morocco

opposite the Rock of Gibraltar.
47. A high-crowned black cap (usually made

of felt or sheepskin) worn by men in
Turkey and Iran and the Caucasus.

49. Distinctive and stylish elegance.
52. A unit of absorbed ionizing radiation

equal to 100 ergs per gram of irradiated
material.

53. A ditch dug as a fortification having a
parapet of the excavated earth.

54. Hairy perennial Eurasian herb with yellow
daisylike flowers reputed to destroy or
drive away fleas.

57. The beginning or early stages.
60. The branch of computer science that deal

with writing computer programs that
can solve problems creatively.

61. Spherical gram-positive parasitic bacteria
that tend to form irregular colonies.

64. (Irish) Mother of the ancient Irish gods.
67. Chocolate cookie with white cream fill-

ing.
69. An alcoholic beverage made from fer-

mented mare's milk.
72. A family of languages of the Fula people

of west Africa in the sub-Sahara regions
from Senegal to Chad.

74. Type genus of the Pinaceae.
76. A committee in the executive branch of

government that advises the president
on foreign and military and national
security.

77. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
78. Having spines.
80. The corporate executive responsible for

the operations of the firm.
81. Not widely known.
82. Sung or uttered rhythmically in a mono-

tone.
83. (prefix) Opposite or opposing or neutral-

izing.

DOWN
1. (informal) A bunch.
2. (of a young animal) Abandoned by its

mother and raised by hand.
3. A thrusting blow with a knife.
4. Jewish republic in southwestern Asia at

eastern end of Mediterranean.
5. The clock time given by a clock carried on

board a spacecraft.
6. Fish eggs or egg-filled ovary.
7. A coffin along with its stand.
8. Make an incision into by carving or cut-

ting.
9. A name for the Old Testament God as

transliterated from the Hebrew YHVH.
10. A colorless and odorless inert gas.
11. A person active in party politics.
12. Jordan's port.
13. Any of numerous trees of the family

Cupressaceae that resemble cedars.
14. Having the leading position or higher

score in a contest.
20. West Indian tree having racemes of fra-

grant white flowers and yielding a
durable timber and resinous juice.

22. European freshwater fish resembling the
roach.

24. The first month of the year.
27. A person forced to flee from home or

country.
29. (pathology) An elevation of the skin filled

with serous fluid.
31. Consisting of or made of cedar.
32. A large number or amount.
34. Having been read.
37. United States writer (born in Poland) who

wrote in Yiddish (1880-1957).
39. English theoretical physicist who applied

relativity theory to quantum mechanics
and predicted the existence of antimat-
ter and the positron (1902-1984).

40. A feeling of strong eagerness (usually in
favor of a person or cause).

41. English tennis player who won may
women's singles titles (born in 1945).

43. Transient cessation of respiration.
45. Little known Kamarupan languages.
48. Something done (usually as opposed to

something said).
50. A knot at the end of a cord or rope that

can slip along the cord or rope around
which it is made.

51. A farm building for housing poultry.
55. A public promotion of some product or

service.
56. Any of various aromatic resinous sub-

stances used for healing and soothing.
58. The compass point midway between

south and southeast.
59. A book by Sir Thomas More (1516)

describing the perfect society on an
imaginary island.

62. A city in western Germany.
63. A cravat with wide square ends.
65. Ctenophores lacking tentacles.
66. (botany) Of or relating to the axil.
68. (computer science) A kind of computer

architecture that has a relatively small set
of computer instructions that it can per-
form.

70. Employed in accomplishing something.
71. A ruler of the Inca Empire (or a member

of his family).
73. A sweetened beverage of diluted fruit

juice.
75. A hotel providing overnight lodging for

travelers.
79. (chemistry) P(otential of) H(ydrogen).
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Yesterday’s Solution

Deep thought and meditation may be in order. The easy way is not
always the best way. You may have learned the biggest rewards come with the
biggest challenges. All work and no play also can cause your sensitivity to be sti-
fled. Work on finding a balance between your personal life and career. We all
need to step back and take a deep breath sometime. This is your time to breathe.
Personal growth is a priority. Do not let pursuit of wealth and your career stand in
the way of this. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

What a day! It seems as everything is happening all at once. It is all
good news. Things just don’t get any better than this. Today is a day you will find
easy solutions to old problems. A day of happiness. You may find you have a spe-
cial bond with someone older or in authority. You may feel as if you are living in a
fairytale. Enjoy your time to shine. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

A desire to fit in and become part of the crowd seems to come over
you today. You will find great satisfaction surrounding yourself with others.
Playing a part in the lives of those you care deeply for is where you will find the
most satisfaction. DifferSent opinions and being able to share your thoughts
with others will be very beneficial to you today. Seeing problems from the eyes
of someone else always seems to make finding solutions easier and helps you
put things into perspective. This should be a very enlightening time for you. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Just because something is easy doesn’t mean it is the right thing to
do or the right way to handle a situation. You may find yourself involved in a situ-
ation you need to put great thought into before you act. Actions have conse-
quences. Be sure you are ready to face them. Hard work and determination will
help you acquire your goal. Remember, avoid taking the easy way out. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You are pumped. You feel as any and all goals are within your reach.
You have the strength and determination to make great things happen. Success is
not an option. You feel healthy and natural. A positive attitude is your best quality
now. You have found yourself in a sense of divinge wanderlust. You are able to
deeply explore your feelings now and find yourself in touch with new needs,
wants, and emotions. Enjoy this. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Today may find you feeling as you encounter a road block at every
turn. Perhaps, today is not the day for big decisions. You may find yourself a bit
frustrated and preferring a bit of isolation. You are simply not in the mood for
people. You may feel as if you are not able to get your point across to anyone
and may feel greatly misunderstood. You could find yourself at odds with those
close to you and should remember to try and remain calm as conflict and con-
frontation seem to be seeking your company today. Today would be a great day
for reorganizing and reflection to get yourself back where you want to be. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

All eyes are on you today and that is just what you crave. You have a
great desire to be the center of attention. You crave appreciation for

your gifts and talents. This will be a time you are able to look back on with pride.
You are drawn to romance. This is a great time to spend with a special someone.
Share your passion, whether it be cooking a meal together or painting a picture.
Involve the one you love in a project tonight. This may bring you closer and the
results good be amazing.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Live, laugh, and love. We see this saying everywhere we turn. This is
the motto of your day. Your wit and sense of humor attracts others to you today.
You are a ray of sunshine in the lives of many. A positive attitude is the only atti-
tude to have. Others admire this about you and are drawn to you. This is an
excellent time to present new ideas to others and perhaps ask someone to come
on board concerning your most recent venture. Share the wealth and surround
yourself with like-minded supportive people.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

A sense of cursiosity is overwhelming today. If you have a tendency
for addiction, you want to be aware of your use of the internet. The temptations
offered by social media, games, and unhealthy sites can be as real as the lures of
alcohol and drugs. You may want to take stock of the time you spend on your
electronic devices. Be aware how this time affects your health and outlook. Does
it contribute to your mental health? Does it make you feel better or worse? Is it
constructive? Social media can be a good thing; but too much of a good thing
can become a negative. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

This is a time that choices you make concerning your living situation
could leave you in a bind. Think long and hard before you act and look for alter-
nate solutions to any problems you are dealing with. You may feel isolated and as
if you are not getting the support you need now. A desire for a social life may
come over you. Be sure to choose your company wisely. Remember when it
comes to friends, quantity is never better than quality. Good times could go south
quickly this evening if you make the wrong selection of company. Try to clear
your mind and make an attempt to connect with one of your longtime true friends
this evening. 

You’ve made a breakthrough in a relationship. Your patience has paid
off. Don’t take anything for granted though. This one will require continuing cul-
tivation. A small conflict could undo all of your work. You can be assertive with-
out being aggressive. You can make suggestions and not demands. The reward
is worth the effort. 

It is time to get your affairs in order. Focus on your health. Develop
new and healthy routines and stick to them. A new and improved you will be the
results of these actions. A healthy body will create a healthier mind. Out with the
old and in with the new. Treat every day of your life as it the gift it truly is. If you
listen to your body, it will tell you exactly what it needs. Aches and pains are
there for a reason. Respect what your body is trying to tell you and provide
what it is asking for 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
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Lifestyle

Actors perform in the play “Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme” by French director Jerome Deschamps during the “Printemps des Comediens” festival at the Opera Comedie in Montpellier, southern France yesterday. — AFP

Cheikh hoists his second wife Mareme onto
his shoulder and carries her to their rose
petal-covered bed, where he lays her

down.  The frolicking couple embrace and....
what happens next is left to the viewer’s imagi-
nation as the camera suddenly switches to a pair
of white slippers, the bedroom door closes and
the scene ends. In soap operas in other parts of
the world, such coy depictions of sex would be
considered unremarkable, even dreary. But in
conservative Senegal, where even an on-screen
kiss is rare, the self-described monitors of public
morality are in uproar.

The show-”Maitresse d’un homme marie”
(“Mistress of a married man”) — has also already
been cautioned by the state’s media watchdog for
being too racy. But defenders say the soap takes a
desperately-needed look at relationship issues
such as male abuse, the pain experienced by aban-
doned spouses and a woman’s right to sexual
pleasure. “Maitresse d’un homme marie” follows
five young women characters, all strong-minded,
freewheeling city dwellers. Some start affairs with
married men and-as in the case of Mareme-end up
marrying them.

‘Cast judgment’  
In Dakar’s Sicap Liberte 3 district, the Sene

family is glued to its TV for the twice-a-week
show. In between adverts blaring out the virtues of
a brand of local rice, bubbly single mother Rose
condemns the threat of censorship hanging over
her favorite program. “Maitresse”, she says, holds
up a mirror to hypocrisy and inequality in Senegal.
“Men who criticize the series are the same ones
who have mistresses and what they do to them is
far worse than what you see on the screen,” she
said. “They cast judgment on the women (in the
show) because they are single, because they are in
charge of their lives,” said Rose. “In Senegal, if you
are not married by the time you are 30, you are not
a good woman. In this country, it doesn’t matter
even if you’re a huge success, if you’re not a man,
you’re nothing.”

Slapped 
Launched in January, the show goes out at

prime time on the commercial channel 2STV and is
also avidly followed on YouTube, where each
episode is watched between one and two million
times. Devotion to the series is such that one actor
was slapped by an elderly woman while exercising.
“She told him, ‘Stop drinking and look after your
family’,” the show’s executive producer, Kalista Sy,
recounted, with a giggle. The West African state is
predominantly Muslim-mostly following the Sufi
strain-where public displays of affection or sex
outside marriage are frowned upon.

Within weeks of the series’ launch, a powerful
Muslim NGO, Jamra, asked the country’s audiovi-
sual watchdog, the CNRA, to crack down. After
deliberation, the CNRA on March 29 allowed the
series to continue provided there were “correc-
tive measures” to the script. Without these
changes, the show would have to be screened late
at night, or face being banned altogether.
Everything seemed to be going fine until the 34th
episode-the scene of Cheikh and Mareme
canoodling on the marital bed.

“They crossed the red line. They offended a
large proportion of Senegalese by broadcasting
virtually pornographic content during the blessed
month of Ramadan,” Jamra’s Mactar Gueye told
AFP. “It is unthinkable that this apology for forni-
cation and adultery continues in this form,” he
said, in an interview at his home where a giant TV
screen was turned on to a telenovela channel
showing soap operas.

Sexual emancipation 
The female characters on “Maitresse” often

bear the brunt of the moral messages-on-screen
marriage-breakers, for instance, are verbally
lashed by friends and family for their behavior.
But for Senegalese feminist activist Fatou Kine
Diouf, this finger wagging has had less impact on
viewers than the theme of sexual emancipation.
“The series shows women who are in charge of
their sexuality. It will never get directly shown on
screen but everyone is talking about it. In that
respect, the series is really powerful.”

The soap opera’s set is a joyful buzz of actors,
technicians and makeup artists, working up to 12
hours a day, six days a week. In a tired voice, Sy,
the executive producer, says that male hostility,
religious objections and technical hitches are her
daily challenges. “But when young women watch
the show and identify with characters that are like
them, they are deeply touched,” she said. “And
nobody can take that away from us.” — AFP

AMarvel fan in the United States is doing his
part to help “Avengers: Endgame” become
the highest grossing movie in history-he’s

seen the superhero blockbuster a whopping 110
times, possibly setting a new Guinness record. “I
work 10 hours, watch end game 2 times on week-
days at least 6 hours,” said Agustin Alanis in a mes-
sage on Twitter on Monday that was accompanied
by a picture of himself and a theater attendant
holding his 110th ticket stub for the movie.

Alanis’ feat beats another record set last year
by Anthony Mitchell, who saw “Avengers: Infinity

War” 103 times, which got him a place in the
Guinness Book of World Records and a trip to the
“Endgame” set. Alanis, who lives in Florida, has
been chronicling his trips to see the movie on
Twitter, posting a picture of himself at each view-
ing with his ticket stub. The latest mega-block-
buster from Marvel Studios has earned a world-
wide total of $2.732 billion at the box office so far,
putting it within range of beating “Avatar,” which
raked in $2.788 billion to become the highest-
grossing movie of all time.

The hugely-anticipated Avengers series-ender

earned a staggering $1.2 billion on its opening
weekend at the end of April and has since contin-
ued its massive box office run. Industry watchers,
however, say the movie has begun to lose steam
with viewers and may end up in the number two
spot for the foreseeable future-possibly until an
eventual re-release. —AFP

Alternative rock legends
Radiohead on Tuesday released
an 18-hour trove of private

recordings from their 1997 album “OK
Computer” after getting hacked by
someone seeking a ransom of
$150,000 for the music. The genre-
banding English musicians uploaded
the 1.8-gigabyte collection of record-
ing session outtakes and rare live per-
formances on their radiohead.band-
camp.com website.

The songs can be accessed online
for free. The group is also selling
downloads of an album of the 18
hacked MiniDiscs for £18 ($22.90,
20.20 euros) and donating the pro-
ceeds to the Extinction Rebellion envi-
ronmental campaign group. “We’ve
been hacked,” frontman Thom Yorke’s
wrote on the website. “It’s not v inter-
esting,” he added. “As it’s out there it
may as well be out there, until we all
get bored and move on.” Guitarist
Jonny Greenwood later tweeted a
statement saying the hack occurred
last week.

“Someone stole Thom’s minidisk
archive from around the time of OK

Computer, and reportedly demanded
$150,000 on threat of releasing it,”
Greenwood wrote. “So instead of com-
plaining-much-or ignoring it, we’re
releasing all 18 hours on Bandcamp in
aid of Extinction Rebellion,” he wrote.
News of the hack first emerged on a
Radiohead discussion page of the
Reddit website last week.

“This is a bit of a doozy,” a user
identified only as u/santicol wrote.
The user described how someone
claiming to have the archive came in
contact with a “well known leaker”
and offered them previews of the
tracks. “They were asking upwards of
$150,000 for the entire set, at $800
per studio track and $50 per live
track,” the Reddit user wrote.

‘Awkward and challenging’ 
The collection includes demo ver-

sions of “OK Computer” music and a
few songs that never made the cut. The
critically-acclaimed album earned
Radiohead their first Grammy and was
followed by a world tour that gave
them lasting international fame. Its
bestselling single was “Karma Police”-
one of the most instantly-recognizable
tunes of the 1990s and a staple of par-
ties for the subsequent 20 years. “The
leaker seems to be well known in some
spaces and has a history of trading in
very rare/high profile material,” the
Reddit user wrote.

Radiohead were formed in 1985
and debuted their genre-bending hit
single “Creep” in 1992. They were
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame in March. “It can be awkward
and challenging sometimes,” band
songwriter Philip Selway said at the
induction ceremony. “But I guess
that’s what kept us all interested for
the past three decades.” Radiohead
have campaigned passionately for
environmental causes and feature
songs about climate change.

They stopped using disposable
cups on tour in 2008 and began filling
their tour buses with biofuels.
Activists from Extinction Rebellion-a
fast-growing movement founded last
year by British academics-want world
governments to slash greenhouse gas
emissions to zero by 2025. Their high-
ly-disruptive but peaceful protests
brought parts of central London to a
standstill for 11 days in April and saw
police make more than 1,000
arrests.—AFP

Halimatou Gadji (right), who plays Marieme in the
Senegalese television serie “Maitresse d’un
homme marie” (Mistress of a Married Man) and
Ndiaye Cire Ba (left), who plays Djalika look on
during the recording of an episode in Dakar.

A child watches an episode of the TV serie
“Maitresse d’un homme marie” (Mistress of a
Married Man) in Dakar.

Ndiaye Cire Ba (left), who plays Djalika in the
Senegalese television serie “Maitresse d’un homme
marie” (Mistress of a Married Man) gets make-up
during the recording of an episode in Dakar.

Thom Yorke

The “Maitresse d’un homme marie” (Mistress of a
Married Man) serie’s director, Baye Moussa Seck,
looks on during the recording of an episode in
Dakar. — AFP photos

In this file photo fans of the Avengers arrive
for a costume contest before the first screen-

ing of “Avengers: Endgame” at the TCL
Chinese Theater in Hollywood. — AFP
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iam Gallagher thinks his brother Noel
Gallagher needs to take more breaks so his
fans don’t get fed up with him. The 46-year-
old rocker - who recently released the docu-

mentary ‘As It Was’ about his comeback and launch of his
solo career with his 2017 debut solo LP ‘As You Were’ -
feels it’s important to give fans a gap so he can be
“missed” and so they don’t get bored of him. And Liam,
who will take some time off before working on anymore
new material, admitted he thinks that is where his 52-
year-old sibling is going wrong. Speaking on the Dave
Berry Breakfast Show on Absolute Radio, he said: “I
think you’ve got to keep dipping in and dipping out
haven’t you.  “Otherwise people are going to get very
sick of you very quickly. It don’t matter who you are.

“Not like Radiohead do where they go away for 10 years
and stuff. Maybe like a year or something and get out of
people’s faces.” He added: “You’ve got to go away and be
missed.  “I think that’s what our kid’s problem is.  “And
I’m not trying to slag Noel off.  “He just seems to be
always there.  “I think he needs to go away for a little bit
and come back and he’d make more of an impact.” Whilst
he wasn’t knocking his sibling’s success with his High
Flying Birds, Liam - who will release his second album
‘Why Me? Why Not’ in September - backtracked a little,
and threw a little dig at the Britpop group’s former gui-
tarist - who Liam has been at loggerheads ever since a
backstage fight between the pair at their show in Paris in
2009, which led to the demise of the ‘Wonderwall’ hit-
makers - as he admitted it could be a “dangerous” move

for him to go away as he’s got a “forgettable” face. The
‘Live Forever’ singer - who often compares Noel to a
potato - added: “Not that he’s not doing well, I just think
... then again he’s one of them faces, he’s forgettable, you
know what I mean? So it could be dangerous for him.”
Meanwhile, the ‘Bold’ rocker admitted that he can be
“overcritical” of this vocal abilities. He said: “I’m kind,
hard-working. When I get into it I do like to do my graft,
if you can call it a graft ... I can be a little overcritical. I do
give myself a hard time sometimes, especially on the
singing front.” Listen to the Dave Berry Breakfast Show
on Absolute Radio, weekdays from 6am -
absoluteradio.co.uk

L

adonna has released X-rated album art for
‘Madame X’. The 60-year-old superstar shared
a “portrait of a lady” on Instagram on Tuesday,
just days before she releases her new record on

Friday. Alongside the nude artwork, the singer wrote:
“Portrait of A Lady...............Madame X. Album drops June
14th #madamex (sic)” Madonna also shared another pic-
ture of herself in a colourful designer gown, fishnets and
her signature ‘X’ eye patch, and wrote: “Mother of drag-
ons... . . . . . . . . . . . Madame X Album drops June 14th X
#madamex (sic)” Meanwhile, the ‘Like a Virgin’ hitmaker
is set to appear at a iHeartRadio ICONS event to discuss
the record. The Queen of Pop will celebrate her hotly-
anticipated follow-up to 2015’s ‘Rebel Heart’ on June 20 at
an event in New York, where she will walk her fans
through the songs at a special playback with radio stars
Paul ‘Cubby’ Bryant and Christine Nagy. The event will be
live-streamed on LiveXLive from 6.30pm (ET) and 11pm
(BST). ‘Madame X’ features recently released singles
‘Medellin’, ‘I Rise’, ‘Crave’ with Swae Lee, ‘Future’ with
Quavo and ‘Dark Ballet’. Madonna - who will kick off her
extensive ‘Madame X’ world tour in September - recently
explained that ‘I Rise’ was written for “all marginalized
people” as she was announced as a performer at Pride
Island as part of World Pride in New York City on June
30. She said: “I wrote ‘I Rise’ as a way of giving a voice to
all marginalized people who feel they don’t have the
opportunity to speak their mind. “This year is the 50th
anniversary of Pride and I hope this song encourages all
individuals to be who they are, to speak their minds and to
love themselves.” The ‘Material Girl’ singer was recently
honored with the Advocate for Change award at the 2019
GLAAD Media Awards. She said in her speech: “Fighting
for all marginalized people was a duty and an honor I
could not turn my back on, nor will I ever.”

M
dam Lambert has “learned a lot” from fronting
Queen. The 37-year-old star has spent eight
years leading the legendary rock band - in
place of legendary late singer Freddie Mercury

- and he revealed his time with the group has helped
inspire his own work as a solo artist as he’s been working
on new album ‘Velvet’. He told The Sun newspaper’s
Bizarre column: “It does give me a perspective of what a
good song is and why it works. I’ve learned a lot from
singing those Queen songs for audiences. “You go, ‘OK,
this is a good chorus, this is a good hook, this is a good
message’. I suppose that’s one of the things that inspired a
lot of my new songs.” Adam released his latest single ‘New
Eyes’ last month, and he added he hopes Freddie - who
died in 1991 from bronchial pneumonia resulting from

AIDS at the age of 45 - would have been a fan of his
music. He said: “I would hope that he would like some of it.
I feel like one of my new songs, ‘Super Power’, is like a
second cousin to ‘Another One Bites The Dust’, it has a lit-
tle bit of the same DNA. “I didn’t set out to emulate any of
Queen’s songs specifically, but I thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be
nice to have an album of music that a Queen fan can wrap
their ears around.’” Meanwhile, the band’s drummer Roger
Taylor previously said Adam joining the group was like
“fate unfolding”. He explained: “We thought it was all over.
And I think [Brian May] and I, well we kinda thought that
was the end of that chapter. And everything that’s hap-
pened, especially since we met Adam has just been fate
unfolding.”

A

eith Urban “can’t get enough” of Miley
Cyrus’ new song ‘Mother’s Daughter’.
The 51-year-old country music super-
star - who is married to Nicole Kidman

- took to Twitter to congratulate the 26-year-old
pop star on her extremely catchy new song.
Referencing the chorus, he wrote: “Back up back
up back up  “Back up boy..... whooooooo.. “Damn
you @MileyCyrus - Mother’s Daughter is going
round and round and round in my head- and I cant
get enough of it!!!!! Swish swish MFerrrrrr- hell
yes! - KU (sic)” Miley hailed “Uncle Urban”
“badass” for being into the explicit track. The
‘Nothing Breaks Like a Heart’ hitmaker - whose
father is country music legend Billy Ray Cyrus -
wrote back: “Love you Uncle Urban! You’re so bad
ass! (sic)” ‘Mother’s Daughter’ features on the for-
mer Disney star’s recently released EP ‘She Is
Coming’. In the track, Miley sings about the impact
her mom Tish has had on her career, whilst in
another song ‘D.R.E.A.M.’ - which stands for Drugs
Rule Everything Around Me - she references her
party lifestyle, as Wu Tang Clan’s Ghostface Killah
raps about drugs. In ‘Unholy’, she claims people
view her as “obscene”, singing: “You hate me, you
love me, you just wanna touch me.” Elsewhere,
‘RuPaul’s Drag Race’ star RuPaul features on
‘Cattitude’ and ‘Party Up the Street’ has Swae Lee
and Mike WiLL Made-It on it. The ‘Younger Now’
hitmaker - who is married to actor Liam
Hemsworth - previously revealed the mini-album is
the “first of three drops” as she promised there
would be more music on the way. She added: “This
is the 1st of 3 drops! 6 songs , 3 EP’s ! SHE IS
COMING / HERE / EVERYTHING all to make up
1 album #SHEISMILEYCYRUS next 2 drops to be
announced ! (sic)”.

K

aty Perry and Taylor Swift have sparked spec-
ulation they are set to release a collaboration.
The ‘Chained to the Rhythm’ hitmaker famous-
ly fell out with her fellow pop star over their

dancers and touring crew a number of years ago, but
they have since buried the hatchet, and Taylor recently
added Katy’s new track, ‘Never Really Over’, to her ‘ME!’
Apple Playlist. Now KatyCats and Swifties - their
respective fanbases - are predicting that the famous pair
are plotting a duet, as Katy posted a plate of cookies
with ‘Peace At Last’ iced around the plate with Taylor
tagged on Instagram. The 34-year-old singer captioned
the snap of the baked goods: “feels good @taylorswift
(sic).” She also set her location as “Let’s Be Friends”, a
potential song title, and Taylor, 29, commented with 13
pink love heart emojis, her lucky number. Back in 2018,
Katy sent Taylor an actual olive branch as a call to end
their long running feud.  The duo had been at logger-

heads since 2014 when Taylor accused Katy of sabotag-
ing her ‘Red Tour’ by stealing three of her backing
dancers. In the video posted to her social media account,
Taylor could be heard off-camera saying: “So I just got
to my dressing room and found this actual olive branch.
This means so much to me.” Katy had previously insisted
she has a lot of love for the singer. She said: “I mean, I
love her, I always have. We’ve had our differences but I
just continue to say, ‘God bless her on her journey.’ ... I’m
ready to let it go. Absolutely, 100 percent. I forgive her,
and I’m sorry for anything I ever did, and I hope the same
from her, and I think it’s actually ... I think it’s time ... I love
her and I want the best for her, and I think she’s a fantas-
tic songwriter. I think that if we both, her and I, can be
representatives of strong women that come together
despite their differences, I think the whole world is going
to go, like, ‘Yeah, we can do this.’”

K uperproducer Greg Kurstin is set to record a
Van Halen covers album with his act The Bird &
The Bee.  The indie pop duo - which also con-
sists of Inara George - has announced the

release of their new record ‘Interpreting the Masters
Volume 2: A Tribute to Van Halen’ set for release on
August 2 alongside a 15-date North American tour.  The
new album will feature the biggest hits from 1974 until
1985 - when Van Halen consisted of Eddie Van Halen,
Eddie’s brother, drummer Alex Van Halen, vocalist David
Lee Roth and bassist Michael Anthony. The duo have also
debuted a re-imagining of 1987 hit ‘Ain’t Talking ‘Bout
Love’ which appears on the rockers’ self-titled album.  The
2019 trek will kick off at the John Anson Ford
Amphitheater in Los Angeles on August 2 with a special
one-off performance featuring Foo Fighters frontman
Dave Grohl on drums and Beck guitarist Justin Meldal-
Johnsen on bass. In a statement, Kurstin said: “When I
want to listen to hard rock music there’s still nothing that
hits me like. Every time I hear them it takes me back to
when I first found them on the radio, and it felt so danger-
ous to me - like they were from a whole other world.  “It
would be so great if people who would never usually listen
to Van Halen heard this record, and then ended up falling
in love with them too.” George added of the band: “I
remember being 10 years old and seeing their videos and
feeling both excited and totally terrified - I responded to
them in this very visceral way.”  Kurstin has just finished
working with Liam Gallagher on his second solo LP ‘Why
Me? Why Now?’ and he has previously worked with
artists such as Adele, Sir Paul McCartney, Pink, Sia and
Years and Years.

riana Grande has added two more London
dates to her ‘Sweetener World Tour’ due to
demand. The ‘God is a Woman’ hitmaker is
already due to play three nights at The O2

between August 17 and August 20, but she has now
announced two further nights at the 20,000-capacity
arena on October 15 and October 16. The UK leg will see
the pop superstar play two nights at Birmingham Arena
on September 14 and September 15, Glasgow’s SSE
Hydro on September 17 and Sheffield’s FlyDSA Arena on
September 19. Tickets for the two new London dates go
on sale via Live Nation at 10am on Friday (14.06.19). The
25-year-old singer tweeted: “london added 2 more shows
to the 02 oct 15 & 16. @americanexpress pre-sale wed
10am. on sale friday 10am... (sic)” Last month, Ariana was
“beyond devastated” after pulling out of two concerts
due to illness.  The ‘Thank U, Next’ hitmaker postponed
shows in Tampa and Orlando, Florida, which were due to
take place on May 28 and May 29 after becoming poorly.
She revealed on her Instagram Story: “i woke up incredi-
bly sick today, ran to my doctor here and have been told
to postpone these shows tonight and tomorrow. “i’m so
beyond devastated. “i will make this up to you, i promise.
please forgive me. i love you and i will be back and better
than ever as soon as possible. love you.(sic)” However,
the ‘Dangerous Woman’ hitmaker reassured fans she
would return to the cities later in the year to play the
shows. She added: “will keep you posted as soon as pos-
sible on exact dates but we will be returning in
November and you will be able to use the tickets you’ve
already purchased. thank you so much for your under-
standing.(sic)” Promoters Live Nation later confirmed the
rescheduled shows will take place on November 24 and
November 25. Although it was unclear what was wrong
with the ‘7 Rings’ hitmaker, she returned to the stage on
May 31.
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obert Pattinson has dropped out of ‘The
Souvenir’ sequel due to scheduling conflicts.
The 33-year-old actor has pulled out of the fol-
low up to Joanna Hogg’s 2019 indie-drama

which is expected to start shooting next month as he’s too
busy with his role in Christopher Nolan’s upcoming action
epic ‘Tenet’ and has just been cast in Matt Reeves’ forth-
coming superhero film ‘The Batman’, in which he will play
The Caped Crusader. A representative for the actor told
IndieWire: “Despite Rob’s strong desire to do the film,
scheduling proved impossible but he very much looks for-

ward to working with Joanna on something down the line.”
‘The Souvenir’ starred Honor Swinton Byrne, Tom Burke
and Tilda Swinton and followed a young woman as she
embarks on a relationship with a troubled older man. The
film’s sequel was planned prior to its premiere at
Sundance, and A24, who distributed the first film, will dis-
tribute the follow-up as well.  The ‘Twilight Saga’ star
began shooting ‘Tenant’ late last month and joins a star-
studded cast which includes the likes of Sir Michael Caine,
Sir Kenneth Branagh, Aaron Taylor-Johnson, Elizabeth
Debicki, John David Washington, Dimple Kapadia and

Clemence Poesy. The motion picture is epic action movie
about international espionage and it will be shot across
seven countries and is set for release on July 17, 2020.
Pre-production on ‘The Batman’ is expected to kick off
this summer ahead of a June 2021 release.  Reeves took
over ‘The Batman’ directing duties from Ben Affleck - who
also stepped down from the role as the titular character in
January - and he will produce the motion picture with
Dylan Clark.

R

ohn Cleese and Sienna Guillory have joined the
live-adaptation of ‘Clifford the Big Red Dog’.
The 79-year-old actor is set to star alongside
Sienna, 44, in Paramount’s re-imagining of the

American children’s book series, first published in 1963 and
written by Norman Bridwell, which will also star Jack
Whitehall and Darby Camp.  The film’s script will be
penned by Jay Scherick and David Ronn, alongside Annie
Mumolo and Stan Chervin while the movie will be pro-
duced by Jordan Kerner and Scholastic Entertainment’s
Iole Lucchese and filming is thought to begin next month in
New York City. The book series follows the adventures of a
two-year-old big male red dog called Clifford and his own-
er, an eight-year-old girl called Emily Elizabeth and the
movie will see ‘Big Little Lies’ star Darby portray Emily as
she struggles to fit in at home and at school, when she dis-
covers a small red puppy who is destined to become her
best friend. When Clifford magically undergoes a growth
spurt and attracts the attention of a genetics company,
Emily and her Uncle Casey (Whitehall) have to fight to
keep hold of their pet as they go on the run across New
York City. There have been several adaptations of the novel
series in the past, including the 2004 American animated
adventure film ‘Clifford’s Really Big Movie’ based on the
PBS Kids TV series ‘Clifford the Big Red Dog ‘directed by
Robert Ramirez, produced by Scholastic Entertainment and
Big Red Dog Productions and originally released in cine-
mas by Warner Bros.  John is known for his work with
British surreal comedy group Monty Python who created
popular films such as ‘Monty Python and the Holy Grail’,
‘Life of Brian’ and ‘The Meaning of Life’ while Sienna is
best known for her role as Jill Valentine in several entries of
the ‘Resident Evil’ action-horror film series.

d Sheeran’s wife will reportedly appear with
him in ‘Yesterday’. The ‘Shape of You’ hitmaker
landed a role in Danny Boyle’s upcoming movie
- which follows a struggling songwriter Jack

Malik (Himesh Patel) who, after an accident, ends up in a
world where nobody else has heard of The Beatles - and it
seems his partner Cherry Seaborn will also be seen on the
big screen. A source told The Sun newspaper’s Bizarre
column: “Shooting this film was a real laugh and they did
some of it on Ed’s tour. “Cherry visits him on the road a
fair amount and ended up getting to feature in a scene as
an extra. “It’s only a tiny part but Ed and Cherry thought it
was hilarious, and it’s pretty cute. She even appears in the
end credits.” While Sheeran is in several scenes in the film
playing himself as he spots Patel’s character - who is pass-

ing off The Beatles’ music as his own - and turns him into a
start, it’s said Seaborn’s appearance is more fleeting. With
Boyle at the helm and Richard Curtis in charge of the
script, fans are excited for the movie’s release. And
Sheeran recently revealed he was also tasked with helping
the leading man become a “fantastic performer”. He said:
“Himesh has been phenomenal. He’s gone from being a bit
reticent to shy to being a fantastic performer.  “Danny
wanted me to work with the main actor and turn him into a
superstar, he was really adamant.  “We worked with
Himesh all the way through from buying his first guitar in
the shops, so finding one he could love and learn to play
with, to sending him out busking and playing the songs.”

aura Linney has admitted she would be
“surprised” if a proper ‘Love Actually’
sequel went ahead. The 55-year-old
actress portrayed Sarah in the 2003 rom-

com classic and although a mini-sequel aired for Red
Nose Day in 2017, the ‘Ozark’ star has admitted it’s
“unlikely” that a second instalment will appear on
the big screen. Asked if she thinks fans will get
another movie on ‘Watch What Happens Live with
Andy Cohen’, Laura admitted: “I doubt it. I’d be sur-
prised. But you never know.” Laura’s character only
featured in a US version of ‘Red Nose Day Actually’
along with a guest appearance from Patrick
Dempsey, who gives Sarah her happy ending. The
UK version saw writer and director Richard Curtis
return, along with Hugh Grant, Liam Neeson, Colin
Firth, Andrew Lincoln, Chiwetel Ejiofor, Keira
Knightley, Martine McCutcheon, Bill Nighy, Thomas
Sangster, L?cia Moniz, Olivia Olson, Marcus

Brigstocke, and Rowan Atkinson, who all reprised
their roles. However, Emma Thompson opted out of
the reunion as she felt “too sad” to take part without
the late Alan Rickman.  Alan and Emma played hus-
band and wife Harry and Karen in the original film
but Emma admitted that she and director Richard
decided she couldn’t feature in the update without
Alan, who died in 2016 after battling cancer. She
said: “Richard wrote to me and said, ‘Darling, we
can’t write anything for you because of Alan,’ and I
said, ‘No of course, it would be sad, too sad.’ “It’s too
soon. It’s absolutely right because it’s supposed to
be for Comic Relief but there isn’t much comic relief
in the loss of our dear friend really only just over a
year ago. We thought and thought but it just seemed
wrong but to revisit the wonderful fun characters of
Bill Nighy and Hugh Grant and Liam (Neeson) and
all of that, that’s fantastic but obviously what would
he have done? Both of them would be in therapy by
now and I would be working on some kind of ward.
It was absolutely the right decision.” The movie
focuses on the complex relationships between a
number of couples, including David (Grant), the
British Prime Minister who falls head-over-heels for
his personal assistant (McCutcheon), Sarah Linney),
a graphic designer whose love life struggles due to
having to care for her mentally ill brother and Harry
(Rickman), who become besotted with his colleague
(Heike Makatsch).

L

uentin Tarantino thinks ‘Thor: Ragnarok’ is the best
Marvel film.  The 56-year-old director hasn’t totally
kept up to date with superhero films in the last few
years but he has been catching up with movies in the

Marvel Cinematic Universe and he “loved” Taika Waititi’s 2017
blockbuster, the third installment in the ‘Thor’ franchise.
Speaking to Empire magazine, he said: “I haven’t been keeping
up to date with them for, I guess, the last four years, I think the
only comic book movies I saw last year at theatres were
‘Wonder Woman’ and ‘Black Panther’.  “But about a couple of
weeks ago I started catching up with some of the Marvel
movies so I could go see ‘Endgame’. I just finished ‘Captain
America: Civil War’, so next up is ‘Doctor Strange’.” “Actually,
the last one I saw was ‘[Thor] Ragnarok’. I loved it, it was my
favourite one of the series since ‘Avengers’ - drastically my

favorite.” The ‘Kill Bill’ filmmaker has had a busy year with the
release of his ninth film ‘Once Upon a Time in Hollywood’ which
is set 1969 Los Angeles and stars Leonardo DiCaprio as fading
television star Rick Dalton, Brad Pitt as his long-time stunt dou-
ble and Margot Robbie as movie star Sharon Tate.  Tarantino
considers his latest project to be a “love letter” to the last
moments of Hollywood’s golden age and he considers the story
to be a “memory piece” about Los Angeles, the city where he
grew up and the city that fuelled his passion for cinema. He
previously said: “[The film is] probably my most personal. I
think of it like my memory piece.  “Alfonso [Cuar?n] had ‘Roma’
and Mexico City, 1970. I had LA and 1969. This is me. This is
the year that formed me. I was six years old then. This is my
world. And this is my love letter to LA.”

Q

argot Robbie wore a pair of Sharon Tate’s ear-
rings when filming ‘Once Upon a Time In
Hollywood’.  Quentin Tarantino’s upcoming
ninth film is set in Los Angeles in 1969 and fol-

lows struggling actor Rick Dalton (Leonardo DiCaprio)
and his stunt double Cliff Booth (Brad Pitt) who seek
advice from their neighbors Hollywood star Sharon and

her director husband Roman Polanski (Rafai Zawierucha)
on how to continue working in a changing movie business.
The 28-year-old actress portrays the late movie star in the
film and revealed that in order to “ground the character”
she wore jewelry belonging to the star which was lent to
her by Sharon’s younger sister Debra and insisted it was
“quite moving” to pay tribute to Sharon by “having a
piece of her” with her.  In an interview with Empire maga-
zine, she said: “I guess it sounds like I’m being a bit spiri-
tual or whatever, but it really did help me ground the char-
acter in something real. “I wanted to honor her memory
and bring the best parts of Sharon forward. And I found it
really quite moving to have a piece of her with me.”
Sharon was eight-and-a-half months pregnant with her
and Roman’s son when she was murdered by members of
the notorious Manson Family cult, led by Charles Manson,
in August 1969. Four other people were also killed in the
horrific attacks. Margot thinks Sharon’s involvement in the
film “embodies the best parts of the ‘60s” and she consid-
ers Tarantino’s story to be a “celebration of her life”. ‘The
Wolf of Wall Street’ actress said: “Sharon embodies the
best parts of the ‘60s. This is a celebration of her life. And
you get a lot of hang time with her in this film.”

hloe Sevigny thinks her new film ‘The Dead Don’t Die’ mirrors
real life. The 44-year-old actress stars alongside Adam Driver,
Bill Murray and Selena Gomez in the upcoming zombie come-
dy film, directed-and- written by Jim Jarmusch which follows a

group of small town’s cops as they combat a sudden zombie invasion. The
‘American Horror Story’ star believes the director wanted the movie to
encourage viewers to “think more about empathy” and she feels “we’re
living in the zombie apocalypse now” as the rise in social media means
individuals aren’t “connecting on like a real level to one another”.
Speaking on Boston radio station WBUR, she said: “Jim wants us to think
more about like empathy, what we can do to help others. I mean, to me, I
always think like we’re living in the zombie apocalypse now with people in
their phones, and people just are like not connecting on like a real level to
one another-and it’s terrifying.”  Chloe worked with Jim on 2002’s ‘Ten
Minutes Older’, a project consisting of two compilation feature films titled
‘The Trumpet’ and ‘The Cello’, and admitted that when he approached her
asking whether she wanted to make a “ ridiculous zombie picture” she
was dubious about the idea as she’d “never had an affinity for zombies”.
She said: “He said, ‘I want to make this ridiculous zombie picture.’ And I
was like, ‘Why zombies?’ Like I had never had an affinity for zombies. I
love vampire pictures. It’s one of my favorites, and I was kind of sad that I
wasn’t asked to be in ‘Only Lovers Left Alive.’ But that’s OK. I’ll forgive
him.” — Bang Showbiz
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A Marine biology university employee inspects corals growing on tables in the Red Sea as a part of a research in the
Interuniversity Institute for Marine Sciences near the southern Israeli city Eilat. — AFP photos

The Red Sea resort city
of Eilat and the

Jordanian city of Aqaba
in the background.

It’s a musician’s dream-rehearse alongside a full
orchestra, but in your own living room.  And the
immersive experience is possible because, yes, there’s

an app for that, courtesy of a French start-up, Digital
Music Solutions. “NomadPlay” is all down to an algorithm
which separates out the sound components of a score to
remove any instrument as desired, fading out an oboe or
piano part for instance, and allowing the home musician
to join the fray.

“When we were young we all practiced with records
to get the impression we were playing along with the
Vienna or Berlin philharmonic. That was very gratify-
ing,” internationally-renowned French violinist Renaud
Capucon, 43, told AFP. “But it was a nightmare when
our parents heard us play because it just wasn’t the
same thing!”

Now, thanks to the app, “you’re accompanied by an
orchestra all on your own in your room-it’s extraordi-
nary.” Clothilde Chalot and Hannelore Guittet started
Digital Music Solutions in Paris five years ago. Their app
can be downloaded for free on a phone or tablet and
offers a catalogue of albums, ranging from Beethoven’s
Fifth Symphony to Schubert’s Fantasia in F Minor.
Amateurs and professionals buy the pieces for between
five and 20 euros ($5.60-$22.50).

Karaoke style 
Capucon, the app’s “ambassador,” offered AFP a

demonstration of its capabilities at the Festival de Paques
in the southern town of Aix-en-Provence in April. Taking
Ravel’s string quartet, he clicked on the violin symbol to
eliminate the sound of the part, before accompanying the

piece with his own instrument. The concept is similar to
that of karaoke, where fans grab the mic to provide their
own vocals to the original backing track. Yet the
NomadPlay app is more elaborate. 

First off, you can search by level-beginner, intermedi-
ate, experienced or expert-or by instrument, as well as by
composer.  You can increase or slow down the tempo,
repeat a bar or part of a bar and even annotate the score.
Capucon says the app is brimming with educational
promise as it can help budding musicians “learn a work
more quickly with this harmonic help.” For professionals
such as himself, the system offers a “huge time gain” as
“when finally you practice with the others, you already
have the reflexes”.

Emulate Rostropovich? 
He does concede, however, that the app per se will not

transform the user into a musical genius. “It’s not going to
turn you into a (Yehudi) Menuhin or (Mstislav)
Rostropovich”. Indeed “if the pupil only works with the
app you could say it’s dangerous... but from the point of
view of speeding up the job, it is very positive,” said
Capucon.

For Marc Bourreau, a teacher and lecturer at engineer-
ing college Telecom ParisTech, applications dedicated to
music, be it for listening, micing or editing, have become
ever more sophisticated. “This digitally-pushed evolution
eliminated the frontier between creator/artist and con-
sumer,” he said.

In an age where “children grow up with their tablets you
have to give music this technological and entertaining side
to spark their interest,” added Dominique Bluzet, executive
director at the Festival de Paques. Bluzet says concerts
these days are no longer the only way to introduce young
people to music. NomadPlay is already working with the
Strasbourg Philharmonic Orchestra, National Orchestra of
France’s Ile de France region around Paris and their Rouen-
Normandy equivalent.

It hopes to extend its repertoire by September to
include scores played by a broader range of ensembles.
“We shall be able to try out the tempo of different conduc-
tors (and offer) preparation which affords musicians
greater flexibility,” Capucon said.

Practice anywhere 
Chalot says the app can offer discs a second life. “We

wanted to find a new economic model for recorded music
which has been around for 100 years,” said the 38-year-
old, who has worked at the Paris Opera and the Rouen-
Normandy Opera. “We tell independent and major labels
that ‘this is also a way of getting your artists known’,” said
Chalot.

Around a dozen people worked on the app, whose cre-
ation was partly funded by the CM-CIC Innovation invest-
ment fund and French culture ministry.  “The day we ran
the first tests I cried. It was magnificent,” Chalot recalled.
To date, the catalogue is purely classical music but the
company says it is in talks with independent pop and rock
producers as it looks to “open up to all genres.” — AFP

Adozen feet deep in the azure waters of
the Red Sea, Israeli marine ecologist
Assaf Zvuloni firmly grasped a bright red

coral fastened to a metal jetty piling. The coral
and others close by would most likely perish in
planned maintenance works at the site, degrad-
ing all the benefits they bring to underwater life.
So to save them, Zvuloni and his colleague Assaf
Habary have donned scuba gear and armed
themselves with chisels and hammers before
diving underwater to remove the coral and take
them to a new location. “We need to safeguard
them,” Habary, of the Israel Nature and Parks
Authority, said after the dive. It is important to
“maintain the ecosystem’s health,” he said.

On a recent day, Habary, Gulf of Eilat region-
al manager for the authority, placed a chisel at
the bottom of the red coral and carefully began
hitting, causing a loud clacking to reverberate
through the silent sea. Coral use the 16-metre
(52-foot) pilings supporting an oil jetty off the
southern Israeli resort city Eilat as artificial
reefs, creating colorful and varied vertical
mosaics that support much of the marine life
around. The area around the jetty is closed to
boats and divers, enabling the coral to thrive
undisturbed. But maintenance work planned on
the jetty would be fatal to the animals-a pro-
tected species under Israeli law, with the Nature
and Parks Authority tasked with their relocation.

‘Important animals’
After a short while, the red coral came off the

piling, and Zvuloni carefully placed it in a small
pink plastic crate he held in his free hand along-
side a number of others that had been recently
removed. The two divers swam up to the surface
of the water where Avi, the skipper of the small
motorboat that brought them to the site, leaned
over to take the crate, placing it in a large blue
container on the stern of the swaying vessel. The
boat sped off to the nearby Underwater
Observatory Marine Park, where the coral will
be divided between the reef there and a large
aquarium.

Zvuloni estimates that they have relocated
1,000 coral over the past year, not only from the
jetty and other structures but also from pieces
of waste that had been sitting on the seabed and
were being cleared away. Not all coral, however,
allow themselves to be evacuated. Zvuloni and
Habary spent many long and precious underwa-
ter minutes trying to remove a yellow, dome-

shaped stony coral before throwing in the towel.
“We’ll have to use a crowbar,” Habary said
grimly. Each coral constitutes a vital habitat to
animals and plants.  “Corals in general are very
important animals in being species that engineer
the environment,” Zvuloni said. “It’s much more
than just the coral itself.” While relocation saves
the coral from a certain death, not all survive the
move, which could be to the observatory and
local educational facilities, or even the
Jerusalem zoo’s aquarium.

‘Very sensitive one’ 
Coral populations around the world are

undergoing bleaching and dying due to glob-
al warming, but the population in the north-
ern Red Sea has remained stable due to its
unique heat resistance. “Being stable these
days is a privilege,” Zvuloni said. In another
area of the northern Red Sea, experiments
have been ongoing to measure the health of
the region’s corals. While relatively heat
resistant, factors such as pollution from
heavy metals could harm the corals’ durabili-

ty, said Guilhem Banc-Prandi, a 25-year-old
French marine biologist working on a doctor-
ate at the Interuniversity Institute for Marine
Sciences in Eilat.

The proximity of the Gulf of Eilat’s reefs to
the shore increases the threats they face, with
“toxins and pollution” from human activity
and industry entering the bay on a daily basis,
according to Banc-Prandi. To counter those
threats in Eilat and elsewhere, Banc-Prandi
has founded WeSea, an NGO dedicated to

raising awareness of the marine environment
and educating the public.

“We strongly believe that outreach and edu-
cation can truly change the fate of the marine
eco-system,” he said. To Zvuloni, saving the
coral is not only of ecological significance but
an “ethical duty.” With their stony or vegetative
appearances, most people encountering coral
don’t even realize that they are alive. “It’s an ani-
mal, a very sensitive one,” Habary said, “that
needs to be preserved.”— AFP

In this file photo in Aix en Provence, southern France, French violinist Renaud Capucon practices with the new applica-
tion “NomadPlay”, created by the French start-up Digital Music Solutions, which can replace virtually every orchestral
musician. — AFP photos

An Israeli Nature and Parks
Authority employee dives in the

Red Sea to remove corals.
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Arrival Flights on Thursday 13/6/2019
Airlines Flt Route Time
IGO 1757 Kochi 00:10
THY 772 Istanbul 00:20
DLH 625 Dammam 00:50
KAC 102 London 00:50
JZR 722 Alexandria 01:00
JZR 734 Cairo 01:00
KAC 504 Beirut 01:00
RJA 642 Amman 01:20
UAE 853 Dubai 01:40
KLM 446 Bahrain 01:45
PGT 858 Istanbul 01:50
KKK 1268 Istanbul 01:55
PGT 828 Istanbul 02:00
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 02:15
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:15
QTR 1086 Doha 02:30
KAC 156 Istanbul 02:35
OMA 643 Muscat 03:05
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:05
JZR 406 Kochi 03:05
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
KAC 418 Manila 03:20
QTR 1076 Doha 03:30
LMU 510 Cairo 04:00
KAC 382 Delhi 04:05
IGO 1751 Chennai 04:10
KAC 784 Jeddah 04:25
MSR 0516 Cairo 04:25
DHX 170 Bahrain 04:30
JZR 404 Hyderabad 04:30
THY 770 Istanbul 05:20
JZR 402 Mumbai 05:25
KAC 344 Chennai 05:30
KAC 552 Cairo 05:50
JZR 112 Doha 05:50
KAC 362 Colombo 06:05
BAW 157 London 06:10
KAC 284 Dhaka 06:15
JZR 714 Sohag 06:20
KAC 678 Dubai 06:40
KAC 206 Islamabad 06:50
KAC 302 Mumbai 07:00
QTR 8511 Doha 07:05
JZR 408 Ahmedabad 07:05
IGO 1755 CNN 07:10
KAC 354 Bengaluru 08:00
KAC 332 Trivandrum 08:05
KAC 352 Kochi 08:05
IRA 601 Tehran 08:10
JZR 702 Asyut 08:25
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 08:50
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:00
QTR 1070 Doha 09:30
IGO 1753 Ahmedabad 09:40
KAC 384 Delhi 09:45
SVA 512 Riyadh 10:00
IAW 157A Al Najaf 10:00
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
MEA 404 Beirut 10:55
JZR 1220 Jeddah 10:55
QTR 1074 Doha 11:00
SYR 341 Damascus 11:00
JZR 410 Delhi 11:50
IAW 157 Al Najaf 12:00
SAW 701 Damascus 12:30
THY 766 Istanbul 12:30
KAC 614 Bahrain 12:30
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
MSR 610 Cairo 12:45
IRA 667 Esfahan 13:00
AXB 393 Kozhikode 13:10
KAC 774 Riyadh 13:35

JZR 212 Jeddah 13:45
KAC 672 Dubai 14:00
KNE 231 Riyadh 14:10
QTR 1078 Doha 14:10
FDB 5059 Dubai 14:15
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:15
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:15
KAC 792 Madinah 14:40
KAC 304 Mumbai 14:45
KAC 618 Doha 14:50
KAC 562 Amman 14:50
KAC 788 Jeddah 14:55
KAC 118 New York 15:00
KNE 529 Jeddah 15:05
KAC 412 Bangkok 15:10
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:15
OMA 645 Muscat 15:20
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
KAC 546 Cairo 15:50
JZR 222 Riyadh 16:05
KNE 531 Jeddah 16:05
FDB 051 Dubai 16:10
JZR 732 Cairo 16:10
QTR 1072 Doha 16:15
KAC 502 Beirut 16:15
FEG 241 Alexandria 16:45
SAW 705 Damascus 17:00
JZR 116 Doha 17:05
JZR 124 Dubai 17:15
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 214 Jeddah 17:35
JZR 104 Bahrain 18:10
QTR 1080 Doha 18:10
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
JZR 302 Istanbul 18:40
RJA 640 Amman 19:05
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:20
KAC 744 Dammam 19:25
NIA 161 Cairo 19:30
KAC 616 Bahrain 19:40
KAC 776 Riyadh 19:45
KAC 674 Dubai 19:45
KNE 381 Taif 20:00
FDB 057 Dubai 20:05
OMA 647 Muscat 20:05
DLH 624 Frankfurt 20:10
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
RBG 213 Sohag 20:30
KAC 620 Doha 20:30
KAC 174 Munich 20:30
QTR 1088 Doha 20:40
KLM 445 Amsterdam 21:00
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:10
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
ALK 229 Colombo 21:15
JZR 1234 Taif 21:15
KAC 168 Paris 21:20
THY 764 Istanbul 21:30
KAC 164 MXP 21:40
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:50
KAC 564 Amman 21:55
QTR 1082 Doha 22:05
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:15
KAC 786 Jeddah 22:20
AIC 981 Chennai/Ahmedabad 22:25
RBG 555 Alexandria 22:30
GEC 8456 Frankfurt 22:55
BBC 043 Dhaka 23:00
MSC 501 Alexandria 23:10
JZR 254 Amman 23:10
MSC 415 Sohag 23:15
MSR 614 Cairo 23:30

Departure Flights on Thursday 13/6/2019
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 976 Goa/Chennai 00:05
JZR 713 Sohag 00:10
MSC 406 Sohag 00:15
MSR 615 Cairo 00:30
FDB 072 Dubai 00:30
JZR 409 Delhi 01:10
IGO 1758 Kochi 01:10
KAC 677 Dubai 01:50
THY 773 Istanbul 01:50
DLH 625 Frankfurt 01:50
JZR 701 Asyut 02:00
KAC 417 Manila 02:00
JZR 111 Doha 02:10
THY 765 Istanbul 02:50
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:50
KKK 1269 Istanbul 02:55
PGT 829 Istanbul 02:59
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 03:05
KLM 446 Amsterdam 03:10
UAE 854 Dubai 03:30
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:00
OMA 644 Muscat 04:05
QTR 1087 Doha 04:15
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
LMU 511 Cairo 05:00
IGO 1752 Chennai 05:10
KAC 303 Mumbai 05:15
QTR 1077 Doha 05:15
JZR 1219 Jeddah 05:25
MSR 0517 Mumbai 05:25
THY 771 Istanbul 06:30
GFA 212 Bahrain 06:50
RJA 643 Amman 07:00
KAC 167 Paris 07:15
BAW 156 London 07:40
KAC 173 Munich 07:45
KAC 413 Bangkok 07:45
JZR 211 Jeddah 08:00
IGO 1756 CNN 08:10
KAC 163 MXP 08:35
KAC 501 Beirut 08:50
KAC 545 Cairo 08:50
KAC 561 Amman 08:55
KAC 613 Bahrain 09:00
KAC 117 New York 09:05
QTR 8512 Doha 09:05
KAC 791 Madinah 09:10
IRA 666 Esfahan 09:10
KAC 671 Dubai 09:15
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:15
KAC 773 Riyadh 09:40
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:40
JZR 731 Cairo 09:45
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 09:55
KAC 101 London 10:05
JZR 301 Istanbul 10:20
KAC 617 Doha 10:40
QTR 1071 Doha 10:40
IGO 1754 Ahmedabad 10:40
SVA 513 Riyadh 10:55
IAW 158A Al Najaf 11:00
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
MEA 405 Beirut 11:55
SYR 342 Damascus 12:00
JZR 213 Jeddah 12:05
QTR 1075 Doha 12:10
JZR 221 Riyadh 12:40
JZR 123 Dubai 12:45
IAW 158 Al Najaf 13:00
JZR 115 Doha 13:25
SAW 702 Damascus 13:30

MSR 611 Cairo 13:45
THY 767 Istanbul 14:00
IRA 600 Tehran 14:00
AXB 394 Kozhikode 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
KAC 673 Dubai 15:00
KNE 382 Taif 15:00
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:00
FDB 5060 Dubai 15:05
JZR 103 Bahrain 15:15
QTR 1079 Doha 15:15
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:55
KAC 563 Amman 16:00
KAC 743 Dammam 16:05
KAC 775 Riyadh 16:05
KAC 615 Bahrain 16:10
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
KAC 785 Jeddah 16:20
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
OMA 646 Muscat 16:20
JZR 1233 Taif 16:25
KAC 619 Doha 16:25
KNE 532 Jeddah 16:55
FDB 052 Dubai 17:10
QTR 1073 Doha 17:25
KAC 151 Istanbul 17:35
KAC 503 Beirut 17:40
KAC 283 Dhaka 17:40
UAE 858 Dubai 17:40
FEG 242 Alexandria 17:45
KAC 343 Chennai 17:50
KAC 381 Delhi 17:55
JZR 253 Amman 18:00
SAW 706 Damascus 18:00
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 403 Hyderabad 18:25
JZR 733 Cairo 18:35
JZR 721 Alexandria 18:40
QTR 1081 Doha 19:20
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
KAC 691 Muscat 19:35
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:00
RJA 641 Amman 20:05
KAC 357 Kochi 20:05
JZR 401 Mumbai 20:30
NIA 162 Cairo 20:30
KAC 353 Bengaluru 20:50
KNE 232 Riyadh 20:50
FDB 058 Dubai 20:50
DLH 624 Dammam 20:55
KAC 333 Trivandrum 21:05
OMA 648 Muscat 21:05
RBG 214 Sohag 21:10
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
KAC 301 Mumbai 21:25
QTR 1089 Doha 21:50
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
KAC 203 Lahore 22:00
KLM 445 Bahrain 22:10
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:15
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
KAC 383 Delhi 22:35
UAE 860 Dubai 22:35
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:50
KAC 783 Jeddah 22:55
KAC 551 Cairo 23:00
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:05
RBG 556 Alexandria 23:10
QTR 1083 Doha 23:20

Classifieds
Thursday, June 13, 2019

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Airlines
Kuwait Airways                                                            171
Jazeera Airways                                                               177
Wataniya Airways                                                       22 066 536
Turkish Airlines                                                           1884918
American Airlines                                                      22087425 
                                                                                           22087426
Jet Airways                                                                    22924455
FlyDubai                                                                         22414400
Qatar Airways                                                              22423888
KLM                                                                                  22425747
Royal Jordanian                                                          
22418064/5/6
British Airways                                                             22425635
Air France                                                                       22430224
Emirates                                                                         22921555
Air India                                                                          22456700
Air India EXPRESS                                                 22438185/4  
Sri Lanka Airlines                                                        22424444
Egypt Air                                                                        22421578
Swiss Air                                                                         22421516
Saudia                                                                             22426306
Middle East Airlines`                                                 22423073
Lufthansa                                                                       22422493
PIA                                                                                    22421044
Bangladesh Airlines                                                  22452977/8
Indian Airlines                                                             22456700
Oman Air                                                                        22958787
Turkish Airlines                                                           22453820/1
Aeroflot                                                                          22404838/9

CHANGE OF NAME

Hussain Shabbir Gubbuji H. 9
Sacrea heart town, Wanwadi
Pune, 411040, India. Holder of
Indian Passport No. M8390452,
residing in Kuwait at present,
hereby declare, the name
change as surname Gabbuji and
given name Hussain Shabbir. 
(C 5549) 13-6-2019

I, Abdul Khadar Sheeja Beegum,
Vilakampurayidom, near T.B,
Pathanamthitta P.O,
Pathanamthitta, Pin-689645,
Kerala, India, holder of Indian
Passport No. T4012709, residing
in Kuwait at present, hereby
declare, the name changes as,
given name Sheeja Beegum and

Surname Abdul Khadar. (C 5547)

I, Pakkir Mohamed Anver Ali,
holder of Indian Passport No.
R5458898 wish to correct my
name as given name Pakkir
Mohamed Surname Anver Ali,
hereinafter in all my documents
my name will appear as Anver Ali
Pakkir Mohamed. 
(C 5546)

I, CHADERVATI, holder of Indian
Passport No. S3691440, 967
Street 31 Pushpa Bhawan, Dr.
Ambedkar Nagar, New Delhi,
110062, would like to change my
name to CHANDERVATI, Passport
No. A6554388, 967 Street 31
Pushpa Bhawan, Dr. Ambedkar
Nagar, New Delhi, 110062. 
(C 5548) 11-6-2019
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would like to have candid exchanges of opinions
with President Rouhani and supreme leader Khamenei
towards easing tensions,” he said. Abe’s Foreign
Minister Taro Kono was also in Iran where he met his
counterpart Mohammad Javad Zarif.

Japanese government officials said Abe would not
present Tehran with a list of demands, or deliver a mes-
sage from Washington, but instead wanted to play the
role of neutral intermediary. Abe discussed “the situa-
tion in Iran” in a telephone call with Trump on Tuesday,
a Japanese government spokesman said. A government
official said Abe will not be in Tehran to “mediate
between Iran and the US” and that “easing tensions”
was the prime purpose. “He might touch upon the sub-
ject (of mediation) but that does not necessarily mean
he is delivering a message” from Washington, he added.

Japan is hoping to lower the temperature, officials
say. Abe won Trump’s blessing for the mediation mis-
sion when the US president visited Tokyo last month.
“We believe it is extremely important that, at the lead-
ership level, we call on Iran as a major regional power
to ease tension, to adhere to the nuclear agreement and

to play a constructive role for the region’s stability,”
Japanese Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihide Suga said.

Iranian newspapers were divided along conserva-
tive-reformist lines in their assessment of Abe’s visit.
The reformist Sazandegi daily ran a front-page cartoon
of Abe in full samurai armor, a rolled piece of paper in
one hand and a shield on the other. In an accompanying
article headlined “A samurai in Tehran”, the paper said
everyone was waiting to see “Tehran’s reaction to
Japan’s initiative to raise its international standing by
mediating as both Washington’s ally and Iran’s friend”. 

The ultraconservative Javan daily, warned that “Iran
and Japan minus America” could be a winning formula
for Abe, but “Japan as America’s intermediary in Iran”
would fail given the deep mistrust of the US. Other
Iranian commentators said Abe could pass messages
between the two sides. “Mr Abe’s visit comes right after
meeting Mr Trump in Japan, so the Americans are inter-
ested in using this channel,” Ebrahim Rahimpour, a for-
mer deputy foreign minister, told Iran’s Shargh daily.

But while Tokyo has longstanding trade ties with
Tehran and a strategic alliance with Washington, experts
say Abe has little leverage with either side and media-
tion will be an uphill struggle. The trip by the Japanese
premier “faces substantial obstacles and is unlikely to
bear fruit,” said Tobias Harris, an analyst at Teneo con-
sultancy group. “While Japan has good relationships
with countries on both sides, these relationships do not
necessarily translate into influence.” — AFP 

Abe meets 
Rouhani to...

Continued from Page 1

Sirisena sacked his national intelligence chief Sisira
Mendis after he told the PSC that the attacks could
have been averted. Mendis also said the president had
failed to hold regular security meetings to assess the
threat from Islamic radicals. His defense secretary and
police chief have suggested that the president, who is
also defense minister, did not follow proper protocols in
dealing with intelligence warnings about the bombings.
Sirisena has refused to cooperate with the PSC and
told his senior officers not to testify.

However, parliament warned civil servants that they
risked up to 10 years in jail if they ignored summons.
Broadcasts of proceedings have however been halted.
Sirisena has repeatedly denied he was aware of an
impending threat. He suspended police chief Pujith
Jayasundara and dismissed his top defense official
Hemasiri Fernando after the bombings. 

Meanwhile, a bombed Catholic Church was re-con-
secrated yesterday with a prayer for a strong national
leader to punish those responsible for the Easter
attacks. Speaking at the newly restored St Anthony’s in
Colombo, the head of Roman Catholics in Sri Lanka said
there were doubts whether the island could pull itself
out of crisis after the coordinated suicide bombings. 

At least 54 people were killed at the church, where
thousands of people - including leading politicians -
attended a special trilingual service yesterday. “What

we need is a leadership that will work for the country
rather than themselves. A leader with a backbone who
will not protect the guilty. A leader who is not afraid to
punish wrongdoers,” said the Archbishop of Colombo,
Cardinal Malcolm Ranjith. “There is some doubt, both
here and abroad, whether we have a strong leadership
that will deliver us from this crisis,” he added.

Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe has publicly
apologized for the security lapses that allowed suicide
bombers to stage the assaults unchallenged. Ranjith
said the Islamist extremists who staged the suicide
attacks against three churches and three luxury hotels
were misguided youth who will have no place in heav-
en. “The innocent victims who died while in church are
now angels in heaven. Those who carried out the
attacks are in the hell of hells,” Ranjith said.

St Anthony’s - which dates back to 1740 - is vener-
ated by non-Catholics too and as its restoration was
nearing completion, India’s Prime Minister Narendra
Modi made an unannounced visit on Sunday and paid
tribute to all the victims. “I am confident Sri Lanka will
rise again,” Modi said on Twitter where he posted pho-
tos of himself at the church. “Cowardly acts of terror
cannot defeat the spirit of Sri Lanka. India stands in
solidarity with the people of Sri Lanka.”

Wickremesinghe said he had discussed with Modi
ways to combat militant attacks and counter religious
extremism. Sri Lanka has been under a state of emer-
gency since the assaults, giving the police and securi-
ty forces sweeping powers to arrest and detain sus-
pects for long periods. The authorities have said they
have killed or arrested all those responsible for the
Easter Sunday attacks that were blamed on the
National Thowheeth Jama’ath and claimed by the
Islamic State. — AFP 

Lanka bombers 
on govt payroll...
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Chang’e-4 lunar probe and Israeli spacecraft
Beresheet, which failed and crashed onto the moon in
April. “It is the most complex mission ISRO has ever
undertaken,” Sivan said. Chandrayaan-1, India’s first
lunar mission in 2008, cost $79 million and helped con-
firm the presence of water on the moon. The
Chandrayaan-2 was originally planned as a collabora-

tion with Russia’s Roscosmos space agency, but in 2013
India scrapped the tie-up due to technical differences
with the Russian program. 

India has made giant strides in its space journey in
recent years. It launched a record 104 satellites in a sin-
gle mission in 2017, and has also built a reputation for
low-cost space exploration and science missions. In
March, the country said it had destroyed a low-orbiting
satellite in a missile test to prove the nation was among
the world’s most advanced space powers. In 2014, India
launched an unmanned Mars mission at a cost of $74
million, or less than the budget of the Hollywood space
blockbuster “Gravity” and a fraction of the $671 million
the US space agency NASA spent on its MAVEN Mars
mission.  — Agencies 

India unveils 
spacecraft for...

ARSAL, Lebanon: Abu Mohamed lost his house in
Syria early in the civil war. Six years on, it’s happen-
ing again - only this time in Lebanon and he has to
destroy it himself. His family and thousands of others
crammed in this remote mountainous region of north-
eastern Lebanon have been ordered to demolish hard
shelters, which the authorities consider illegal con-
struction. With a government ultimatum looming, the
men in the sprawling Al-Nour camp this week took to
the roofs of their own cinderblock homes to remove
sheets of corrugated iron and start hacking away with
sledgehammers.

A few dozen of these tiny shelters have already been
knocked down and rubble has started to fill the narrow
alleyways of the crowded camp. Keen not to encourage
Syrian refugees to settle permanently, the Lebanese
government had given Arsal refugees until June 9 to
demolish shelters made of other materials than timber
and plastic sheeting. On Monday, the deadline was
extended to the end of the month, but Abu Mohamed
was already busy tearing down the single room he and
his family called home for several years.

“We lived in this room, we were content. We told
ourselves that some people dream of having a shelter
like this one,” said the 37-year-old with a short coarse
beard. He and his wife and their five children have
already moved into a friend’s nearby tent, together with
other refugees. “The tent is tiny, barely big enough for
them. Now we’re four families in there, with a total of 16
children,” said Abu Mohamed, a red and white head-
scarf protecting him from the sun.

‘Chickens in a better home’ 
But going home to the central city of Homs in neigh-

boring Syria is not an option. “We no longer have a
home in Syria. It was destroyed,” he said. Abu
Mohamed waved towards what remained of his family’s
tiny cinderblock home. In Syria, “the chickens lived in a
better home than this one. At least they never got

rained on in winter,” he said. The single-room struc-
tures being destroyed were boiling in summer and rain
trickled in during the colder months, their inhabitants
say. But they were infinitely better than being battered
by wind or completely flooded in a flimsy tent.

Lebanon, a country of some four million people,
hosts between 1.5 and two million Syrians on its soil
after they fled the eight-year civil war next door.
Nearly a million of these are registered as refugees
with the United Nations High Commission for Refugees.
Around 35,000 Syrian refugees are affected by the
demolition order, including 15,000 people in the Arsal
region, UNHCR says. 

The order will affect 4,000 structures in the region,
municipality head Bassel Al-Hujeiri said. “The aim of
this decision is to prevent Syrians from staying perma-
nently in Lebanon,” he told AFP. “As the municipality,
we are applying the state’s decision.” Lebanese politi-
cians and part of the population have called for Syrian
refugees to go home, blaming them for a string of eco-
nomic woes in the country. Rights groups, including
Amnesty International, have warned that Lebanon is
using restrictive measures such as evictions, curfews
and raids to encourage repatriation. 

‘Here’s my stable’ 
In an alley of the Al-Nour camp, women carry cush-

ions and a mattress out of a cinderblock home, loading
them onto a truck already packed with travel bags, a
fan, and a cooking gas canister. After emptying the
room where she and her toddler daughter used to live,
39-year-old widow Leila Abdel Qader now needs to
pay a man to take a sledgehammer to it. And she is not
looking forward to returning to life in a tent. “When it
rained, the water came in,” said the veiled mother, who
lived under canvas for a year and a half before finally
sleeping between four concrete walls. “The neighbors
could hear everything, and children would rip the tar-
paulin,” Abdel Qader said, dressed in a long black robe

embroidered with black beads.
Aid groups have warned the demolition order could

make at least 15,000 children homeless. “This situation
also adds to the financial burden of refugees, at a time
when we know most of them live in poverty,” UNHCR
spokeswoman Lisa Abou Khaled said. The UN agency
has started providing those affected with new building
material such as tarpaulin and wood, she said.

In Al-Nour, Abu Naeem sits in front of his cin-
derblock home, sipping tea with friends one last time
before they help him tear it down. “Here’s my stable,”
said the 35-year-old, gesturing to the concrete room
and provoking laughter all around. “This is what’s both-
ering the Lebanese government so much?” he asked.
“We’re on the border. This isn’t Beirut or a touristic
area,” he said. — AFP 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon 
camp forced to destroy homes 

ARSAL, Lebanon: A Syrian man gathers his belongings as workers demolish cement block shelters at a refugee
camp in this northeastern Lebanese town in the Bekaa valley on June 10, 2019. — AFP 

SAN FRANCISCO: Instagram will not take down an
ultra-realistic “deepfake video” posted Tuesday of
Facebook’s chief executive bragging about controlling
billions of people’s “stolen” personal data. “Imagine this
for a second: one man with total control of billions of
people’s stolen data, all their secrets, their lives, their
futures,” a computer-generated Mark Zuckerberg says
in the video. “I owe it all to Spectre. Spectre showed me
that whoever controls the data controls the future.”

The video was shared by British artist “Bill Posters” -
a pseudonym - as part of the promotion for his project
“Spectre”, which looks at the outsize influence of tech-
nology and social media. “The key issue is to interrogate
privacy and the surveillance of our data,” Posters told
AFP, asking that his real name not be used to maintain
artistic anonymity. “We wanted to create an artistic
intervention into the internet to shine a light on Mark
Zuckerberg and explore how data is used in unexpected
ways by opaque companies.”

Posters also welcomed the fact that Instagram was
“not going to censor us as artists”. An Instagram

spokesperson earlier said: “We will treat this content
the same way we treat all misinformation on Instagram.
“If third-party fact-checkers mark it as false, we will fil-
ter it from Instagram’s recommendation surfaces.”

“Spectre”, which is named after the secret villainous
organization of the James Bond films, aims to discuss the
power of digital influencers and information online, as
well as what can or cannot be believed. According to his
website, Posters and fellow artist Daniel Howe teamed
up with artificial intelligence start-ups to create “deep-
fake” videos of celebrities ranging from Kim Kardashian
to US President Donald Trump saying ridiculous things.

Posters and Howe are not trying to trick internet
users, as all the videos are labeled with the hashtag
#deepfake. But their work shines a light on the prolifer-
ation of faked videos online, especially as AI technology
advances. The video of Zuckerberg manipulates an
actual statement from the chief executive, and refers to
Facebook’s recent controversies over both stolen user
data and one such manipulated video.

Facebook recently came under fire for refusing to
block the sharing of a video of US House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi that had been doctored to make her
appear drunk or impaired. Pelosi called on the social
media giant to block the video, saying Facebook “knows
that this is false”. Facebook did not remove the video
but is quoted in media reports as saying that the video
had been tagged as false and sank in the network’s news
feed ranking. — AFP 

Fake Zuckerberg 
video stays 
on Instagram

PATNA: At least 31 children have died in northern
India in the last 10 days from a deadly brain disease
believed linked to a toxic substance found in lychee
fruit, health officials said yesterday.  The deaths were
reported from two hospitals in Bihar state’s
Muzaffarpur district, famed for it lush lychee orchards,
officials said. The children all showed symptoms of
Acute Encephalitis Syndrome (AES), senior health offi-
cial Ashok Kumar Singh told AFP, adding most had suf-
fered a sudden loss of glucose in their blood.

“The health department has already issued an advi-

sory for people to take care of their children during the
hot summer when day temperature is above 40 degrees
Celsius,” Singh said. At least 40 other children com-
plaining of similar symptoms were being treated at
intensive care units. “We are trying our best to save
them,” said S P Singh, the chief medical officer of Sri
Krishna Medical College and Hospital.

The outbreaks of the disease have happened annual-
ly during summer months in Muzaffarpur and neighbor-
ing districts since 1995, typically coinciding with the
litchi season. Known locally as Chamki Bukhar, the dis-
ease had claimed a record 150 lives in 2014. In 2015, US
researchers had said the brain disease could be linked
to a toxic substance found in the exotic fruit. They also
said more study was needed to uncover the cause of
the illness, which leads to seizures, altered mental state
and death in more than a third of cases. Outbreaks of
neurological illness have also been observed in lychee-
growing regions of Bangladesh and Vietnam. — AFP 

Encephalitis from 
lychees kills 31 
children in India
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Muammar Al-Iryani alleged the strike was carried out
“under the supervision of Iranian experts”. The rebels
said they had launched a missile at Abha airport but
insisted they had the right to defend themselves in the
face of more than years of Saudi-led bombing, and an air
and sea blockade.

“The continuation of the aggression and siege on
Yemen for the fifth year, the closure of Sanaa airport and
the rejection of a political solution make it inevitable for
our people to defend themselves,” Houthi spokesman
Mohammed Abdulsalam said in a statement reported by
the rebels’ Al-Masirah television. A rebel military
spokesman threatened to attack the airports of “coun-
tries of aggression”, referring to Saudi Arabia and the
UAE, and warned the public to stay away from them.

There has been a spate of cross-border attacks by
the rebels in recent weeks which have coincided with
reports of intensified coalition strikes on rebel strong-
holds on the other side of the border. On Monday, Saudi
air defenses intercepted two rebel drones headed for
Khamis Mushait. The city, not far east of Abha, houses a

major airbase that has been one of the main launchpads
for the coalition’s bombing campaign in Yemen. Last
month, the Saudi air force shot down a rebel drone that
targeted Jizan airport, on the Red Sea coast close to the
Yemeni border, the coalition said.

The rebel attacks come as Saudi state media reported
the coalition was intensifying its air raids on rebel posi-
tions in the northern Yemeni province of Hajjah. In May,
the Shiite Houthi rebels also carried out twin drone
attacks on the kingdom’s strategic east-west oil pipeline,
forcing a two-day closure of the main diversionary route
for Saudi exports avoiding the Gulf. Riyadh accused its
regional arch foe Iran of having a hand in that attack and
it leveled a similar allegation over the airport strike. The
coalition spokesman said the missile hit “proves this ter-
rorist militia’s acquisition of new advanced weapons and
the continuation of the Iranian regime’s support and
waging of cross-border terrorism”.

The uptick in violence comes as a UN-led peace
push falters despite the rebels’ unilateral withdrawal
from the lifeline Red Sea port of Hodeida last month.
The Yemeni government has accused UN envoy Martin
Griffiths of bias towards the rebels despite the UN
Security Council’s expression of renewed support in
him on Monday. The coalition intervened in support of
the Yemeni government in 2015 when President
Abedrabbo Mansour Hadi fled into Saudi exile as the
rebels closed in on his last remaining territory in and
around second city Aden. — Agencies 

Houthis strike 
Saudi airport...
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Reluctant hero Leitch says 
Japan can make WCup history
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Our main objective is get out of the pool stages: Leitch

TOKYO: Grand Slam winners Wales will never have
a better chance of lifting the World Cup than this
year, rugby legend Shane Williams said yesterday
as hosts Japan marked 100 days to go before the
tournament.

Currently on a record 14-game win streak,
Warren Gatland’s high-flying side have the confi-
dence and durability to go all the way in Japan,
according to the country’s greatest try-scorer.
“This is the biggest chance in Welsh history to go
on and win the World Cup,” said Williams, who
reached the semi-finals with Wales in 2011.

“The fact that we’ve won the Grand Slam just
goes to show we have the confidence and the abili-
ty to withstand all that pressure,” he added.
Williams was speaking at an event in Tokyo to mark
the 100-day countdown, where organisers unveiled
a countdown clock and flagged off a domestic tro-
phy tour in which the Webb Ellis Cup will visit all 12
host cities.

“Certainly what Wales have is momentum,”
Williams said. “They don’t look like a side that can
lose at the moment-I don’t want to jinx them but
that’s a very good sign. 

“To win a Grand Slam in a World Cup year just
goes to show that you’re doing something right.”
Wales, who have shot to second in the world rank-
ings behind defending champions New Zealand, are
drawn alongside Australia, Fiji , Georgia and
Uruguay in Pool D at this year’s tournament, which
kicks off on September 20. 

Williams insisted there would be no easy games,
tipping Fiji and fast-improving Georgia to provide
stern tests. But the 42-year-old backed a “best-
ever” Wales side to come out breathing fire, boost-
ed by their Six Nations heroics.

“As a player, the 2011 semi-final was gut-
wrenching,” said the former winger, recalling the 9-
8 loss to France in Auckland. “We were a good side,
but this squad is even better-they have such
strength in depth, no one’s position is safe. There’s
always someone nipping at your heels.

“It doesn’t normally happen going into a World
Cup that Wales are up there as the favourites,”
added Williams.

New Zealand will be chasing a hat-trick of
titles but Williams believes the Welsh can topple
the All Blacks. “Everyone in Wales is buzzing
because this is probably the strongest we’ve
been going into a World Cup. At the same time
they know they can improve, so that makes Wales
a very dangerous side.”

Meanwhile, South Africa great Bryan Habana-
Test rugby’s second highest try-scorer and a World
Cup winner in 2007 — dismissed concerns over
South Africa’s erratic form.

“Inconsistency has probably been their biggest
foe,” he admitted. “But if you compare it to the run-
in to the 2007 World Cup-we lost 49-0 to Australia
a year out and went on to win it. They can definitely
be a force to be reckoned with.”

Four years ago, Habana was part of the
Springboks side which suffered a stunning 34-32
defeat by Japan. He warned there would be no
pushovers at this year’s World Cup.

“It was probably a one-in-a-million shot that
Japan had and they took it,” said. “It showed you
can’t take any game for granted.” Asked to tip a
winner, Habana kept his counsel.

“If you’d have asked me that question in January,
I would have said Ireland were the team to beat,”
he said. “New Zealand will potentially go in as
favourites but the special thing about this World
Cup is that it really is too tight to call.” — AFP

‘Buzzing’ Wales 
have World Cup 
momentum: Williams

TOKYO: Japan’s rugby captain Michael Leitch warned
that the “Brave Blossoms” will fear no one at this
year’s World Cup as the hosts target a place in the
knockout stage for the first time. The New Zealand-
born flanker shot to fame four years ago when Japan
won three games under Eddie Jones, including an
astonishing 34-32 victory over two-time champions
South Africa.

Just 100 days before Japan kick off the World Cup
against Russia, Leitch is backing his side to make his-
tory. “Our main objective is get out of the pool
stages,” he told AFP in an interview.

“Once we get out of there we’ve either got New
Zealand or South Africa, and we’re not going to lay
down for them either.” Leitch’s bold decision not to
kick for a draw with Japan trailing the Springboks by
three points in the last minute of their 2015 opener in
Brighton led to Karne Hesketh’s famous try-securing
the World Cup’s biggest upset.

“That day I had a coffee with Eddie and he said
‘Just go with whatever you want to do!’-that’s proba-
bly the best advice Eddie ever gave me,” said Leitch.
“If I was smart I would have retired then and there
and gone into the Hall of Fame,” added the 30-year-
old, who has become the face of Japanese rugby. 

Leitch, who moved to Sapporo in northern Japan as
a 15-year-old, credits Jones with laying the founda-
tions for Japan’s success with his punishing training
sessions.

“Back then we didn’t know what hard work was,”
said the hulking back-row forward, who is currently
recovering from a groin injury.  “Eddie was all about
the finer details. We had to just turn up and train-and

play exactly how we trained.”
But Leitch believes Japan-who also face Ireland,

Scotland and Samoa in Pool A this year-have
improved under current coach Jamie Joseph. “With
Jamie’s style the players have a lot more responsibility
and accountability for their actions,” said Leitch after
a workout at his Japanese club Toshiba Brave Lupus.

“The team has a lot more attachment to what we’re
doing this time around.” But Leitch, who is targeting a
return at next month’s Pacific Nations Cup, played
down the pressure on Japan to progress from their
group after their 2015 heroics.

“There’s a lot of expectation,” he admitted. “But I
don’t see that as pressure. I’m quietly confident we’ll
get the job done.” Leitch predicted that Japan’s tour-
nament opener on September 20 could be their most
difficult test, noting how they only just pipped the
Russians by five points last November.

“That will be the hardest game-coming up against
Russia, the mental game,” he said.  “That’s the game
they’re targeting,” added Leitch. “If they’re going to
beat someone it’s going to be Japan, so we’ve got to
be ready.” Leitch, who along with world number one
tennis player Naomi Osaka, carries the flag for mixed-
race or foreign-born Japan athletes, will lead out a
multi-cultural World Cup team with roots in New
Zealand, South Africa and the Pacific islands.

He also has plans to bring Mongolian teenagers to
Japan to play rugby on an exchange programme that
mirrors his own development. “I’m not 100 percent
rugby,” smiled Leitch, born to a New Zealand father
and Fijian mother.

“But this year’s a bit different-I have been a bit

selfish and everything is about rugby.” Leitch, who
owns a coffee shop in Tokyo, is itching for the serious
business to begin after a lengthy injury layoff.

A calming influence for Japan during the heat of
battle, he is none the less happy to avoid the limelight.

“The way I operate in the team, I’m just an organiser-I
don’t want to be the hero,” said Leitch. “I just try to
lead by example. When things are going good I’m in
the background, but when the shit hits the fan then I’m
the one who will show face and give direction.” — AFP

TOKYO: Japan rugby national team’s captain Michael Leitch works out at a gym in Tokyo on June 2, 2019.
Japan’s rugby captain Michael Leitch warns that the “Brave Blossoms” will fear no one at this year’s World
Cup as the hosts target a place in the knockout stage. — AFP

PEBBLE BEACH: The 119th US Open at Pebble Beach
has the makings of a classic as Tiger Woods returns to
the scene of a signature triumph to take on a new gen-
eration of stars led by two-time defending champion
Brooks Koepka.

Koepka, 29, has a chance to do what only one golfer
has done before him-win a third straight US Open title.
It’s been more than 100 years since Willie Anderson
accomplished the feat, and Koepka says there’s no bet-
ter place to chase history than Pebble Beach, where five
prior editions have produced enduring major champi-
onship memories.

“It’s just such a special place,” Koepka said of the
scenic course hugging the Pacific coast. “Just the histo-
ry behind it. You look at the guys that have won here at
Pebble, some of the greatest players that have ever
played the game.”

Jack Nicklaus won the first US Open staged at
Pebble Beach in 1972. Ten years later it was Tom
Watson and in 1992 Tom Kite.

Woods triumphed in 2000 by a crushing 15 strokes-
stil l  a major championship record-and Graeme
McDowell ended Europe’s 40-year US Open drought
when he was the last man standing with a classic US
Open total of even par 284 in 2010.

Koepka knows history is against his bid for a treble.
“I know the odds are stacked up probably even more
against me now to go three in a row than to back it up,”
Koepka said, noting that “It’s hard to win the same
event three times in a row.”

The last player to win the same major three years in
a row was Peter Thomson at the British Open from
1954-56. The last player to win a PGA Tour event three
straight years was Steve Stricker at the John Deere
Classic in 2009, ‘10 and ‘11.

Woods won the same tournament at least three
straight years six times in five tournaments, so it’s per-
haps no wonder he returns to Pebble 19 years after his
2000 triumph in the title mix. Having cemented his
return from the injury wilderness with his 15th major
title at the Masters, Woods says he’s “trending in the
right direction”.

The same can be said of three-time major winner
Jordan Spieth, who struggled to 11 straight finishes
outside the top 10 to start the season but has posted
three straight top 10s coming into the third major of
the season. Dustin Johnson, who pushed Koepka late
before settling for second behind the American at the
PGA Championship last month, also features among
the contenders, and Northern Ireland’s Rory McIlroy
arrives off an imperious seven-stroke victory at the
Canadian Open.

Five-time major winner Phil Mickelson, who turns 49
on Sunday, reckons Pebble Beach offers one of his last
legitimate chances to finally capture the US Open-the
only major to elude him, while American Rickie Fowler
again seeks to shed his current “best player never to
win a major” label.

Koepka reckons the real threat to an historic treble
boils down to “about a handful of guys”. “That’s just
how I view it, how I view going into every tournament,
every major,” he said. Nothing like it -

Of course Pebble Beach, playing at par -71 and
7,075 yards, will have something to say. “There’s noth-
ing like playing a US Open set up at Pebble Beach,”
Woods said. “The golf course is not overly long. It’s not
big in that regard, but man, it’s tricky.

“The greens are all slanted, very small targets,” he
said, noting that staying below the hole would be cru-
cial on the greens with a tendency toward bumpiness.
As the course dries out, McDowell said he expected to
see something different from the benign face Pebble
presented during early practice rounds.

“You just know that’s not going to be the way it’s
going to be come Friday, come Saturday this week,”
McDowell said. “And it looks like they have the golf
course right where they want it right now-which is
exciting. — AFP

Woods, Koepka ready 
for US Open test

KAC sponsors late Abdullah 
Al-Roudha soccer championship 
KUWAIT: Within its constant efforts to support youth
and their activities and as part of its celebrations of its
65th anniversary, Kuwait Airways Corporation (KAC)
recently took part in the late Abdullah Al-Roudha
Soccer Championship annually held in Ramadan as a
main sponsor. 

In this regard, KAC stated its keenness on taking
part in social activities supporting youth and sports and

keenness on modernization and commercial exchanges
with other bodies in both the government and the pri-
vate sector. 

KAC also stressed its keenness on making the ‘Sure
We Can’ slogan of the 65th anniversary ceremonials a
general one representing the achievement of its goals
and developing the national carrier to run neck and
neck with other international airlines.  

BRISBANE: Olympic champion Kyle Chalmers fired a
world championship warning with a sizzling swim in the
blue riband 100m freestyle yesterday, while Mitch Larkin
smashed his own Commonwealth 200m medley record.

Chalmers, who won Rio Olympic gold ahead of
Belgium’s Pieter Timmers and American Nathan Adrian,
touched in 47.35, less than half a second from Brazilian
Cesar Cielo’s 10-year-old world record of 46.91.

His time on night four of the six-day Australian trials
was faster than he swam in Rio. But Cameron McEvoy, the
2015 silver medallist who came fourth at the last world
championships in Budapest, missed out, ending third in a
top-class field that also boasted James Roberts, Alex
Graham and Clyde Lewis.

Lewis came second, but outside the qualifying time
needed to race the event in South Korea. “I probably
wasn’t going as fast as I probably hoped, but it was a good
solid race,” said Chalmers.

“I definitely think I need to be out (first 50) faster to be
competitive. A lot of guys are out in 23 (seconds) which I
haven’t done yet. It’s something I’m working on.” Chalmers
qualified for the 200m freestyle with a last-gasp victory
on Monday over Lewis.

Larkin is also on fire five weeks out from the champi-
onships, shaving half a second off his own Commonwealth
medley record, hitting the wall in 1:55.72. “Really happy
with that. I’ve been working really hard,” said Larkin, who
admitted he only swims the medley once or twice a week.

His main focus is backstroke, and he qualified for the
100m after clocking 52.38 this week-his quickest time
since 2015 when he won two world titles at Kazan and was
named FINA male swimmer of the year.

He contests his pet event, the 200m backstroke, today.
In other races, Bri Throssell (2:07.39) qualified for the
women’s 200m butterfly while middle-distance queen
Ariarne Titmus stormed through the 800m freestyle to
win in 8:18.23 ahead of Kiah Melverton, who also
touched inside qualifying pace. Titmus, just 18, is shaping
up as a serious threat to American great Katie Ledecky
in South Korea. She smashed the Commonwealth record
in qualifying for the 400m freestyle and also made the
grade in the 200m. — AFP

Chalmers fires world 
championship warning

BRISBANE: Australia’s Kyle Chalmers reacts after competing in the men’s 100m freestyle final during the
Australia World Championship swimming trials in Brisbane yesterday. — AFP
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Pence’s inside-the-park HR 
powers Rangers past Red Sox 

Giants take late lead, hang on to beat Padres
BOSTON: Hunter Pence hit an inside-the-park home
run, and the Texas Rangers defeated the host Boston
Red Sox 9-5 on Tuesday night. With a runner on second
in the sixth inning, Pence hit a high fly ball just inside the
right field foul pole. Boston’s Brock Holt lunged into the
crowd in an effort to catch the ball, but it fell just over
his glove. Holt thought the ball went into the stands for a
home run, but it instead caromed off the base of the wall
and trickled along the warning track toward the bullpens
in right-center field. By the time center fielder Mookie
Betts reached the ball, which had come to a stop, Pence
had scampered around the bases to make it 9-3. Texas’
Ariel Jurado (4-2) allowed three runs on five hits and
three walks with six strikeouts. Xander Bogaerts and
Betts homered for the Red Sox.

BRAVES 7, PIRATES 5 (8 INNINGS)
Brian McCann hit two home runs, one of them a

tiebreaking, three-run shot that propelled Atlanta past
visiting Pittsburgh. The game was called before the top
of the ninth inning after a 1-hour, 47-minute rain delay.
McCann was one of four Atlanta players who went deep
in the second inning, but it took his second homer to
break a 4-4 tie in the sixth and help the Braves to their
fifth straight win. The Pirates absorbed their fifth consec-
utive loss. Atlanta trailed 2-0 until breaking loose in the
second inning against Chris Archer (3-6). Josh
Donaldson and Nick Markakis hit back-to-back homers,
and after Austin Riley struck out, McCann and Ozzie
Albies went deep in consecutive at-bats. The last time
Atlanta had four homers in an inning was May 28, 2003.

INDIANS 2, REDS 1 (10 INNINGS)
Rookie Oscar Mercado ripped a walk-off RBI single

in the 10th inning as host Cleveland posted a victory
over Cincinnati. In the 10th, Raisel Iglesias (1-6)
allowed a one-out walk to Mike Freeman and a single
by Leonys Martin that moved the runner to third.
Francisco Lindor was intentionally walked to load the
bases for Mercado, who singled to left to plate Freeman
for Cleveland’s first extra-inning win in four tries this
year.  Carlos Santana belted a solo homer and Lindor
collected a pair of doubles for the Indians, who have
won five of their past seven. Brad Hand (3-2) recorded
the win after striking out the side in the 10th and fan-
ning four in two scoreless innings.

ANGELS 5, DODGERS 3
Justin Bour slugged a three-run homer to cap a five-

run first inning that led the Los Angeles Angels to a vic-
tory over the Los Angeles Dodgers and a sweep of the
two-game Freeway Series at Anaheim, Calif. Shohei
Ohtani also went deep in the opening inning, and Brian
Goodwin added a run-scoring single. Ohtani had two of
the Angels’ six hits. Max Muncy hit two solo homers
and David Freese also hit a blast for the Dodgers, who
have lost four of their past six games.

ASTROS 10, BREWERS 8
Yordan Alvarez’s two-run homer-his second round-

tripper in as many major league games-capped a four-
run fifth inning that blew open a close game and cata-
pulted the host Houston past Milwaukee. Yuli Gurriel
had three hits and three RBIs for the Astros, including a
two-run homer that gave Houston the lead for good in
the third and an RBI single immediately before Alvarez’s
homer. Tyler White and Robinson Chirinos also home-

red for Houston. The Astros have won four of five. The
Brewers had their four-game winning streak snapped
despite getting Christian Yelich’s major-league-leading
25th homer plus long balls from Yasmani Grandal and
Travis Shaw.

YANKEES 12, METS 5 (GAME 1)
Luke Voit hit a tiebreaking three-run homer in the

fourth inning, and the New York Yankees went on to
beat the New York Mets in the opener of a day-night
doubleheader at Yankee Stadium. The Yankees over-
came an early 4-1 deficit, winning a game that fea-
tured a combined five errors. Voit snapped a 4-4 tie
when he hammered a 1-0 fastball from Zack Wheeler
(5-4) into the left field seats to give the Yankees a 7-4
lead. Gio Urshela hit a game-tying two-run homer
earlier in the fourth.

METS 10, YANKEES 4 (GAME 2)
Rookie Pete Alonso hit a three-run home run before

an out was recorded in the first inning, and the New
York Mets defeated the New York Yankees to get a
split of the doubleheader. The Mets opened the game
with a double by Jeff McNeil and a single by J.D. Davis.
On the 11th pitch of the night from James Paxton (3-3),
Alonso hammered a 2-2 fastball into the visiting bullpen
beyond the left-center-field fence. Alonso hit his 22nd
homer in his 66th game, leaving him four shy of match-
ing the Mets’ rookie home run record set by Darryl
Strawberry in 1983.

CARDINALS 7, MARLINS 1
Dakota Hudson pitched seven strong innings,

Marcell Ozuna homered against his former team, and
Harrison Bader drove in two early runs as St. Louis won
at Miami. Hudson (5-3) allowed four hits, two walks and
one run, striking out six. He has a 2.62 ERA in eight
starts since May 1. Yadier Molina, a nine-time All-Star
catcher, returned to the St. Louis lineup, going 2-for-4.
He had missed 11 games due to a strained tendon on his
right thumb.

TWINS 6, MARINERS 5
Marwin Gonzalez’s go-ahead, two-out single high-

lighted a three-run eighth inning as Minnesota rallied
for a victory over Seattle in Minneapolis. Jonathan
Schoop and Jason Castro each homered and Jorge
Polanco went 3-for-3 with two doubles for the Twins.
Matt Magill (2-0) threw a scoreless inning of relief.
Trevor May, despite giving up back-to-back singles to
open the ninth, battled back to record his first save.
Edwin Encarnacion hit a three-run homer and Domingo
Santana went 3-for-5 with two runs for Seattle. Kyle
Seager went 2-for-5 with an RBI, and Mallex Smith fin-
ished 2-for-4 with two runs.

ORIOLES 4, BLUE JAYS 2
Trey Mancini, Chance Sisco, Anthony Santander and

Jonathan Villar each had RBI doubles as Baltimore
defeated visiting Toronto. The Orioles finished with 11
hits, including a season-high six doubles. John Means
(6-4) battled through a 33-pitch first inning where he
gave up a lead-off home run and struggled with his
command at times but still allowed just one run in five
innings. He scattered four hits while tying a career high
with seven strikeouts. Shawn Armstrong threw two
scoreless innings before Miguel Castro gave up a run in

the eighth, and Richard Bleier got the final out of that
frame. Mychal Givens then retired the side in order in
the ninth and earned his sixth save.

GIANTS 6, PADRES 5
Evan Longoria’s two-run, go-ahead double in the

seventh inning allowed host San Francisco to edge San
Diego. The Giants trailed 4-3 before Brandon Belt drew
a walk from the Padres’ fourth pitcher, right-hander
Trey Wingenter (0-1), leading off the seventh. After a
single by Joe Panik and an out, Longoria laced a double
to the wall in left field, scoring both baserunners to give
San Francisco a one-run lead. Longoria took third on
the Padres’ throw to the plate, then scored on a sacri-
fice fly by Pablo Sandoval. The Padres got within 6-5 in
the eighth on Ian Kinsler’s homer, but they never got
another baserunner off either Tony Watson or Will
Smith, who recorded his 15th save.

PHILLIES 7, DIAMONDBACKS 4
Scott Kingery hit a three-run home run to lift host

Philadelphia past Arizona. Jay Bruce, Rhys Hoskins and
J.T. Realmuto each had two hits for the Phillies, who
snapped a two-game losing streak. Phillies starter Jake
Arrieta (6-5) gave up six hits and three runs in six
innings. He struck out five and walked four. Hector
Neris pitched the ninth for his 14th save in 14 chances.
Ketel Marte homered and contributed three hits, but
the Diamondbacks weren’t able to extend their five-
game winning streak.

ROCKIES 10, CUBS 3
Charlie Blackmon homered, Peter Lambert got his

second win in as many career starts, and Colorado beat
Chicago in Denver. Daniel Murphy and Ian Desmond
had three hits each to help the Rockies win their 10th
straight home game. Jayson Heyward homered and fin-
ished with two hits for Chicago, which has lost two
straight to open the series at Coors Field after winning
six of seven.

A’S 4, RAYS 3
Matt Olson and Khris Davis hit back-to-back home

runs in a three-run sixth inning, powering Oakland to a
victory over Tampa Bay in St. Petersburg, Fla. Mike
Fiers threw six strong innings and three relievers pro-
tected a narrow lead for one inning apiece. Fiers (6-3)
ran his unbeaten streak to seven games despite allow-
ing a solo home run to Tommy Pham with his seventh
pitch of the game. The A’s ace rebounded to check the
Rays on two runs and three hits. He walked two and
struck out four.

WHITE SOX 7, NATIONALS 5
Eloy Jimenez had two hits and two RBIs, and

Welington Castillo belted a first-inning grand slam to
lift host Chicago to a victory over Washington. Evan
Marshall (1-0) earned the victory with 1 1/3 innings of
perfect relief as the White Sox salvaged a split in the
two-game interleague series. Marshall, who struck out
two, has not allowed an earned run in 15 appearances
covering 15 1/3 innings this season. Chicago held on
after taking a 7-2 lead into the seventh inning. Alex
Colome got the last five outs to earn his 14th save,
though he allowed a homer to Anthony Rendon leading
off the ninth.

ROYALS 3, TIGERS 2
Kansas City got three consecutive hits in the eighth

inning to score two runs and claim a won over visiting
Detroit. Back-to-back doubles by Adalberto Mondesi-
his third hit of the night-and Jorge Soler tied the score
in the eighth. Terrance Gore pinch-ran for Soler, stole
third and scored on a bloop single by Cheslor Cuthbert
that dropped between three fielders in right. Scott
Barlow (2-2) picked up the win with a scoreless eighth
inning. Ian Kennedy picked up his fifth save in seven
chances. The Royals’ late rally followed a fine outing by
Tigers starter Spencer Turnbull, who scattered four hits
over six scoreless innings. — Reuters

BOSTON:  Marco Hernandez #40 of the Boston Red Sox tags out Asdrubal Cabrera #14 of the Texas Rangers
in the sixth inning at Fenway Park in Boston, Massachusetts. — AFP

NOTTINGHAM: New Zealand’s steady supply of
left-handed batsmen will come in handy in today’s
World Cup match against an Indian team without that
variety in their top order, senior Kiwi batsman Ross
Taylor said on the eve of the match.

Opener Shikhar Dhawan’s injury has not only
robbed India of a left-right pair at the top of their
order but has also left the two-times champions with-
out a southpaw in the top half of their batting.

In contrast, New Zealand have three left-handers
in their top six, including opener Colin Munro.
“Obviously Shikhar is a big loss to India,” Taylor told
reporters at Trent Bridge yesterday.

“He and Rohit Sharma have a very good partner-
ship, and I think they complement each other well
because they’re right and left-handed.

“I think we’ve had a similar balanced side for a
long time, and when you do have a right-left hand
combination, it does put pressure in different ways on
the bowling opposition.”

A left-right combination forces bowlers to alter
line and length while the fielding captain is also com-
pelled to tinker with field settings every time the
batsmen change ends.

Taylor said such variety in the batting lineup was
necessary to make the most of the World Cup
grounds. “A lot of these grounds in the UK have a
short boundary to one side, and if you’ve got two
right handers or two left handers, you can’t exploit it
as much...

“It’s traditionally a short boundary here. If that is
the case, then hopefully we can exploit it with the
right and left handers.”

A lot will depend on how New Zealand fare
against the wrist-spin of Yuzvendra Chahal and
Kuldeep Yadav but the 35-year-old Taylor reckoned
the duo might bowl slightly more defensively at
Trent Bridge. “Shorter boundaries can sometimes
play in the minds of the spinners, one might spin a
little bit more defensive, but with the weather
around and so much uncertainty, we’ll just have to
wait and see,” he said.—Reuters

NZ to reap left-right 
benefit against India 

NOTTINGHAM: Rishabh Pant has been called up as cover
for the injured Shikhar Dhawan in India’s World Cup
squad, team chiefs confirmed yesterday. Dhawan injured
his hand during the team’s 36-run victory against Australia
on Sunday and remains a doubt for the rest of the 50-over
tournament.

The left-handed opener has been put under medical
observation and Pant will join the team in England and
Wales and stay on as standby. “We will be observing
Dhawan and around the 10th or 12th day we will know
where he stands,” India’s assistant coach Sanjay Bangar
said ahead of Thursday’s match against New Zealand at
Trent Bridge. “We do not want to rule out a precious play-
er like Shikhar. As far as batting order goes, KL (Rahul)
moves top of the order and there are various options the
team can utilise going into the next game.”

Bangar added: “If and when a replacement is required,
it’s always good to have a replacement coming in and
practising with the team as a standby”. Dhawan made 117,
putting on 127 for the opening wicket with Rohit Sharma
to set up India’s second straight win in the World Cup

against defending champions Australia.
Bangar said India would miss Dhawan but the team had

enough strength in depth to maintain their momentum in
the round-robin tournament. “Shikhar will definitely be
missed in the next three to four games but we have great
back-up for each position,” he said. “With that we should
be able to make it up.

“He (Pant) bats in the middle order and obviously being
a left-hander helps and he was named in the standbys as
well, so the team management has gone and picked him,”
he said of Pant’s call-up. Team management said Pant
would join the side in Manchester ahead of the match
against arch-rivals Pakistan, which takes place on Sunday.

The 21-year-old, a flamboyant wicketkeeper-batsman,
made his Test debut in England last year and scored his
maiden Test century during the series. Pant, who is being
groomed to take over from M.S. Dhoni as first-choice
wicketkeeper in all formats of the game, also underlined
his worth with an unbeaten 159 against Australia in Sydney
earlier this year.

The World Cup has been badly affected by rain, with
two matches abandoned and one no result, and Bangar
said in the circumstances it was vital for opening batsmen
to provide a solid base. “In this part of the world overhead
conditions do make a big difference so the batsmen have
to be a bit circumspect and they have to make those
adjustments,” said Bangar.

“In overcast conditions and with two new balls (from
either end) you always want the top order to show that
discipline and put us in a great position.” — AFP

MELBOURNE: Australia’s professional women’s
Twenty20 competition has been given its own sched-
uling window separate from the men’s ‘Big Bash’ in a
landmark move hailed by the players’ union.

The fifth season of the Women’s Big Bash League
(WBBL) will start in October and culminate in the
final weekend on Dec. 6-7, providing a lead-in to the
women’s T20 World Cup which starts in February,
Cricket Australia said.

“This is monumental for the women’s game,”
Anthony Everard, Cricket Australia’s Executive
General Manager Fan Engagement, said. “Moving the
entire tournament to its own standalone period is the
first step towards achieving that ultimate goal of
being the best women’s league in the world, giving the
world’s best female cricketers from across the globe
the platform to show fans what they are capable of.”

The men’s Big Bash fixtures have yet to be
released but the bulk of it will be played in January,
when the men’s one-day international squad is touring
India. The new arrangement will boost broadcast
exposure for the women’s game, Cricket Australia
said. “This is something we’ve been building towards
and last year’s final series has proved that the rebel
WBBL is ready to stand on its own two feet,” Everard
said. “The volume of televised content nearly doubled
last season, for the women’s cricketers.”

Players union, the Australian Cricketers’
Association, said some players would have to balance
study and work commitments with the new schedule.
Professional women cricketers receive the same base
pay as their male counterparts in Australia for time
spent on the playing field but they compete in far less
matches and many are unable to support themselves
by cricket alone.

“The ACA will continue to work with Cricket
Australia and the states to help players adjust to this
change,” ACA General Manager of Cricket
Operations & Player Relations Brendan Drew said.
“Nevertheless, the players are extremely excited for
the stand-alone tournament and the opportunities it
will bring.”  — Reuters

India call up Pant 
as cover for injured 
Dhawan at WCup

Women’s ‘Big 
Bash’ gets own 
tournament window

NOTTINGHAM: India’s captain Virat Kohli (L) and India’s Rohit Sharma attend a nets training session at Trent
Bridge in Nottingham, central England, yesterday, ahead of their 2019 Cricket World Cup match against New
Zealand.— AFP
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JOHANNESBURG: Top African football officials
hope the history-making Cup of Nations in Egypt
from June 21 can deflect attention away from a string
of embarrassing incidents involving them. In recent
weeks, CAF president Ahmad Ahmad and senior
vice-president Amaju Pinnick and VAR have been
dominating the headline space usually reserved for
stars like Mohamed Salah and Sadio Mane.

Malagasy Ahmad was questioned by French
authorities last week during a probe into corruption,
breach of trust and forgery amid reports that CAF
illegally changed kit suppliers.   Former CAF secre-
tary general Amr Fahmy from Egypt was sacked
recently after making various serious accusations
against Ahmad. These include corruption, sexual
harassment, nepotism and a disregard for CAF
statutes by an official who succeeded long-serving
Issa Hayatou two years ago on an anti-graft ticket.
While Ahmad being questioned in France caused
huge embarrassment, the first Cup of Nations with 24
teams and the first to be staged in June and July was
receiving lesser prominence. 

Meanwhile, the Nigerian High Court has ordered
Pinnick and four other football officials to stand trial
for allegedly stealing millions of dollars intended for
football development.  And if the image of CAF was
not tainted enough, there was a farcical scene in the
second leg of the Champions League final with
Wydad Casablanca walking off over a disallowed
goal. The Moroccan club wanted the goal referred to
VAR only to discover that the system malfunctioned
before the match began and could not be used.

Ahmad and his executives later ruled that the sec-
ond leg against Esperance Tunis, who were leading 2-
1 overall when the second leg was abandoned, must
be replayed. There have been numerous VAR contro-
versies since its introduction in Africa last year and it
is due to be used during the Cup of Nations, report-
edly for the knockout stages.

The 2019 Cup of Nations has had its share of dra-
ma too as Egypt were named hosts only this January
to replace Cameroon, who had fallen behind with
preparations. Then, the dates were changed as
Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia said players needed
more time to recover from Ramadan, when Muslims
abstain from food and drink between sunrise and
sunset. Tunisia also wanted certain kick-off times
altered, saying the temperatures during afternoon fix-
tures could exceed 40 degrees celsius (104 fahren-
heit), particularly in Cairo.

Mediterranean city Alexandria, Ismailia and Suez
are the other venues for the tournament with hosts
Egypt slight favourites to become champions a
record-extending eighth time. There have been four
Cup of Nations tournaments in Egypt with the home
team winning three while finishing third in the other.

The Pharaohs will rely heavily on serial scorer
Salah, whose penalty set up Liverpool to win the
UEFA Champions League final against Tottenham
Hotspur this month. Another star who helped
Liverpool conquer Europe was Mane, the stand-out
performer in a Senegal side aiming to lift the trophy
for the first time after finishing 2002 runners-up.

Egypt and Senegal are among the six top seeds
with defending champions Cameroon, Morocco,
Nigeria and Tunisia. Were the finals staged anywhere
except Egypt, Morocco would probably be favourites
to succeed again 43 years after their lone success.

Their French coach, Herve Renard, is the only one
to win the tournament with different countries, guid-
ing no-hopers Zambia to glory in 2012 and repeating
the feat with Ivory Coast three years later.— AFP

Africa hopes stars 
can shine in Egypt 
after officials 
cause shame

Italy edge Bosnia with late 
goal, Germany and France stroll

PARIS: Italy needed a late winner from Marco Verratti
to defeat a determined Bosnia-Herzegovina 2-1 in Euro
2020 qualifying Tuesday, while Germany and France
piled up the goals in lopsided victories.

Edin Dzeko fired Bosnia in front in Turin, but Lorenzo
Insigne equalised shortly after half-time and Verratti
curled home on 86 minutes to earn a fourth win in as
many attempts for Roberto Mancini’s side in Group J. “I
expected the difficulties, but we showed the strength
and the conviction to overturn it,” said Mancini. “The
important thing is that we are first in the group.”

World champions France rebounded from last week-
end’s defeat in Turkey with a trouble-free 4-0 win away
to minnows Andorra. “We reacted well after not playing
to our usual level on Saturday against a good Turkey
team. It looked easy today and the intensity wasn’t the
same but we played really well,” said France coach
Didier Deschamps. 

He retained just four of those who began Saturday’s
2-0 loss in Konya, handing first international starts to
Kurt Zouma, Clement Lenglet and Leo Dubois. Kylian
Mbappe opened the scoring with a chipped finish on 11
minutes, with Wissam Ben Yedder and Florian Thauvin
adding to their lead in the first half.

Zouma bundled home a fourth on the hour as France
reclaimed top spot in Group H after Iceland beat
Turkey 2-1 in Reykjavik to further sour the mood in the
visiting camp. Turkish officials had denounced the “dis-
respect” shown to the team when they arrived in
Iceland, unhappy at being kept waiting for several
hours at passport control at the airport and subjected
to extensive security checks.

Two headers in the first half by centre-back Ragnar
Sigurdsson saw Iceland draw level on nine points with

France as well as Turkey, for whom Dorukhan Tokoz
scored a consolation.

Germany made light work of Estonia as Serge
Gnabry and Marco Reus fired them to a thundering 8-0
victory in Mainz. Gnabry and Reus scored two goals
each, with Leon Goretzka, Ilkay Gundogan, Timo
Werner and Leroy Sane also on target, as Germany ran
riot to seal a third win from three games in Group C.

Underdogs Estonia were helpless against a bright
young Germany side who now appear to have left last
year’s World Cup woes far behind them. “Opponents
like this are not the benchmark for us,” warned Reus. “It
was important for us to get into a rhythm and get to
know each other better on the pitch, but we have to stay
realistic.”  Joachim Loew’s team are still playing catch-
up to Northern Ireland after Paddy McNair struck four
minutes from the end in a 1-0 victory in Belarus.
Belgium extended their perfect start to Group I with a
3-0 defeat of Scotland in Brussels.

Romelu Lukaku headed in an Eden Hazard cross on
the stroke of half-time and bagged a second early in the
second half, with Kevin De Bruyne thumping home
another at the death. “This is a good victory and it is
nice to be able to score,” said Lukaku. “The team is get-
ting better every time.” 

Russia followed up their 9-0 trouncing of San Marino
with a much nervier win over Cyprus that came cour-
tesy of a single goal by Aleksei Ionov. Ryan Giggs’s
Wales suffered back-to-back losses as Mate Patkai
struck 10 minutes from time to earn Hungary a 1-0 vic-
tory in Budapest. The Hungarians, the only side to have
played four games in Group E, are top on nine points,
three clear of Slovakia, who were 5-1 winners in
Azerbaijan where Marek Hamsik scored twice. — AFP

TURIN: Italy’s defender Giorgio Chiellini (L) fights for the ball with Bosnia Herzegovina’s midfielder
Muhamed Besic (R) during the UEFA Euro 2020 qualification football match between Italy and Bosnia
Herzegovina at the ‘Allianz Stadium’ in Turin. — AFP

France reclaim top spot in Group H after Iceland beat Turkey 

PARIS: Holders the United States began
their defence of the women’s World Cup
by crushing Thailand 13-0 but their joy-
ous celebrations of the tournament’s
record win triggered a backlash yester-
day. The US team scored 10 goals in the
second half in Reims on Tuesday as they
bettered Germany’s 11-0 win over
Argentina in 2007 and shattered their
own previous tournament best of 7-0.
American star Alex Morgan grabbed five
goals while Rose Lavelle and Samantha
Mewis netted twice each and Lindsey
Horan, Megan Rapinoe, Mallory Pugh
and Carli Lloyd also got on the score-
sheet in the Group F encounter watched
by more than 18,000.

But the Americans’ wild goal celebra-
tions in such a one-sided game were not
to everyone’s taste.

Former Canadian international player
Kaylyn Kyle, working as an analyst for
Canada’s TSN at the tournament, said on
air: “As a Canadian we would just never
ever think of doing something like that ...
For me it’s disrespectful, it’s disgraceful.”

Kyle said later on social media she
had received death threats for her com-
ments, but repeated that she felt the
Americans’ celebrations were “excessive
and disrespectful”. Many Twitter users

also criticised the show of joy with the
hashtag “UglyAmericans”.

“A classless winner is worse than a
sore loser, regardless of gender,” said
one tweet. USA Today columnist Nancy
Armour was unapologetic. “Take the
pearl clutching and righteous indignation
somewhere else. This is the World Cup,
not a rec league tournament,” she wrote.

USA coach Jill Ellis hit back at sug-
gestions her players could have eased up
and spared 34th-ranked Thailand com-
plete humiliation. “This is a world cham-
pionship so every team that is here has
been fantastic to get to this point. To be
respectful to opponents is to play hard
against opponents,” Ellis said.

Captain Megan Rapinoe said her
team had been overjoyed at setting the
record score but insisted they did
respect all their opponents. “We always
want to have any world record and any-
thing we can get over the Germans, we’ll
take it,” Rapinoe said. “Obviously we
have the utmost respect for everyone we
play, but it’s the World Cup.”

Thailand’s deflated coach
Nuengruethai Sathongwien said she had
no excuses, adding: “We accept that
they are better.”

France will have paid attention to the
Americans’ powerful performance as the
host nation could well meet them in a
quarter-final in Paris. The French side
return to action on Wednesday against
Norway, who like France comfortably
won their opening match.

The hosts, coached by Corinne
Diacre, cruised to a 4-0 win over South
Korea in their first outing last Friday
and are hoping to build on that against
the Norwegians in Nice at 1900 GMT

in one of 13 sold-out games in the tour-
nament so far.

The Norwegians are without world
player of the year Ada Hegerberg who
refuses to play for her country because
she says her national federation does
not take the women’s team seriously.
Norway’s Scandinavian neighbours
Sweden started their campaign with a
2-0 win over Chile in Rennes on
Tuesday in a match that was held up by
a violent storm.

The players went off for around 40
minutes in the second half with the game
goalless before Sweden secured victory
thanks to late goals by Kosovare Asllani
and substitute Madelen Janogy.

Sweden face the hapless Thais next in
Group F, while Chile are the next to face

the US firepower on Sunday. European
champions the Netherlands beat New
Zealand 1-0 in Le Havre in Group E on
Tuesday thanks to a Jill Roord goal in
stoppage time.

Germany coach Martina Voss-
Tecklenburg revealed that star player
Dzsenifer Marozsan may miss the rest of
the tournament after being ruled out of
Wednesday’s Group B clash with Spain
(1600 GMT) because of a broken toe.

“We will try to get her back on the
pitch before the end of the tournament,
but we can’t make any predictions,” said
Voss-Tecklenburg, who described the 27
year-old as “irreplaceable”. Nigeria and
South Korea clash in Grenoble with both
looking to bounce back from their open-
ing defeats.— AFP

Americans face 
backlash over 
biggest women’s 
World Cup win

REIMS: USA’s players celebrate a goal during the France 2019 Women’s World
Cup Group F football match between USA and Thailand, at the Auguste-Delaune
Stadium in Reims, eastern France. —AFP

GRENOBLE:  Nigeria took their chances against the run
of play yesterday to beat South Korea 2-0 for rare success
at the women’s World Cup to set themselves up to advance
to the next stage of the tournament in France.

A first half own goal at the Stade des Alps and a break-
away attack, brilliantly finished by Asisat Oshoala, ensured
the Africa champions only their fourth win in eight World
Cup finals appearances and a chance to go to the second
round for just a second time.

The Koreans, beaten 4-0 by hosts France in the tourna-
ment opener last Friday, are all but out of contention after
a surprise setback in their second Group A game. After
weathering Korea’s early attacks, Nigeria went ahead just
before the half hour mark when defender Kim Do-yeon
miscued an effort to try to clear a long ball through the
middle and steered it past her goalkeeper Kim Min-jung,
who had come rushing out of her goal and was stranded.

There was a lengthy Video Assistant Referee review
to see whether Nigeria’s captain Desire Oparanozie
might have brushed the ball with her hand as she headed
to the goal but there was no conclusive evidence to rule
out the goal.

Korea were pulled back for offside when they found the
net in the 58th minute before a Nigeran counter attack
saw Oshoala, a three-time African women’s Footballer of
the Year, ran half the length of the field, brushed past a
defender, rounded the goalkeeper and squeezed the ball
home from an almost improbable angle. She might have
scored in similar fashion just two minutes after the 75th
minute goal but a heavy first touch saw the opportunity
slip away. Nigeria lost their opening game 3-0 to Norway
in Reims on Saturday. — Reuters

RIO DE JANEIRO: It’s been an annus horribilis and a half
for Chile’s iconic leader Alexis Sanchez, who is known as the
“Nino Maravilla”-wonder-kid-in his homeland.

Chile’s most capped player of all time and record
goalscorer, Sanchez is so popular in the South American
country that he even stars in a film about himself that was
released in Chile last month.

Having helped Chile win the last two Copa America
competitions-including the one-off 100-year celebration
Centenario in the United States in 2016 — a statue of him
has even been erected in his home town Tocopilla. But it’s
been an otherwise dreadful last 18 months for the
Manchester United winger on the pitch. And Sanchez will
be desperate to prove he has much more to offer than his
recent club form suggests.

Since moving from Arsenal in January 2018, the vibrant
and pacey forward has been a shadow of his former self.

He scored 60 goals in 123 league games for the Gunners,
almost one in every two matches, but that ratio has dropped
to less than one in 10 at United, where he had just nine
Premier League starts and one goal in the last campaign.

He also had to sit out the 2018 World Cup in Russia as
Chile hadn’t qualified. At 30, Sanchez is far from finished but
at Old Trafford there have been signs that he’s lost his spark.
The wonder kid has at times saved his best for the national
team and a strong showing at the Copa could boost his
options in the transfer market should he leave United, as
expected, during the off season.

Return moves to either Italy or Spain have been moot-
ed despite the financial burden any team would face in

trying to match his reported 500,000 pounds ($636,000)
a week wages. And the signing of young Welsh winger
Daniel James in direct competition for Sanchez’s preferred
position on the left suggests that United have made their
feelings clear.

The Copa America will come as welcome respite for
Sanchez, not least because if fit he will certainly start for
Chile-something that was increasingly not the case under
Ole Gunnar Solskjaer at Old Trafford.

But his participation in Chile’s Group C opener against
Japan next Monday is uncertain due to an ankle injury
picked up at the end of the club season.

Sanchez was back working with the ball on Monday with
his team-mates at their training base in Itu, near Sao Paulo.
“Without a doubt, Alexis is important for the national team,”
said central midfielder Pablo Hernandez, describing the
Manchester United forward as “a key piece” for the start of
the tournament. Team-mate Jose Pedro Fuenzalida said that
Sanchez “raises the level of the team when he’s on form,
because he’s a destabilizing player.”

Sanchez was key in Chile’s back-to-back Copa triumphs
in 2015 and 2016: the first in the country’s history. He scored
the winning penalty in a shoot-out to beat Argentina in the
final on home soil in 2015.

His absence was acutely felt in Chile’s one pre-Copa
friendly international, a labored come-from-behind 2-1 vic-
tory against minnows Haiti today. Spanish newspaper
Marca has dismissed Chile’s chances of completing a hat-
trick of victories as slim due to a lack of creativity, some-
thing that would be provided by Sanchez’s usual cut and
thrust. The squad has also been affected by rumors of in-
fighting surrounding the omission of former captain and
veteran goalkeeper Claudio Bravo. That has proved unpop-
ular with many fans that have subsequently protested
against Colombian coach Reinaldo Rueda.

Sanchez, though, has taken on the role of leader to call
on everyone to come together for the benefit of the team.
“We won two Copa America titles for the first time in Chile’s
history,” he wrote on his social media platforms.—AFP
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Pakistan’s Amir finishes with career-best figures of five for 30

TAUNTON: Australia’s David Warner (R) is watched by Pakistan’s captain Sarfaraz Ahmed as he plays a shot during the 2019 Cricket World Cup group stage match between Australia and Pakistan at The County Ground in Taunton,
southwest England, yesterday. —AFP

TAUNTON: David Warner scored his first international
century since completing a ball-tampering ban as
Australia returned to winning ways at the World Cup
with a 41-run victory over Pakistan at Taunton yester-
day. Warner made 107 and, with Australia captain
Aaron Finch (82), got the defending champions off to a
flying start with an opening stand of 146 — the highest
partnership for any wicket at this World Cup to date.

Mohammad Amir dragged Pakistan back into the
game with career-best figures of five for 30 in 10 overs
but Australia still managed to post a challenging score
of 307, which ultimately proved beyond their oppo-
nents. “It means a lot to a batter to get a century,” said
man-of-the-match Warner. “It was a great effort from
Pakistan in the end but our bowlers bowled excellent.
They probably got closer than we expected.”

Pakistan, after a middle-order collapse that saw
them lose three wickets for 11 runs in 15 balls, were all
but beaten at 200 for seven in the 34th over.

But captain Sarfaraz Ahmed (40) and the big-hitting
Wahab Riaz (45) gave them renewed hope with a stand
of 64. Australia, who lost to India on Sunday, were
again looking to Mitchell Starc to get them out of a
tight spot, as had done in an earlier win over the West
Indies and the fast bowler duly delivered with 2-43.

He had Wahab caught behind got off a thin edge,
although it needed an Australia review of an original

not out decision to leave Pakistan 264-8
Two balls later, Amir played on for a duck before

Glenn Maxwell ended the match with a brilliant direct
hit run out of Sarfaraz.

Pakistan’s chase started badly when Fakhar Zaman
fell for a duck uppercutting Cummins to Kane
Richardson at third man. Babar Azam was in superb
touch, with 28 of his 30 runs coming in fours, before he
mishooked Nathan Coulter-Nile to deep backward
square leg. Opener Imam-ul-Haq was upping the tem-
po in his 53 when he gloved Pat Cummins (3-33) down
the legside to wicket-keeper Alex Carey.

Finch, an occasional slow bowler, grabbed a real
bonus wicket when Mohammad Hafeez (46) hit a rank
full toss straight to Starc at deep square leg.

And when Shoaib Malik was brilliantly caught for
nought by a diving Carey after inside edging Cummins,
Pakistan were in dire straits at 147-5.

Both Warner and Steve Smith, also returning from a
year-long ban for ball-tampering, had been jeered by
fans in previous games but Pakistan fans largely heeded
an appeal from Sarfaraz not to boo the pair, preferring
to roar chants of “Amir!, Amir!”.

Warner completed his 15th one-day international
hundred when an edge off Shaheen Shah Afridi flew
past slip for four. An elated Warner leapt in the air in
celebration but his 111-ball innings ended soon after-

wards when he was caught at point off Shaheen, having
gone past fifty for the third time in four innings at this
World Cup. “I’m very disappointed,” said Sarfaraz. “We
lost three wickets in 15 balls and that’s why we lost.

“We conceded too many runs in the first 20 overs
apart from Mohammad Amir. We came back and

restricted them well but it was a 270-280 pitch.
“We made some runs and got starts but we’ve got to

convert them and go long. If you want to win matches
your top four must score runs.” Australia have three
wins in four matches while Pakistan are struggling, with
just one victory in their four games so far. — AFP

Warner’s ton sets up Aussies WCup win 

SCOREBOARD

Australia
A. Finch c Hafeez b Amir 82
D. Warner c Imam  b Shaheen 107
S. Smith c Asif b Hafeez 10
G. Maxwell b Shaheen 20   
S. Marsh c Malik b Amir 23
U. Khawaja c Riaz b Amir 18
A. Carey lbw Amir 20
N. Coulter-Nile c Sarfaraz b Riaz 2
P. Cummins c Sarfaraz b Hasan 2
M. Starc c Malik b Amir 3
K. Richardson not out 1
Extras (lb10, nb3, w6) 19
Total (all out, 49 overs) 307
Fall of wickets: 1-146 (Finch), 2-189 (Smith), 3-223 (Maxwell), 4-242
(Warner), 5-277 (Khawaja), 6-288 (Marsh), 7-299 (Coulter-Nile),
8-302 (Cummins), 9-304 (Carey), 10-307 (Starc).
Bowling: Amir 10-2-30-5 (1w); Shaheen 10-0-70-2 (1nb, 1w); Hasan
10-0-67-1 (1nb, 3w); Riaz 8-0-44-1 (1w); Hafeez 7-0-60-1; Malik
4-0-26-0 (1nb)

Pakistan
Imam-ul-Haq c Carey b Cummins 53
Fakhar Zaman c Richardson b Cummins 0
Babar Azam c Richardson b Coulter-Nile 30
Mohammad Hafeez c Starc b Finch 46
Sarfaraz Ahmed run out 40
Shoaib Malik c Carey b Cummins 0
Asif Ali c Carey b Richardson 5
Hasan Ali c Khawaja b Richardson 32
Wahab Riaz c Carey b Starc 45
Mohammad Amir b Starc 0 
Shaheen Shah Afridi not out 1
Extras (lb4, nb1, w9) 14
Total (all out, 45.4 overs) 266
Fall of wickets 1-2 (Zaman), 2-56 (Babar), 3-136 (Imam), 4-146
(Hafeez), 5-147 (Malik), 6-160 (Asif), 7-200 (Hasan), 8-264 (Riaz),
9-265 (Amir), 10-266 (Sarfaraz)
Bowling: Cummins 10-0-33-3 (1nb); Starc 9-1-43-2 (2w);
Richardson 8.4-0-62-2 (2w); Coulter-Nile 9-0-53-1 (2w); Maxwell
7-0-58-0 (1w); Finch 2-0-13-1 (1w).
Result: Australia won by 41 runs.

Scoreboard in the World Cup match between Australia and Pakistan in Taunton yesterday:

ROANNE: Chris Froome will miss the Tour de France after
hitting a wall at high speed and suffering severe injuries in
a training accident at the Criterium du Dauphine yester-
day, Team Ineos leader Dave Brailsford has confirmed.

“It’s clear he’ll take no part in the Tour,” Brailsford told
French television while four time Tour de France winner
Froome was being treated at the scene in a parked ambu-
lance. This year’s Tour de France embarks from Brussels on
July 6 and the loss of the iconic British rider will shake up
ambitions at several teams.

But Froome’s team principal Brailsford’s sombre tone
suggested the implications may go further. “He is in a very,

very serious condition,” said Brailsford, adding that the
racer was having difficulty speaking and would be heli-
coptered to hospital.

A witness at the scene of the accident said Froome had
suffered an open fracture of the femur and had suffered
other injuries too, notably to his elbows. Brailsford said
Froome had been speeding downhill with Dutch teammate
Wout Poels on a ‘recon’ ride for yesterday’s time-trial
when a gust of wind blew him off track and into a wall.

“They were going very fast and the wind got his front
wheel and sent him straight into the wall,” Brailsford said in
French. The accident took place on a narrow descent
through the village of Saint-AndrÈ d’Apchon in the Loire
region and other competitors on the recon estimated he
would have been travelling at 60km/h (38 m/ph). “He
could hardly speak. He’ll be helicoptered to either Lyon or
Saint-Etienne hospital within a few minutes,” said
Brailsford.

Tour de France director Christian Prudhomme was swift
to wish Froome a speedy recovery. “We hope he gets well
soon. The Tour de France won’t be the same without him.
Chris Froome has been the central character at the Tour
since 2013,” he said. “His withdrawal changes the whole
thing. Even if they have the title holder Geraint Thomas
and let’s not be lured into underestimating Egan Bernal,
who will be his lieutenant or possibly more,” Prudhomme
said of two key Ineos riders.

French climber Romain Bardet, who came second to
Froome on the 2016 Tour de France, described the news of
the extent of his fellow rider’s injuries as awful. “I didn’t
realise it was that serious,” Bardet said when told after the
time-trial won by Wout van Aert.

“That’s dreadful. It’s never nice when one of your rivals
gets unlucky like that.” Froome’s last major win came at the
2018 Giro where he also fell while doing recon for the
opening day time-trial around Jerusalem, suffering early in

the three week race before a spectacular late rally.
He also fell on stage one of the 2018 Tour de France

where he eventually came third behind Thomas and Dutch
all rounder Tom Dumoulin. This year has been disappoint-
ing for Froome. Early in the 2019 season he took part in
the Tour of Colombia, but the rarefied air at altitude and
the long climbs failed to suit him and he came 91st in the
run through the Andes.

He was 94th at the Tour of Catalonia, 11th in the Tour of
the Alps and 13th at the Tour de Yorkshire, leaving critics
lukewarm over his 2019 Tour de France chances. The
Kenyan born Froome, who at his best combines top level
time-trialing skills with a fearsome prowess for climbing,
first won the Tour in 2013 with Team Sky.

He went on to further Tour de France wins in 2015, 2016
and 2017, he also won the 2017 Vuelta a Espana and the
2018 Giro d’Italia, making him the greatest Grand Tour rid-
er of his generation. —AFP

Injured Froome out
of Tour de France
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